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THE STATE OF MONTANA'S RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE
UCFRB RESTORATIONPLAN PROCEDURESAND CRITERIA (SEPT. 10, 1999)

On September 10, 1999 the State of Montana released for public comment its draft

Upper Clark Fork River Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria. The release of this

"Plan" for public comment was advertised in several newspapers in the Upper Clark Fork

River Basin ("UCFRB") and the Plan was sent to various libraries in the UCFRB,
Missoula, Great Falls and Helena, so that it would be available for public review. In

addition, the State sent copies of the Plan to more than 100 individuals who, in the past,

have demonstrated a special interest in this matter. Those individuals included members

of the UCFRB Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory Council, the UCFRB
Steering Committee, various conservation district managers, environmental groups, and

local governmental entities in the Basin.

The public comment period on the Plan closed on October 15, 1999, and by that

date the State had received 36 comment letters from various persons and entities (there

were 4 persons or entities who sent 2 comment letters each).' Copies of the public

comments received are in the appendix hereto. (It should be noted that each of the

comment letters has been numbered and each comment has been assigned an alphabetic

designation so that readers of this document can readily refer to the precise text of the

various comments to which the State is responding.) The State's responses to these

comments are set forth below. These responses were prepared by the States Natural

Resource Damage ("NRD") Program on behalf of the Trustee, i.e., the Governor, and the

Governor's NRD Policy Committee.

CATEGORY 1: Satisfaction with the Plan. The State received 25 comments from 14

persons or entities variously expressing congratulations on the settlement, satisfaction

with various aspects of the proposed restoration plan, and appreciation for noticeable

improvements in this draft of the Plan. (See Letters lA, B, S; 3D; 6A; 7A, B, C, D; 8A;

9A,B; 11A,B, C, E; 13B,E; 15A, F; 18A; 19A; 21A; 31A.)

RESPONSE : The State of Montana greatly appreciates these comments and other

words of encouragement. The State is thankful that a number of the commentors are

satisfied with various aspects of the Plan, including the improvements over previous

drafts. The State notes that a number of these improvements were made based upon

previous informal comments from members of the public and believes that the changes

which it will make in the current draft, as the result of public comment, will further

improve the Plan.

' There were two comment letters received after the deadline for comments. Those letters, copies of which are

included at the end of the appendix, were not responded to directly although the State's responses, herein, respond

indirectly to these letters. It should also be noted that before the release of the September 10, 1999 draft Plan, the

State had provided prior working drafts of the Plan to the Advisory Council and certain other members of the public

at their request; thus, the September 10, 1999 draft already reflected some public input.



CATEGORY 2: Project Location. The State received 30 comments from 20 persons

or entities stating, variously, that the proceeds of the NRD settlement should be spent

only on restoration projects located within the UCFRB, that all NRX) money should be

spent for projects in the UCFRB "damage corridor," or that ifNRD money is not spent in

the Basin, it should have a direct benefit in the Basin. (See Letters 4B; 6H; 71; 9E; lOB;

12H; 13A; 15B; 16E; 17B; 18B; 19B, CC, II, JJ; 20B, E; 21B; 22B, D; 23B; 24A; 26A;

27B; 28B; 35B, C, H; 36B, D.) Some of these comments set forth more specific

recommendations in this regard:

COMMENT : Trout Unlimited ("TU") proposes that projects inside the

hydrological bounds of the UCFRB should get priority, projects outside the "damage

corridor" but in the UCFRB should also be eligible for funding if they directly benefit or

replace resource inside the damage corridor, other projects outside the corridor but in the

UCFRB should be eligible if there is a clear demonstration that they are necessary and

appropriate replacement for injured resources that cannot be restored, and projects

outside the hydrologic bounds of the UCFRB should be ineligible unless it can be

conclusively demonstrated they benefit resources inside the UCFRB. (Letter 71.)

COMMENT : The Clark Fork Coalition ("CFC") recommends that language on

page 38 discussing project location be strengthened to include "the only exception to this

criteria will be that if projects extend outside the hydrologic boundary of the UCFRB,
then they must demonstrate a direct benefit to injured resources and/or lost services in the

UCFRB." (Letter 9E.)

COMMENT : Powell County comments that the "Project Location" criterion be

taken out of the Stage 2 Criteria and made an initial screen. (Letter 12H.)

COMMENT : Butte-Silver Bow County ("BSB") and Butte Local Development

Corporation ("BLDC") suggest that the "Project Location" criterion description language

be tightened up to ensure all projects are located within the UCFRB. BSB states that

"there is more work than there is money to get it done, thus, it seems rather inconsistent

to reserve the authority to spend money on projects outside the Basin." (Letter 19.)

COMMENT : The Greenway Service District ("GSD") comments, regarding the

geographic location of projects, that the State should factor in which claims were released

in the settlement of the law suit in determining which restoration projects will be funded.

(Letter 21B.)

RESPONSE TO CATEGORY 2 COMMENTS : After careful consideration, the

State of Montana has decided that the Plan should be modified to require, with one

limited exception, all projects designed to restore or replace injured resources or impaired

services be located in the UCFRB. Under that exception a project to restore native trout

in the Big Blackfoot River drainage will be considered for funding provided there is a



showing that the project is intended to restore native trout that have been injured in the

UCFRB and that it would be impractical or uneconomic to do so in the UCFRB. The

"Project Location" criterion set forth in the Plan will be modified to reflect this decision.

While the State believes it would be legally acceptable, under appropriate circumstances,

to fund projects located outside the hydrologic boundary of the UCFRB, the State agrees

with the point made by several commentors, including Butte/Silver Bow County, that

"there is more restoration work to be done than there is money to get it done." Therefore,

the State agrees that it makes sense to require, with that limited exception, restoration and

replacement projects be located in the Basin. The State does note that the Trustee has the

authority to revisit this decision in the future.

The State believes that the limited exception is justified because it may be

impractical or very expensive to restore native trout in the UCFRB and because of the

importance of such trout to the eco-system and under the Endangered Species Act. Also,

because of its connection to the Upper Clark Fork River, restoration of native trout in the

Big Blackfoot may help to restore native trout in the Clark Fork.

Responding to Powell County's comment that the "Project Location" criterion

should be taken out of the Stage Two Criteria and made solely part of the initial

screening, the State will revise the list of initial screening items and add, "project location

in the UCFRB" as a "Minimum Qualification." The State, however, does not agree that

the "Project Location" criterion should be taken out of Chapter 4. That is because the

precise location of any proposed project will remain an important consideration

notwithstanding the requirement that the project be located in the UCFRB. As Trout

Unlimited recognizes, projects within the UCFRB but outside the "damage corridor" may
not receive priority as high as projects within the "damage" or "injury corridor," but will

be eligible for funding if they directly benefit or replace injured resources within the

"injury corridor."

Responding to the GSD's comment about factoring in the claims that were

released in the settlement, the State notes that it is doing so, in essence, by requiring that

projects be located in the Basin and restore or replace injured resources or services which

were the subject of the lawsuit. GSD's comment implies that because the State's

restoration claims for three sites were not resolved by the settlement, projects to restore

natural resources at those sites should receive lower priority than projects at the six

restoration sites which were settled. There is some logic to this proposition. In fact, as is

reflected in the Stage 2 criterion, "Results of Response Actions," the State does not

intend to approve projects which would duplicate or in any way interfere with the

proposed restoration actions which remain the subject of Montana v. ARCO . This logic,

however, does not completely follow when one also considers that the compensable

damages claims for these three restoration sites were settled, and that the restoration

damage claims at three of the six other sites were claims for very small amounts of

damages based upon "natural recovery."



CATEGORY 3A: Merger of Trustee and Advisory Councils. The State

received 24 comments from 1 8 persons or entities stating that the UCFRB Remediation

and Restoration Education Advisory Council should assume the duties of the Trustee

Restoration Council by combining, merging, or otherwise reconstituting these bodies as

one decision-making authority to streamline the decision-making process and ensure that

restoration planning authority rests in a group that includes representatives of basin local

governments and interests. (See Letters 5B; 6C, E; 7H; 8G; 9D; 13D; 14A; 15D, E; 16B;

17C; 18D; 19C, M, T; 20D; 21F; 22E; 23E; 24C; 25B; 27G; 28A; 35F, G.) Some of

these commentors made specific suggestions as to additional representatives that should

be included on a combined Advisory/Trustee Council. One commentor suggested that

the Directors of the State Departments of Agriculture, Transportation, and Commerce
should be added, and others suggested adding the Governor's Chief of Staff and the

Director of DNRC. Still a few others suggested that the combined Council should

include the heads of local governments in the Basin. One person suggested that a single

council be formed such that the input of the Trustee Council, the Advisory Council, the

Tribes and DOI would form a "cohesive voice in advising the Governor." Another

commentor suggested that the organizational structure of the decision making process

raises conflict and may place the Governor in a decision-making mode, which is non-

productive and potentially divisive causing real gridlock and lost opportunities to restore

the region.

RESPONSE: The State of Montana has carefully considered all of these

comments to the effect that the Trustee Restoration Council should be combined with the

Advisory Council to form one decision making authority. The State still believes that by

keeping these bodies separate, the State can proceed with a restoration decision making

process which is the most efficient under the circumstances, and which will operate in the

best interests of the people of the State as a whole, and the residents of the UCFRB, in

particular. Having said that, however, to assure that the Advisory Council has an

effective voice which will be considered by the Trustee Council and the Governor, the

State will modify the Plan and provide that the Chairman of the Advisory Council will be

a voting member of the Trustee Council.

The State's decision in this regard is based upon a number of considerations.

First, CERCLA provides that it is the duty of the Governor, acting as "Trustee" of the

Restoration Fund and the injured natural resources, to prepare and adopt restoration

plans. (See 42 USC §69 11 (I).) It should be understood that the Governor acts through

his or her staff and other representatives, including the Natural Resource Damage
Program (NRDP) and cabinet members who form the Trustee Restoration Council. If the

Trustee Council were merged with the Advisory Council and the NRDP reported to that

combined council, it could be argued that preparation of the annual restorations plans and

the principal decision making authorities who approve those plans are not under the

control of the Trustee.



Second, it could be argued that delegation, in essence, of decision making

authority to a combined Advisory/Trustee Council would violate another provision of

CERCLA which expressly provides that the Governor of a state may delegate trustee

authority to "state officials." (42 USC §9607(f)(2)(B).)

Third, the delegation of this authority to a combined Advisory/Trustee Council

could arguably violate the Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") among the State of

Montana, the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, and the United States

Department of Interior, which was agreed to by the State as part of the settlement. The

MOA provides the Tribes and DOI with certain specific consultation rights as to the

"State of Montana's" restoration plans. It is possible that the Tribes and DOI could argue

that the State was not living up to these covenants if control of the restoration planning

process is, in essence, given over to a council which is not controlled by the State.

Fourth, the settlement money is held in trust for the people of the entire State of

Montana, yet the Advisory Council is limited to residents of the UCFRB and Missoula,

and certain government representatives. Since the Basin residents would be in the

majority on a combined Advisory/Trustee Council, it may be argued that such a council

would not be representative of the State as a whole.

In addition, the State's involvement in the UCFRB restoration process will not

only include the preparation and approval of annual Restoration Work Plans, it will also

involve, among other things, project implementation, oversight, paying contractors,

accounting for all expenditures, project follow-up, and monitoring. It is currently

contemplated that the Trustee Restoration Council will also be responsible for overseeing

the NRDP's performance of these other duties. The sheer number of people who would

sit on a combined Advisory/Trustee Council would make the performance of this

oversight both inefficient and cumbersome. It has been suggested by some that a

combined Advisory/Trustee Council would only deal with restoration planning decisions,

while the Trustee Council would remain responsible for overseeing all of the State's

other restoration responsibilities. While this is another possible arrangement, there is a

reasonable argument that the same group should be responsible for, and thus accountable

for, the entire process. Presumably the Trustee Restoration Council will gain insight as to

which projects should be approved based upon its experience in the implementation and

oversight of similar projects which it previously approved.

Finally, by merging the functions of the two councils, the State would lose the

benefits it originally contemplated when it established the Advisory Council. What
would be lost would be the separate and independent advice of the Advisory Council

which the State hoped to weigh, in making restoration planning decisions, independent of



the technical opinions of the State staff and policy opinions of the State agency directors.'^

The "separate Advisory Council/ separate Trustee Council" model which the Plan adopts

is very similar to the model utilized by the State of Alaska in the ExxonA^aldez NRD
Restoration Program. In that situation, the Trustee Council greatly values the input of the

"Public Advisory Group" and the process has worked smoothly, as the State of Montana

believes it will in this instance.

A number of the commentors are concerned that the State will ignore the advice of

the Advisory Council if the two councils are not combined. This will not be the case. As

the Plan indicates, and as will be further clarified by additions to the Plan, the advice of

the Advisory Council will be sought by the NRD Program and the Trustee Council at all

decision making stages. If there is a disagreement between the Advisory Council and the

Program or the Trustee Council, that disagreement will be considered by the Governor

before final decisions are made. Furthermore, as a full voting member of the Trustee

Council, the Chairman of the Advisory Council can see to it that the State appropriately

considers the Advisory Council's recommendations.

t

The point that some commentors made that there should be only one

comprehensive recommendation transmitted to the Governor, rather than one fi^om the

Trustee Council, one from the Advisory Council, and possibly separate recommendations

from the Tribes and DOI, has some merit. However, it may not be realistic to believe that

agreement on one recommendation will always be reached given the diversity of interests

and limited time available to make decisions. The Tribes and DOI have an independent

right under the MOA to provide separate and distinct recommendations. Moreover, the

State does not believe that the benefits of obtaining one recommendation outweigh the

reasons for not combining the two councils as stated above. In the event that the Trustee

is given two or more recommendations, the Trustee can competently weigh those

recommendations and come up with an appropriate decision.

CATEGORY 3B: Advisory Council's Input. The State received 7 comments from 5

persons or entities regarding the Advisory Council's input in the restoration project

selection process. These comments are as follows.

COMMENT : The Advisory Council comments that if the NRD Program is going

to make recommendations to the Trustee Council on whether they should fund

development of a project, that decision should involve some participation with the

Advisory Council. The council should be able to look at these proposals for projects'

development costs as well as the specific projects themselves. (See Letter 6B.)

" Some commentors argue that the Advisory Council is not independent of the State because certain State officials

are on the Council. The Governor addressed this issue in an amendment to his original executive order establishmg

the Advisory Council. In that amendment (Executive Order 14-99, Sept. 14, 1999), the Governor provides that State

officials on the Council shall be "non-votina members."



RESPONSE : The Advisory Council may review applications for project

development grants, consult with the State, and make recommendations to the NRDP and

Trustee Council on all project development funding proposals. The text of the Plan will

be revised to clarify this.

COMMENT : The Advisory Council comments that the role of the Advisory

Council is inaccurately portrayed in the draft Plan as a group that advises the NRD
Program, when, in fact, the Council's role is to advise the Governor. (See Letter 6D.)

RESPONSE : In the Plan, the State set forth a procedure by which the Advisory

Council can perform its responsibilities of advising the Governor and promoting public

understanding of the restoration and remediation process, as set forth in the executive

order creating this body. In Figure 2, the Annual Restoration Planning Cycle, the July

box includes the word "advise." This reference was intended to describe the process by

which Advisory Council's input to the NRDP, which acts as the Governor's staff on this

matter, will be an important aspect of the early development of the restoration work plan.

The flowchart is not intended to limit the Advisory Council's role of advising the Trustee

Council and the Governor and, in fact, reflects this role.

COMMENT : TU comments that the plan should make recommendations on how
to refine the Advisory Council and suggests that each committee member should have

technical or policy background on the types of resources that need restoration, that there

should be no elected officials on the committee (local government could be represented

by local health officials), agencies that might be eligible for funding should not have

regular, voting members on the committee (ex officio members instead), and that the

committee should have at least one member who has a demonstrated familiarity with the

claim, settlement language, and the DOI rules and regulations. The purpose of these

recommendations are to ensure that projects are screened objectively and that the review

process is kept somewhat insulated from political, pork-barrel and bureaucratic agendas.

The committee should have bylaws that include a strong conflict of interest policy,

especially in regard to committee members who are consultants, and that committee

members should be paid for travel, phone and meals. (See Letter 7G.)

RESPONSE : The State recognizes that TU's comments on refining the Advisory

Council were made in the context of TU's additional comment that the Advisory Council

should be reconstituted to perform the duties of the Trustee Council, as that body is

described in the Plan. The UCFRB Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory

Council was created by executive order of the Governor, and it is beyond the scope of the

Plan to set forth a recommendation on restructuring the Advisory Council. As stated in a

previous response, the State disagrees that the Advisory Council and Trustee Council

should be merged. The Advisory Council was created with specific directions to educate

the public and advise the Trustee. The Advisory Council was constituted to accomplish

this unique purpose of providing input from a council of community leaders and citizens



of the UCFRB, and is considered by the State to be a vital part of the restoration decision-

making process.

COMMENT : The CFC comments that a shortcoming of the Plan is that it does

not contain specific language that ensures the Advisory Council will be able to weigh in

after the public comment period is closed, or that the council will make formal

recommendations to the Trustee Restoration Council and/or the Governor. The CFC
comments that the plan should be changed to clarify exactly when the Advisory Council

makes formal recommendations, and to whom they make them. The CFC recommends

adding an additional bullet to page 3 1 (between bullets 6 and 7) which states that "after

the NRD Program incorporates public comment into the final Restoration Work Plan, the

UCFRB Advisory Council shall make formal recommendations on project funding to the

Trustee Restoration Council and the Governor." (See Letter 9D.)

RESPONSE : Public comment received on the draft Restoration Work Plan, the

NRDP's responses to public comment, and the proposed final Restoration Work Plan will

be available to the Advisory Council prior to the Trustee Council's final decision. As set

forth in Figure 2, the Advisory Council may submit its recommendations to the Trustee

Council after reviewing these documents. The State will add a statement on page 3 1 of

the Plan clarifying the Advisory Council's role in this regard.

COMMENT : Powell County comments that on page 26, it is difficult to

understand whether the Advisory Council has any significant role in the entire process,

and that elimination of a local basin wide representation during the project phase seems

foolhardy; some role for the Advisory Council needs to be devised. (See Letter 12C.)

RESPONSE : The Advisory Council was created by executive order to "promote

public understanding of the State's efforts to remediate and restore sites in the UCFRB
that have been injured by hazardous substances for which ARCO is liable." To effectuate

its mission, the Council may provide "advice ... to the Governor with respect to issues

involving remediation and restoration efforts in the UCFRB." The Plan sets forth a

procedure by which the Advisory Council may fulfill this mission during the project

selection process (see pp. 30-3 1, Fig. 2). The State therefore disagrees with Powell

County that the Advisory Council has no significant role in the Plan. To the contrary, the

procedure as outlined in the Plan provides a mechanism by which a body representing

local interests may directly advise the NRDP, the Trustee Council, and the Governor on

project funding proposals at various stages throughout the restoration decision-making

process.

COMMENT : Powell County comments, relative to page 32, that the word "may"

regarding the Advisory Council's role in reviewing applications, creates a question of

whether the Advisory Council has a significant role in fianding decisions. (See Letter

12F.)



RESPONSE : Powell County probably refers to the word "may" as it appears in

Figure 2, i.e., that the "Advisory Council . . . may review applications . .
.." The State

disagrees that the use of the word "may" creates a question whether the Advisory Council

has a significant role in funding decisions. The word "may" was utilized to express an

option that the Advisory Council may exercise. The State does not intend to dictate the

actions of the Advisory Council as it fulfills its responsibilities under the executive order.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 4, Criteria of Decision Making, that if

the State prefers the non-quantitative approach to evaluating projects, the role of the

Advisory Council should be elevated to ensure meaningful involvement in the project

evaluation process. (See Letter 19Y.)

RESPONSE : BSB is correct that the State prefers the non-quantitative approach

to evaluating projects and disagrees with the implication that the procedure as currently

set forth in the Plan does not ensure meaningful involvement in the project evaluation

process for the Advisory Council. See the Responses to Powell County's comments

above for discussion of the role of the Advisory Council.

CATEGORY 4: Specific Projects or Types of Projects. The State received 24

comments from 14 persons or entities regarding different projects that should be funded

or types of projects to fund. Because most of these comments tended to address specific

projects or funding suggestions and differed one from another in content, they are listed

individually and will be addressed as such.

COMMENT : The Montana Association of Conservation Districts ("MACD")
comments that the restoration potential for injuries to individuals who have suffered

economic harm should be addressed. (Letter 4F.) The UCFRB Steering Committee

similarly comments that the Plan does not address loss of agricultural productivity and

that such productivity should be a benefit pursued by a restoration road map. (Letter 5C.)

RESPONSE : The State of Montana understands that private individuals,

including farmers, ranchers, and businesses, have suffered economic harm as a result of

injuries to the State's natural resources. CERCLA, however, does not provide for the

recovery of damages sustained by private individuals or entities, including losses of

agricultural productivity. Accordingly, the State, in Montana v. ARCO , made no claim

for such losses. Furthermore, the law and the Consent Decrees do not allow the

expenditure of the damages recovered in Montana v. ARCO for private purposes,

including private agricultural purposes.

COMMENT : MACD comments that language on page 42 emphasizes the

exclusion of humans and livestock as management techniques and suggests the following



substitute paragraph:
"The use of best management practices . Managing natural

resources through the adoption and use of best management practices can create recovery

of the resource while maximizing public benefits from it. Examples include

comprehensive weed management practices, revegetative practices, hunting and fishing

management approaches, irrigation water management techniques, grazing management

systems, and management of livestock in riparian zones." (Letter 4G.)

RESPONSE : The State of Montana appreciates the other examples of

management techniques which can produce tangible improvements in the condition

injured natural resources. The State will incorporate most of these examples into the text

at page 42. It should be understood, however, that the examples given on page 42, and

elsewhere in Chapter 5, are just potential examples of actions which could possibly be

taken, if circumstances were appropriate, to help restore natural resources. By providing

these examples the State is not necessarily endorsing such actions as they may apply to

any particular situation. Having said that, the State continues to believe that the

exclusion of humans and livestock as management techniques to help restore natural

resources may be appropriate in certain circumstances.

COMMENT : The UCFRB Steering Committee comments that acquiring water

rights on a voluntary basis should be considered a permissible restoration activity on page

39, and Margie C. Smith comments that acquiring the rights to any and all water

available at this time should be first on the list of steps in restoration. (Letter 51, 3 OB.)

RESPONSE : The State agrees with the commentors that acquiring water rights

may be an appropriate restoration activity and will revise page 39 to clarify this.

COMMENT : TU comments that it disagrees with upgrading Butte's Big Hole

water system with Restoration Funds, and comments that it should be considered a

normal service of local government. TU further comments that there may be other water

sources within the Clark Fork basin that could be tapped using NRD funds if the project

proponent demonstrates that the venture will replace groundwater identified in the claim

as damaged and which cannot be restored. (Letter 7J.)

RESPONSE : It is beyond the scope of this UCFRB Restoration Plan Procedures

and Criteria to identify or comment on specific projects which may be proposed under

this restoration program. Generally speaking, however, the State agrees that it may be

appropriate to fund projects that replace groundwater resources which were claimed to be

injured by the State in Montana v. ARCO .

COMMENT : The CFC and Missoula Water Quality Advisory Council

("MWQAC") comment that they support the position that proposed projects must restore,

replace, or acquire the equivalent of injured natural resources, and that actual restoration

of injured resources be given priority. (Letter 9B, 1 IB.)
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RESPONSE : The State agrees with this comment and the Plan reflects this

position.

COMMENT : MWQAC beheves that top priority should be given to projects with

the greatest potential to restore the river's natural integrity, particularly its native fishery,

and feels that removal or isolation of metals, especially at Milltown Dam, to prevent the

fiirther migration of metals downstream, is of critical importance. (Letter 1 IG.)

RESPONSE : MWQAC 's comment regarding the priority to be given to restoring

the river's natural integrity is noted. The State believes that the restoration of native

species (bull and cutthroat trout) in the Clark Fork River may result from restoration

projects aimed at restoring trout species generally.

As for Milltown, the State notes that its Restoration Determination Plan (Oct.

1995) selected the "no action" alternative for Milltown Reservoir. Nevertheless,

restoration projects proposing to remove or isolate metals at Milltown Dam will be

considered, provided that at the time such proposals are made the ROD for the Milltown

site has been selected.

COMMENT : The Montana Environmental Information Center ("MEIC")

comments that the full amount of the settlement, $213 million, should be used for

restoration projects rather than economic development because the settlement amount is

less than that needed for river restoration. MEIC recommends that highest priority

should be given to those projects with the most likely chance of restoring the river's

biointegrity - particularly its native fishery. (Letter lOA.)

RESPONSE : The State of Montana agrees that the Restoration Fund, should be

used for projects which restore or replace the injured resources and impaired services and

that projects that promote economic development are inappropriate under the law unless

such projects focus on the restoration or replacement of injured resources or impaired

services. With respect to biointegrity and restoration of the native fishery, please see the

immediate preceeding response.

COMMENT : Powell County comments that in light of the "planned Greenway

for the upper portion of the river," additional words should be added on page 2 that more

completely describe the recreational activities/opportunities along the Clark Fork River in

the Anaconda area including fishing, water fowl hunting, bird watching, floating, etc.

(Letter 12A.)

RESPONSE : Powell County's comment regarding a potential "Greenway" for the

upper portion of the river is noted. The State will add language at page 2 to more

completely describe the recreational activities along the Clark Fork River.
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COMMENT : Powell County comments that on page 4, injured resources are

given undue weight as opposed to services, and comments that in reviewing Chapter 2,

the word "services" is not discussed (and should be). (Letter 12B.)

RESPONSE : The focus of the State of Montana's lawsuit, Montana v. ARCO , has

been the restoration of injured resources. On page 38 of the Plan, the State sets forth a

criterion which reflects the State's policy entitled, "Actual Restoration of Injured

Resources," which indicates that "the actual restoration of resources that were injured

should be given priority." The State does recognize the appropriateness of restoring

impaired services in addition to injured resources, and observes that the restoration of

services can be accomplished by restoring resources. Furthermore, the Plan does discuss

"impaired services" in Chapter 2 at pages 23 and 24. And services are discussed in a

number of other passages throughout the Plan; Chapter 5, in particular, deals with the

replacement of lost services.

COMMENT : BSB comments that there needs to be strict accountability for funds

set aside for SSTOU cleanup, that the project should address both remediation and

restoration where possible, and that there should be construction of a Greenway as the

final land use. (Letter 19E.)

RESPONSE : The accountability of funds set aside for the Streamside Tailings

Operable Unit ("SSTOU") is beyond the scope of this restoration plan. The State

believes, however, that it is accounting for those funds in an appropriate manner and

observes that EPA is also overseeing the expenditures of those funds. Responding to

BSB's comment that the SSTOU fund "should address both remediation and restoration

where possible," the State notes that the remediation at this site will, in all likelihood,

have the effect of restoring some natural resources. It should be further noted, however,

that it will not be possible to tap into the SSTOU fund for projects which are "strictly

restoration" in nature until the remediation is completed and it is determined that no

further money from the SSTOU fund is needed for remediation. As for BSB's comment
on the Greenway, again it is beyond the scope of this Plan to address specific restoration

projects which may be proposed to be funded pursuant to this Plan.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 1, page 4, the use of the term "restore"

or "restoration" to represent the four types of actions authorized can be misleading, and

The Project Green Steering Committee ("PGSC") commented that the definitions of

restoration, rehabilitation, replacement and acquisition should be tighter. (Letter 19G,

22E.)

RESPONSE : These comments are noted. The Plan, at page 2, explains that: "For

the sake of convenience, the words "restore" and "restoration," as used in this document,

generally refer to all types of actions a Trustee is authorized to take under CERCLA to
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address injuries to natural resources, i.e. restoration, rehabilitation, replacement and

acquisition of equivalent resources." Hence, the Plan uses the terms, "restore" or

"restoration," to represent the four types of actions noted above in order to make the Plan

more readable and shorter in its length. The State, in the Plan, has attempted to describe

what is encompassed by these terms in a number of places. In fact, much of Chapter 5 is

devoted to identifying the types of actions that constitute restoration, rehabilitation,

replacement and/or acquisition of equivalent resources.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 1, page 8, the constraint imposed by the

settlement on Restoration Funding regarding bull trout should also focus on westslope

cutthroat trout, and all fish restoration projects must be conducted in the Basin. (Letter

19H.)

RESPONSE : The requirement that the State spend at least $500,000 on bull trout

restoration was imposed, at DOI's insistence, by the SSTOU Consent Decree. No such

constraint was imposed on the State regarding westslope cutthroat trout; thus, the Trustee

is fi-ee to decide over the course of the restoration process how much money, if any,

should be spent specifically on restoration of westlope cutthroat trout.

COMMENT : On Chapter 4, page 39, BSB questions whether the "Ecosystem

Consideration, Coordination and Integration" criterion was already covered under the

Stage 1 Criteria and suggests that this criterion creates an unnecessary bias toward

projects that restore resources vs. replace. (Letter 19DD.)

RESPONSE : While the State agrees that the "Ecosystem Considerations,

Coordination and Integration" criterion may, to some degree, overlap with some of the

Stage One Criteria, the State believes that this is an important policy which should be

clearly set forth in the Plan. The State does not believe that this criterion, in and of itself,

creates a "bias toward projects that restore resources vs. replace." However, the criterion

on page 38, labeled "Actual Restoration of Injured Resources," does state that "the actual

restoration of resources that were injured should be given priority."

COMMENT : BSB comments that pages 39-40, having separate criteria of land

acquisition projects appears tO imply that the use of the "restore" and "restoration" in the

general policy criteria do not apply to acquisition projects and asks whether these criteria

are extra, or mutually exclusive from the general policy criteria. BSB states that in any

event a threshold criterion for any land acquisition projects must be its location within the

Basin. (Letter 19EE.)

RESPONSE : The "Land Acquisition Criteria" set forth on pages 39-40 are

additional criteria which are applicable to proposed acquisition projects; the other criteria

set forth on pages 35-39 shall also be considered in evaluating such projects. Text will be

added to the Plan to clarify this. Also, as a matter of policy and for the reasons
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previously set forth in these responses to comments, land and interests in land to be

acquired pursuant to this Plan must be located within the UCFRB.

COMMENT : Robert E. Benson comments that on pages 5 and 23 there is no

mention of the Milltown water supply replacement, that this is an integral part of the

superfund picture, and the uncertainty of the arsenic plume and the potential effect on

groundwater should remain as part of the State's concerns. (Letter 29C.)

RESPONSE : The State will make mention of the Milltown water supply

replacement in the Plan. The State's injury assessment for the Milltown area did find that

groundwater in the area is contaminated with arsenic. The State's expert, however,

believes that the arsenic plume is fairly well defined and stable in its location.

COMMENT : Mr. Benson comments on examples provided in Chapter 5 and

states that the page 42 example of collecting and treating contaminated groundwater

seems to be a remedial action, and that the page 43 example of acquisition of land for

hunting does not address the damage to the land or habitat for non-game wildlife. Mr.

Benson expresses similar concerns with access to unimpaired tributary streams and

questions whether these types of actions will be used to avoid dealing with the really

tough contamination situations. (Letter 291.)

RESPONSE : The State agrees that collecting and treating contaminated

groundwater can be an appropriate remedial action. This type of action, however, can

also restore the groundwater to baseline conditions and, therefore, could also be an

appropriate restoration action. As for the example of acquiring land for hunting, the State

observes that such an acquisition most likely would have the additional benefit of

providing habitat for non-game wildlife. It is true that acquisition actions do not directly

deal with the actual restoration of the injured resources; however, this does not preclude

such projects under CERCLA (although the Plan does indicate that it is the general policy

of the State to give priority to the actual restoration of resources ~ see Plan at p. 38).

COMMENT : Margie Smith comments that restoring the Washoe Smelter Stack is

an important project to the Anaconda area. (Letter 3 OB.)

RESPONSE : Again, it is beyond the scope of this Plan to comment on the

appropriateness of specific restoration projects. The State observes that if restoration of

the Washoe Smelter Stack is proposed to be funded under this Plan, the applicant will

have to describe how this would restore natural resources which were lost, or natural

resource services which were impaired, as a result ofARCO's and its predecessors'

releases of hazardous substances.
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COMMENT : Vicki Watson comments that she is happy to see proposed

procedures and criteria focus on restoration (and not economic development) and that

they take a watershed approach to restoration action in the Clark Fork. (Letter 3 1 A.)

RESPONSE : Ms. Watson's comments are noted.

COMMENT : Beverly Dupree comments that she would like to see the Plan

mention more specifically conservation easements, and would like to see this tool used in

the Plan's implementation. (Letter 32A.)

RESPONSE : Conservation easements are recognized as a legitimate restoration

tool in the Plan (see pp. 39-40).

COMMENT : Bill Janecke questions whether drainages such as the Little

Blackfoot River, Flint Creek, Rock Creek, etc. will be acceptable areas for project

applications within the first two granting cycles and what is the most downstream

location eligible for grants in the first two granting cycles? (Letter 34J.)

RESPONSE : Since these drainages are part of the UCFRB, they may be

acceptable sites for restoration projects which could be funded under this Plan, provided

it can be shown that it is likely such projects would restore injured natural resources, such

as those in the Clark Fork River. Such projects could be approved during the first two

annual cycles. The most downstream location eligible for restoration grants would be at

Milltown Dam.

COMMENT : Fritz Daily comments that Chapter Five precludes the Butte Project

Green Committee from presenting their proposal for a new Columbia Gardens type park

in Butte, precludes the development of any such future type proposals, and suggests that

the Settlement is only designed to address restoration on the Clark Fork River and Silver

Bow Creek. (Letter 36C.)

RESPONSE : Chapter 5 does not preclude any applicant from presenting any

restoration proposal for consideration for fiinding under this Plan. The chapter is

intended to help applicants understand what types of restoration projects will be eligible

for funding but is not intended to preclude any specific project as that would be beyond

the scope of this Plan. Whether a particular project constitutes "restoration,

rehabilitation, replacement or acquisition of the equivalent" of the natural resources

which were injured or lost is a legal and factual consideration which must be determined

on a case by case basis in reference to the details of specific projects which are proposed.

Furthermore, Chapter 5 does not suggest that the Restoration Fund can only be used to

address restoration on the Clark Fork River and Silver Bow Creek.
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CATEGORY 5: Chapter 3 Planning Procedures. The State received 13 comments

from 5 persons or entities generally addressing the restoration planning procedures set

forth in Chapter 3. These various comments are listed below and responded to

individually:

COMMENT : MWQAC hopes that the team assembled to review and select

restoration projects will include people with appropriate scientific expertise and

experience in the UCFRB. (Letter 1 IH.)

RESPONSE : The team assembled to review and recommend restoration projects

for funding will include people with appropriate scientific expertise and experience in the

UCFRB.

COMMENT : ADL comments that the Restoration Funding process in Chapter 3

may become cumbersome and convoluted, and that the experience and expertise of the

Department of Commerce may be used where grant applications have been received and

acted upon without any significant problems, or that the people who have been working

with this Superfund problem for quite some time, including the members of the Advisory

Council, should be used. (Letters 13C; 14C.)

RESPONSE : The State understands that the process for making restoration

funding decisions described in Chapter 3 may seem somewhat cumbersome. The State,

however, does not believe that the process will be as difficult as it may seem to ADL.
Also, it should be understood that many of the requirements of Chapter 3 were not

devised by the State of Montana but have been imposed by CERCLA, the Consent

Decrees and other provisions of law. The Montana Department of Natural Resources and

Conservation ("DNRC"), the Department of Commerce and other departments within the

State with grant programs were consulted in the preparation of this Plan and had

significant input. In preparing the Plan, the State also consulted with and incorporated a

number of the recommendations of members of the Advisory Council and those who
have been working on Superfund.

COMMENT : ALDC comments that it foresees inherent conflict arising in the

outlined process, and suggests streamlining the process. (Letter 16A.)

RESPONSE : See the response immediately above.

COMMENT : ADL comments that the NRDP staff should not be in a position of

both reviewing proposals and requesting RFPs for other projects. (Letter 14B.)

RESPONSE : The State disagrees with this comment. In fact, the Trustee's staff,

i.e. the NRDP, because of its familiarity with the injured natural resources and the

restoration process, will be in a good position to request RFPs for projects which the
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State believes are necessary to restore the injured natural resources but have not been

proposed by other applicants. In fact, the suggestion that the NRDP be allowed to

request proposals came from certain members of the UCFRB Advisory Council.

COMMENT : ALDC appreciates the flexibility suggested in the reviewing

process, which may require additional guidelines as the process evolves. (Letter 15F.)

RESPONSE : The States appreciates the comment and agrees that the procedures

as set forth in the Plan will evolve over time.

COMMENT : ALDC comments that there should be an open time period for

accepting "white papers" describing potential projects, to bring to the attention of the

Council an opportunity that may have to bypass the regular procedure and grant cycle.

ALDC proposes the following framework for processing white papers: Staff would

review all white papers, making appropriate comments and forwarding these to the

Advisory Council for review. The Policy Council should develop a framework of

projects, invite pre-applications, and direct staff to develop a pre-draft restoration plan

based on framework and the pre-applications submitted. The Council would then

evaluate the pre-draft restoration and submit it to the public for comments. Based on

comments from the public, and under the direction of the Council, the staff would then

revise the work plan and submit it to the Trustee Council for recommendation. The

Policy Council would then submit recommendations to the Governor. ALDC notes that

this process could occur in a quarterly, semi-annual or annual basis. (Letter 16D.)

RESPONSE : The State appreciates that there is merit in a number of the

suggestions in this comment as to the shape the planning and decision making process

should take. It would seem, however, if the State were to adopt these suggestions, it

would have to abandon the specific process set forth in the Plan and completely rewrite

this section of the Plan. While the State recognizes there are other possible ways of

going about this process, including the one suggested here, at this point in time the State

is not inclined to make this change. Furthermore, the State believes that the net result of

the process suggested by ALDC, in terms of restoration projects finally approved for

funding, would be quite similar to the results of the process set forth in the Plan.

The State has incorporated some aspects of the suggestions provided by ALDC
with the addition of a pre-application process in the Plan. This process will help

applicants determine whether a proposal may be an appropriate restoration project before

proceeding with detailed proposal preparation.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 3, page 29, that it may be better (than

the "initial application screening") to establish a formal "Pre-Application" step, whereby

prospective applicants could get a more formal "heads-up" from the State on the viability

of a project before going through the more difficult process of preparing a comprehensive
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proposal, and there should be consultation with the governing body in the area where a

project is proposed to avoid conflict with local work that may be planned or underway

independent of projects funded through the NRD program. (Letter 19P.)

RESPONSE : As stated in its response to the comment immediately prior to this

comment, the State agrees that there should be a pre-application process set forth in the

Plan. The State does not agree that the pre-application process should be a substitute for

the initial screening on page 29. That is because obtaining advice on whether a

conceptual plan would be an acceptable restoration project is quite different than

complying with the minimum qualifications, as set forth on page 29, with respect to a

definite proposed project. The State also agrees that a project applicant should consult

with the governing body in the area where a project is proposed to avoid conflict with

local work that may be planned or under way. Text will be added to the Plan which will

incorporate this concept.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 3, page 30, regarding NRD staff

consultation, and questions why it will be mandatory to consult with DFWP on proposed

fish projects and elective to consult with others on non-fish projects. BSB quesfions how
consultation will be handled on projects proposed by state agencies and asserts that there

appears to be a strong potential for a conflict of interest on projects proposed by state

agencies. BSB further questions how public comment will extend to the proposed project

and asks whether public comment late in the evaluation process can kill a project after it

has been reviewed under the criteria and recommended for funding. (Letter 19R.)

RESPONSE : The State believes it is important to consult with the Department of

Fish, Wildlife & Parks ("DFWP") on all projects that will affect fish or wildlife because

the management and control of all fish and wildlife within the State is within the

jurisdiction of the department. Projects proposed by State agencies will be handled

similarly to projects proposed by other endties. The State does not believe that there will

normally be any conflict of interest as to projects proposed by State agencies unless the

director of the department or an employee of the agency working on the project has a

personal interest that may be benefited by the project. State agencies are, in essence,

arms of the Trustee, and in proposing and implementing restoration projects they do so,

in effect, as the Trustee. Under CERCLA, it is the responsibility of the Trustee to

develop restoration plans. A Trustee does not have an inherent conflict when he or she

executes his or her responsibility under a trust.

If there is the perception, on BSB's part, that a State agencies may seek to perform

their normal agency fiinctions using the Restoration Fund, the State directs the

commentors to the criterion set forth on page 40, "Normal Agency Functions." The State

will clarify and expand this criterion so that it is clear that this is applicable to all

governmental agencies and to all proposed projects (not just monitoring and research

projects). Under this criterion, the State will not use its Restoration Fund to fund
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activities for which a governmental agency would normally be responsible or would

receive funding in the normal course of events.

Finally, public comment on the proposed annual Restoration Work Plan will be

considered by the Trustee Restoration Council prior to finalizing the proposed annual

work plan and submitting it to the Governor; this is a statutory requirement. In

considering public comment, the Trustee Council could very well eliminate a proposed

project fi-om the work plan.

COMMENT : BSB comments that there appears to be an inherent conflict for the

State to reserve the authority to approve all designs and then claim indemnity from any

liability for projects that do not work. (Letter 19V.)

RESPONSE : The State does not believe that there is any conflict for it to reserve

authority to approve all designs and then require that the State be indemnified from

liability for the projects it approves. This is a prudent measure on the part of the Trustee

necessary to protect the trust corpus which is, in essence, the property of the people of the

State of Montana. The State, in fact, imposes similar requirements on other types of

contracts where work is being performed for the State.

COMMENT : BSB comments that the NRD staff role, beyond their participation

in the project selection process should be limited and that the burdens of project design,

construction, oversight and overall implementation should be placed on the applicant to

avoid creating a perpetual money machine for consultants. (Letter 19W.)

RESPONSE : The Plan at pages 33-34 sets forth, in general terms, what the

NRDP's role will be in project implementation, follow-up and monitoring. At this point

in time, the text in this section of the Plan will not be changed. The burdens of project

design, construction oversight and overall implementation are on the applicant by virtue

of the process incorported in the Plan where applicants submit and execute proposals.

The State has a duty to ensure projects are implemented as proposed and approved. The

State agrees that over time it should attempt to limit its role in this regard to the extent

prudent while still protecting the rights and interests of the State, including the

Restoration Fund. The State expects that over time the precise nature of the NRDP's role

in this regard will evolve, and in future years this section of the Plan will be amended to

better reflect and more precisely define this role.

COMMENT : Robert E. Benson questions whether the committee will have time

to really evaluate proposals early next year, and conversely will those who propose

projects get a fair and informed judgement on their proposals. (Letter 29F.)

RESPONSE : The State agrees that the startup of this program during the first year

will take additional time because of the State's lack of experience in implementing such a
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process. It is for this reason that the State, on page 32, has indicated that it intends to use

the first year of this restoration process as a "pilot year" to test the process it has devised.

During this pilot year, as the Plan indicates, the State will allocate no more than $7

million from the Restoration Fund for project ftinding (an amount which is more than a

million dollars less than the amount of interest which is currently accruing on the Fund

each year). After further considering this matter, including this comment, the State has

also decided to limit the number of projects which it will approve (with the understanding

that the total cost of these projects could amount to significantly less than $7 million). To
do this, the State will add to the Plan an initial screening criterion which will be

applicable only in the pilot year. Under that criterion the applicant will have to

demonstrate why their proposals should be funded during the pilot year and why there is

good reason their proposals cannot wait for ftinding in following year(s). Second, the

State will limit the number of projects it approves for ftinding in the pilot year to a total in

the range often to twenty. By limiting the pilot year in this additional way, the State

believes that it will have enough time to complete a fair and informed evaluation of the

proposals.

CATEGORY 6: Need for Specific Goals and a Comprehensive Plan. The State

received 21 comments from 12 persons or entities suggesting that the State incorporate

into the proposed plan a comprehensive restoration plan, setting forth watershed-scale

restoration needs and goals that will serve as a guide to project selection and restoration

work in the UCFRB. (See Letters 3A, B; 4A; 5A; 7E, F; 8B; 9C; IOC, E; 1 ID, E, F;

16C; 19F, S; 29E; 31B, C, D, E.) Some of the Category 6 comments included explicit

suggestions regarding such specific goals and a comprehensive plan, including the

following:

COMMENT : The Tribes comment that watershed-scale guidance is needed to

address the risk that individually awarded projects will not be additive or complementary

to achieve overall restoration goals for the UCFRB, and that performance criteria for fiind

distribution are needed to meet watershed-scale restoration needs. (Letter 3A, B.)

COMMENT : The Tribes comment that specific criteria are needed to set resource

condition benchmarks and specific methods for measuring restoration progress or

success, including an adaptive planning process in order to know how and when to adopt

changes that will maximize the likelihood of success of restoration projects. (Letter 3C.)

COMMENT : The UCFRB Steering Committee comments that the Advisory

Council should develop a road map in a public process over a relatively short period of

time such as six months to a year. (Letter 5A.)

COMMENT : TU comments that annual work plans should identify mileposts for

each objective to ensure that restoration needs, rather than random proposals, drive

annual planning, and that the NRDP break the UCFRB into distinct geographic units and
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focus annual plans on specific geographic areas, with the priorities based on the progress

of Superfiind remedies. (Letter 7F.)

COMMENT : MEIC comments that the Plan should have very specific,

measurable goals for restoration such as acres of restored riparian habitat, number of trout

per mile, and volume of surface and groundwater restored. (Letter lOE.)

COMMENT : MWQAC and Robert E. Benson comment that TU has prepared a

comprehensive document setting forth restoration priorities on the UCFR, and that this

document is a good general blueprint for restoring fisheries in the Basin. (Letters 1 IF;

29E.)

COMMENT : ALDC comments that a 5 to 10 year vision should be developed as

a guide to desired outcomes of restoration efforts. (Letter 16C.)

COMMENT : Vicki Watson comments that even though some of the RODs are

not complete and portions of the lawsuit are yet to be settled, the State could begin the

process of defining goals of local citizens and identifying potential impacts of alternative

types of projects. If comprehensive planning waits until after RODs are issued, the State

should ensure that only the interest generated by the settlement is spent on projects until

then, and some of the settlement funds should be spent to develop a comprehensive plan

involving local groups and science professionals with long term experience with the

river. (Letter 31 C, D.)

RESPONSE TO CATEGORY 6 COMMENTS : The State appreciates the need

for a comprehensive plan setting forth watershed scale restoration needs and goals which

would serve as a guide against which to apply criteria for project evaluation and

selection. The State further agrees that the adoption of such a plan, together with specific

restoration goals, is needed for the various reasons set forth in the comment letters. The

State would point out, however, that the basic underlying goal of the restoration process

is set forth in the Plan. That goal is to restore the natural resources which were lost and

services which were impaired as a result of the releases of hazardous substances from

ARCO's and its predecessors' mining and mineral processing operations. Chapter 2, in

fact, is devoted to a description of the injured resources which are to be the subject of the

restoration projects to be funded. One of the principle reasons the State has not

developed a comprehensive plan to accomplish this underlying goal is that a number of

the more significant RODs, including those for the Clark Fork River and the Butte

Priority Soils Operable Units, have not been issued and the State's natural resource

damage claims involving these two sites in particular, and also the Smelter Hill Area

Uplands site, have not been resolved. CERCLA itself provides for the issuance of a ROD
at a site before the issuance of a NRD restoration plan for the site (admittedly, this

requirement does not apply to the CFRB NPL sites because the State's NRD litigation

was "grandfathered" before this provision was added to the Superfiind law). The State
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believes that it would be very difficult, premature, and an inefficient use of the

Restoration Fund to develop a comprehensive plan for restoring the natural resources in

the Basin until these RODs are issued and the litigation is resolved. Moreover,

preparation of such a plan could interfere with the State's litigation goals and with EPA's

RI/FS process involved in developing the RODs for these sites.

Some of the public comments on this issue recognize the problem with developing

a comprehensive plan at this time. These commentors, however, suggest that at least the

State could begin developing specific goals by which restoration of natural resources

could be measured. It is suggested, for example, that the State should establish a goal for

the number of trout per mile in the Clark Fork River and volume of surface and

groundwater to be restored. The State believes this suggestion has merit and will, at the

request of the UCFRB Advisory Council, initiate a cooperative effort with the Council to

develop Basin-wide goals that will not interfere with the ongoing NRD litigation and

EPA Superfund process.

In a sense, goals for natural resource restoration have already been established as

part of the State's NRD injury assessment being used in the litigation. For each injured

resource, the State, as part of that assessment, was required to establish "baseline

conditions," i.e., the condition the resource would be in but for the release of the

hazardous substances. For example, the baseline conditions which were established for

the Clark Fork River included the number of trout per mile which would be expected in

the river absent the effects of hazardous substances. It is the goal under CERCLA to

restore the injured resources to baseline conditions. Thus, a goal for restoration of each

injured resource has already been established by the State. The State agrees that these

goals should be reexamined and other goals should be set as part of the restoration

planning process in the future.

Once the RODs have been issued and the litigation is resolved, the State will be in

a much better position to know what the remediation will entail, how much money the

State will have to spend on restoration and, therefore, will be in a significantly better

position to develop a comprehensive plan. In developing that plan the State will solicit

the advice of the Advisory Council, input from the scientific community, DOI, EPA, the

Tribes, and from all other interested entities and members of the public. Among the

many documents that the State will consider will be the report prepared by Trout

Unlimited entitled, "Restoring the Upper Clark Fork: Guidelines for Action" (April

1999). In the meantime the State believes that it is important to proceed with restoration

projects which the people of the Basin and others believe are appropriate to fund at this

time in order to restore the Basin's natural resources. Ms. Watson's suggestion that if

"comprehensive planning" must await the issuance of the RODs, "the State should insure

that only interest generated by this settlement is spent on projects, until then" is well

taken and reflects the intention of the Trustee at this time.
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CATEGORY 7A: Structure of NRDP. The State received 15 comments from 13

persons or entities regarding the structure of the Natural Resource Damage Program

("NRDP"). (Letters 7B; 12D; 15C; 17A; 18C; 19D/N; 20C; 21G; 22G; 23C; 25C; 26C;

27F, H; 35E.) Many of those comments stated that the NRDP litigation and restoration

functions should be split. Other specific comments relating to the structure of the NRDP
included the following:

COMMENT : Bryan Holland comments that he hopes the State carefully

considers how the restoration program should be structured. (Letter 27H)

COMMENT : Powell County comments, relative to page 26, that the NRDP has

fulfilled its charter, and that a different entity, whose sole purpose and expertise lies in

restoration should replace the NRDP. Fritz Daily joins Powell County in this comment

stating that ifthe Helena bureaucracy was taken totally out of the process, we would all

be better off. (Letters 12D, 35E.)

COMMENT : TU comments that it likes the State's recommendation that the

NRD program have a continued role in helping implement the restoration plan because

some of the expertise developed in the NRD program could play an important role in

helping ensure settlement funds are spent efficiently, effectively and for the purposes

related to the original claim. (Letter 73.)

RESPONSE TO CATEGORY 7A COMMENTS : Since the UCFRB Restoration

Procedures and Criteria does not deal with the structure of the Natural Resource Damage
Program, the State believes that these comments are outside the scope of this document.

Having said that, the State does not believe, for the reason cited by Trout Unlimited and

for several other reasons, that it makes sense to split up the NRDP. The State does

believe that there is some merit to the suggestion that the NRDP be restructured; in fact,

the State is in the process of doing just that. The State has just hired a new NRDP
employee to fill the position, "UCFRB Restoration Program Chief." The Restoration

Program Chief will be in charge of the restoration component of the NRDP. The NRDP,
in consultation with the Advisory Council and other entities, will make recommendations

to the Trustee Restoration Council and to the Governor on the annual restoration work

plan and will be responsible for overseeing implementation of the projects and

expenditures from the Restoration Fund. It is envisioned that when the litigation is for

the most part resolved, the Restoration Program Chief will become the supervisor of the

entire Program. In the meantime, it is necessary to keep both the litigation and the

restoration components of the NRDP together for several reasons.

The litigation component of the NRDP is continuing to develop evidence and

prepare for trial of the remaining restoration claims valued at a total of about $180

million. It is also involved in working with EPA on the Clark Fork River and Butte

Priority Soils RI/FS processes and in litigating ARCO's site specific water quality
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petition before the Montana Board of Environmental Review. It is also responsible for

seeing that the State and others fulfill their responsibilities under the Consent Decrees.

To split the NRDP apart at this time would be a mistake for both efficiency and

strategic reasons. Presently most of the NRDP. employees work on both components of

the Program. Thus, keeping the NRDP together allows for the efficient allocation of

employee time and other resources (such as computers, office space, etc.). Also NRDP
personnel have unique experience relevant to each component of the Program. Hence,

keeping the NRDP together saves the State the cost of developing (or purchasing from

consulting firms) additional such expertise which would be necessary for both litigation

and restoration purposes if the NRDP were split apart. Finally, and probably most

importantly, keeping the NRDP together assures that Program's efforts will be

coordinated and that the State's litigation strategy will not be compromised by potentially

conflicting actions of the restoration component of the Program.

The NRDP was originally created by Governor Stephens and the legislature as a

vehicle for preparing the natural resource damage assessment of the UCFRB, including a

restoration plan, and for pursuing the litigation against ARCO. The idea was that the

Governor and the various State agencies with a distinct interest in the matter could best

cooperate in this pursuit by having one program, with legal, scientific and administrative

expertise, represent the State as a whole. It was always contemplated that when the

lawsuit was over, the NRDP would be involved in administering the expenditures of the

damages recovered on restoration projects. This idea has served the State well up to this

point in time, and the State believes it will continue to serve it well into the future.

CATEGORY 7B: Location of NRDP Office. The State received 9 comments from 8

persons or entities to the effect that the NRDP office should be located in the UCFRB.
(See Letters 19D/N; 20C; 22G; 23D; 24B; 25C; 26B; 27G; 30A.) All but one of these

comments came from those who also believe that the NRDP should split apart.

RESPONSE : This comment also goes beyond the scope of the draft UCFRB
Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria. Having said that, the State continues to

believe that the principal office of the NRDP should remain in Helena. (This is not to say

that a NRDP satellite office in the Basin would not make sense once work in the field

begins.) There are various reasons supporting this position. First, as was explained

above, the NRDP has both litigation and restoration components which must work

together. It is essential that the NRDP remain in Helena in order that the State may
continue to pursue the litigation and, at the same time, administer the restoration

program. Helena is the State's capitol and the location of the Governor's office, the

Attorney General's office, and the various State agencies i.e., DEQ, DFWP and DNRC,
which the NRDP represents at the litigation. To effectively pursue the litigation and

restoration planning, it is important that the NRDP have convenient and immediate

access to these offices and agencies together with the other State and federal agencies
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involved in the Superfiand and restoration process, including, in particular, EPA.

Furthermore, Helena is considerably closer to the location of the Court, i.e., Great Falls,

handling Montana v. ARCO and is also the location of two proceedings relating to the

litigation, namely the EPA RI/FS processes and the proceeding involving ARCO's
petition for site specific water quality standards. Moreover, the NRDP's employees

currently live in the Helena area. It would be unfair to require them to move unless there

is a compelling reason to do so.

•It has been argued that if the NRDP office were moved to the Basin, better

restoration decisions would be made. When analyzed, this argument is not compelling.

How is a better result going to be achieved by requiring the State employees to perform

his or her work in Butte, for example, rather than in Helena? A reasonable counter

argument can be made that Helena, or some other city outside the Basin, is a better

location for the office because such cities do not have any particular interest in having

restoration projects located at any particular site in the Basin.

Finally, it should be recalled that it was the State, acting through its Governor, that

recovered the monies on behalf of all of Montana. The scientific studies and litigation

which finally resulted in the settlement were financed by appropriations from the State's

General Fund and Coal Tax Fund (which were subsequently reimbursed from the

settlement recovery). In addition, the amount of damages claimed were based upon the

loses of all Montanans, not just those living in the Basin. No one would deny that the

views of the citizens residing in the Basin do not deserve special consideration in

determinations regarding the Restoration Fund. But the injury was to the State's natural

resources, and it was the entire State which, at considerable risk, pursued the litigation

and recovered the settlement monies. That recovery is under the stewardship of the

Governor. The Governor is headquartered in Helena, and it makes sense that the

Governor's staff, responsible for administering this flind, should also be located in

Helena.

CATEGORY 8: Participation of Tribes and DOI in Planning Process. The State

received 13 comments from 4 persons or entities regarding the DOI's and Tribes'

participation in the restoration planning and decision-making process as set forth in the

Plan. EPA commented that it supports the Tribes' and DOI's participation. The other

comments were as follows:

COMMENT : The DOI comments that Figure 2 does not indicate how the MOA
provisions allowing trustees an opportunity to review and comment on restoration plans

of other trustees at least 30 days before the Plans are submitted for formal review, and at

least 30 days before the Plans are finally approved will be accommodated by the State.

Specific provisions should be made for the trustees to participate in the proposed State

restoration planning process. (Letter 2A.) The DOI and the Tribes comment that they

should be provided an opportunity to participate in the NRDP meetings and evaluations
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which will occur during the period April-June and which would be held for the purpose

of conducting the activities identified in the Figure 2 box labeled Natural Resource

Damage Program ("NRDP") Evaluates Applications and Prepares "Pre-Draft Restoration

Work Plan" . (Letters 2B, 3E.)

RESPONSE : In responding to this comment it should first be observed that the

MOA does not refer to the parties thereto, i.e., the State, the Tribes and DOI, as

"Trustees." While each of these parties have asserted that they are each Trustees of

certain natural resources in the CFRB, the MOA expressly provides: "No party to this

agreement, by signature or other participation in this agreement, is acknowledging the

trusteeship of any other party to this agreement."

The State acknowledges that Figure 2 of the Plan does not necessarily provide

explicit details of how DOI and the Tribes will be given an opportunity to review and

comment on the State's annual restoration plans; this figure must be read in conjunction

with the MOA itself and the text in the Plan (particularly pages 30 and 31). The Plan at

page 30 provides that the Tribes and DOI "will be afforded significant roles in restoration

planning at various stages of the review and decision making process beginning at the

application/evaluation stage." The Plan goes on to explain that the Tribes and DOI will

be given copies of all qualified project applications, and that subsequently the State,

through the NRDP, will meet with the Tribes and DOI on an "as needed basis and at least

once during the yearly application review cycle" to discuss the proposed projects. By
this, the State envisions that there will be at least one meeting with the Tribes and DOI
which, if the parties so wish, will be separate from the State's meetings with the Advisory

Council to discuss the State's preparation of the pre-draft Restoration Work Plan.

Thereafter, these parties may meet with the State during the annual cycle process

whenever the parties and the State deem it appropriate. Text will be added to pages 30

and 3 1 and Figure 2 to further clarify this point.

COMMENT : The DOI and the Tribes comment that they should be provided an

opportunity to participate in the Trustee Council and the NRDP planning meetings which

will occur in September while conducting activities identified in the Figure 2 box labeled

Trustee Restoration Council Considers Pre-Draft Work Plan and Directs NRDP To
Prepare "Draft Restoration Work Plan" . (Letters 2C, 3F.)

RESPONSE : DOI and the Tribes may participate at the meeting at which the

Trustee Restoration Council considers approving the pre-draft Restoration Work Plan.

Figure 2 already indicates that the Tribes and DOI may meet with the NRDP on the pre-

draft Restoration Work Plan.

COMMENT : The DOI and the Tribes comment that they should be provided an

opportunity to participate in the planning meetings by the NRDP and the Trustee Council

which will take place in October and November while conducting activities identified in
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the Figure 2 boxes labeled NRDP Responds to Public Comment, Revises Draft Work
Plan and Submits It To Trustee Council , and Trustee Council Finalizes Proposed

"Restoration Work Plan" and Submits it to Governor for Approval . (Letters 2D, 3G.)

RESPONSE : The Tribes and DOI may participate in the meeting at which the

Trustee Council finalizes the proposed "Restoration Work Plan. The State does not,

however, anticipate any other restoration planning meetings in the October/November

time frame during the time the NRDP is preparing its responses to public comment.

Presumably the Tribes and DOI will submit any ftirther comments they have on the

Restoration Work Plan during the public comment period and the State, through the

NRDP, will subsequently respond to those comments.

COMMENT : The DOI and the Tribes comment that they should be provided at

least a 30 day period for review and comment on the draft Restoration Work Plan before

it is released to the public in September, as shown in the Figure 2 box labeled Draft

Restoration Work Plan Released for Public Comment . (Letters 2E, 3H.)

RESPONSE : The Tribes and DOI will be provided a 30 day period to review and

comment on the pre-draft Restoration Work Plan before it is approved by the State and

released for public comment as the draft Restoration Work Plan. This process is already

illustrated in Figure 2. In fact, the one of the principal reasons the State is preparing what

is called the a "pre-draft Restoration Work Plan," is to allow DOI and the Tribes, along

with the Advisory Council, an opportunity to review the State's proposed restoration plan

at least 30 days prior to its formal submission for public comment. The MOA does not

provide that DOI and the Tribes be given an additional 30 days to review the proposed

restoration plan prior to its release for formal public comment.

COMMENT : The DOI and the Tribes comment that they should be provided at

least a 30 day period for review and comment on the proposed Restoration Work Plan

after it is finalized by the Trustee Council but before it is submitted to the Governor for

approval in November, as shown in the Figure 2 box entitled Trustee Council Finalizes

Proposed Restoration Work Plan and Submits it to Governor for Approval . (Letters 2F,

31.)

RESPONSE : The NRDP will respond to public comment, revise the draft

Restoration Work Plan and submit it, as the proposed final Restoration Work Plan, to the

Trustee Council during the November time period. It is a possible that there may be as

many as 30 days between the time the NRDP submits the proposed final Restoration

Work Plan to the Trustee Council and the time the Trustee Council submits it to the

Governor. (The precise schedule will be made known to the interested parties and public

soon after the public comment period closes.) At the meeting during which the Trustee

Council makes its final decision, the State will accept recommendations on the work

plan. Subsequently, however, there will not necessarily be a 30-day period between the
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time that the Trustee Council sends the proposed Restoration Work Plan to the Governor

and the Governor's decision. It envisioned that in making his or her final decision on the

work plan, the Governor shall consider the record that was before the Trustee Council at

the time it made its final recommendation, including public comment and the

recommendations and comments of the Advisory Council, EPA, DOI, and the Tribes.

The State observes that there are not enough 30 day time periods in a year to

accommodate all of the additional 30 day periods for review which have been suggested

by the Tribes, DOI, EPA, the Advisory Council and certain other commentors on the

Plan. In fact, the State staff will have a difficult time just meeting the various deadlines

as it is. Furthermore, the State notes that the project applications submitted for each

annual cycle will be available for review by all interested parties at the beginning of

April, and the initial proposed restoration plan will be released in the June/July time

frame while the final decision will not be made until December. Thus, all interested

parties will have many months to review and comment on the proposals prior to the final

decision in December.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 4, page 36, that more explanation

should be provided as to why the "Resources of Special Interest to the Tribes and DOI"
criterion should be imposed, asking whether it was the federal mandate to address such

resources already addressed as part of the separate settlement with the Tribes and DOI
and asking why it is necessary to grant extra weight in these Stage 1 criteria for all

projects. (Letter 19BB.)

RESPONSE : As the State has attempted to explain in Chapter 4, this criterion was

included as one of the Stage One Criteria which are "required by legal considerations"
.

because the MOA with the Tribes and DOI provides that this should be a consideration

when the State prepares its restoration plans. The MOA was part of the settlement and is

an appendix to the SSTOU CD.

CATEGORY 9: Monitoring and Research. The State received 11 comments from 10

persons or entities regarding monitoring and research. These comments range from those

in support of funding monitoring and research in the UCFRB, to those who would limit

or preclude such fiinding. In more detail, the comments received included the following:

COMMENT : Vicki Watson comments that there is a need for a more coordinated

approach to selecting projects, the State needs to ensure that projects selected will not

work at cross purposes, and that an overall monitoring plan is needed to evaluate the

success of efforts, not a fragmented project-by-project approach to monitoring. (Letter

31B.)

RESPONSE : The draft Plan calls for an examination of the relationship of any

proposed project to the overall conditions in the UCFRB. Each project will also be
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considered in regard to how, and to what extent, it will be coordinated or integrated with

other actions - ongoing or planned - in the UCFRB. (See Plan at p. 39.) This ecosystem

analysis should protect against projects working at cross-purposes in the Basin.

COMMENT : MEIC strongly supports monitoring as an essential part of any

resource recovery plan and urges that it include a physical, chemical and biological

component to determine whether reclamation goals are being achieved. (Letter lOF.)

RESPONSE : In addition to monitoring requirements that may require data

collection and analysis for particular projects, the Plan calls for the State to annually

describe the current condition of the natural resources and services. (See Plan at p. 34.)

Some measure of physical, chemical, and/or biological monitoring would be likely

components of this annual evaluation and status report.

COMMENT : MWQAC is pleased to see funding available for monitoring the

success of individual projects and would also like to see a plan for tracking the overall

success of the program over the years to ensure that the program goals are being met.

(Letter HE.)

RESPONSE: The Plan contemplates that monitoring will provide information of

value for tracking the success of the restoration actions including, whether natural

resources are recovering, whether prior actions have improved the condition of the

impaired resources, and whether there are any constraints on resource recovery. (See

Plan at p. 34.)

COMMENT : The UCFRB Steering Committee commented that the amount of

funding available for project development, administration, and monitoring should be

capped to ensure that funding is predominantly used for restoration. (Letter 5G.)

RESPONSE : While no current "cap" exists on funding monitoring, project

development, or administration, the law requires that the recovered funds are to be spent

on restoration of the injured resources. Monitoring and project development may lead to

well planned projects. Additionally, only amounts which are reasonably related to

restoration planning and evaluation are contemplated as appropriate administrative

expenditures. Such expenditures are necessary in order for the State to fulfill its

responsibilities with respect to the expenditures of recovered NRD funds. The Plan

expresses a reasoned cap; i.e., the State will endeavor to minimize these expenses. (See

Plan at p. 45.)

COMMENT : TU comments that the NRD Program should establish strict criteria

for screening requests to fund research, recommending that there be a clear showing that

proposals target research areas that fill existing data gaps, and that the information gained

will benefit restoration activities. TU is concerned that without such criteria, this funding
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will be viewed as a big pot to fund nominally related research conducted by academic

institutions as well as consulting and research firms. (Letter 7K.)

RESPONSE : The criteria to evaluate the proposed funding of research projects, as

set forth in the Plan at page 40, encompasses much of this comment. In the evaluation,

the State will carefully consider the necessity of any particular research proposal. The

State does not believe that placing further restrictions on research is warranted at this

time. If a large number of research proposals come in, then developing additional criteria

to enhance the screening of such proposals may be developed.

COMMENT : Powell County comments that money spent for "Monitoring and

Research Criteria" ought to benefit the selection and implementation process. (Letter

12L.)

RESPONSE : The Plan contemplates that monitoring and research will benefit the

project selection and implementation process by providing useful information which can

assist the State in making informed selection decisions and evaluating the effectiveness of

the restoration projects. (See Plan at pp. 40, 45.)

COMMENT : ADL comments that the projects that fall under monitoring and

research should be very carefully scrutinized so that some university professor does not

create a permanent research project to study the river, that has already been studied to

death. (Letter 14D.)

RESPONSE : The comment is appreciated. The monitoring and research criteria

should protect against any such occurrence. (See Plan at p. 40.)

COMMENT : ADLC comments that it is concerned that excessive amounts of

funds could be spent on research and monitoring activities and not on actual restoration

work. (Letter 15G.)

RESPONSE : The Plan expresses the State's preference that the actual restoration

of the resources that were injured should be given priority. (See Plan at p.38.) However,

monitoring research will provide coordination with other scientific work and will assist

with restoration planning.

COMMENT : BSB questions whether the "Monitoring and Research" criteria are

"extra," or mutually exclusive of the general policy criteria. (Letter 19GG.)

RESPONSE : Generally speaking the "Monitoring and Research" criteria are in

addition to the Stage 1 Criteria and Stage 2 General Policy Criteria. However, certain of

those criteria cannot or should not be applied explicitly to research. For example, the

"Project Location" criteria would not require that the research actually be performed in
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the UCFRB but only that the topic of the research involve injured natural resources in the

UCFRB and their restoration. This will be clarified in the text of the Plan.

COMMENT : MWF and BSC comment that no settlement fiinds should be spent

on research, i.e. no projects should be funded if the sole deliverables are to learn more

about the UCFRB. Monitoring should be allowed only to measure the results or benefits

of a funded project and should not be a project in and of itself (Letters 8E; 19GG, KK.)

RESPONSE : The State believes that such a restriction is both unwarranted and

unwise as research and monitoring may provide valuable information for restoration

planning as well as an evaluation of the effectiveness of restoration projects.

CATEGORY 10: Consultation with EPA and Coordination witli Remediation. The

State received 9 comments fi^om EPA and 3 comments from three other entities regarding

consultation with EPA and coordination of on going or planned Superfund remedies with

restoration projects. These comments are as follows:

COMMENT : EPA comments that response measures selected and implemented

by EPA and restoration measures selected and implemented by natural resource trustees

require coordination and consultation and that early involvement by EPA in the

evaluation process to fund restoration projects is essential to ensure an adequate airing of

issues related to the interaction of planned or selected response actions and selected

restoration projects. (Letter ID, L.)

RESPONSE : While this may not always be the case for every project which is

proposed for funding, the State generally agrees that restoration measures selected and

implemented by natural resource trustees will often require coordination and consultation

with the EPA, and EPA involvement should occur early in the selection process to assure

an adequate hearing of issues.

COMMENT : EPA comments that it should be added to the list of entities with

whom the NRDP meets on an as-needed basis or at least once yearly, as described on

page 30, second full paragraph, and that it should be added to the list of entities to whom
the NRDP will provide a pre-draft plan at least 30 days in advance of its submission to

the Trustee Restoration Council. EPA additionally proposes lengthening the time period

from the proposed 30 days to 60 days, and adding EPA to the commenting agencies

described in the first, second and third bullets on page 31. If issues have not been

resolved satisfactorily prior to the submission of the final recommendation on the

Restoration Work Plan to the Governor, EPA proposes that a specific meeting with EPA
and the Govemor be added to the bullet list prior to the Governor making his or her

decision on the Restoration Work Plan. (Letter IM, N.)
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RESPONSE : The State agrees to add EPA to the Hst of entities with whom the

NRDP will meet at least once yearly and on an as needed basis as described on page 30

of the Plan and to whom the NRDP will provide a pre-draft Restoration Work Plan at

least 30 days in advance of its submission to the Trustee Restoration Council. The State

also will add EPA to the commenting agencies described in the bullets on pages 30-31.

The State declines to accept EPA's suggestion that the time period should be lengthened

from 30 to 60 days. The State points out that EPA will be provided with the applications

for restoration project fimding in early April; therefore, EPA will have at least four

months to consider the restoration proposals before the Trustee Restoration Council

considers the pre-draft Restoration Work Plan for approval. The State also declines to set

up a specific process whereby EPA would meet with the Governor "if issues have not

been resolved satisfactorily prior to submission of the final recommendation on the

Restoration Work Plan to the Governor." Like any other person or entity in Montana,

EPA has a right to request meetings with the Governor on matters of significant interest

to the welfare of the State of Montana whenever it believes such meetings would be

helpful and appropriate.

COMMENT : EPA comments that its expertise on feasibility and other technical

issues involved with hazardous waste cleanup should be viewed as a resource for use by

the State NRDP. (Letter 10.)

RESPONSE : EPA's expertise on feasibility and other technical issues involved

with hazardous waste cleanup shall be viewed as a resource for use by the State in

making restoration decisions. The State also agrees that NRD trustees should coordinate

and consult with EPA on restoration planning matters which may interact with EPA
response actions.

COMMENT : EPA comments that adoption of procedures to involve EPA in

restoration decision making would necessitate an accurate description of EPA's role in

the cleanup process in the beginning section of Chapter 3 and the flow chart of process

activities at the end of Chapter 3. (Letter IQ.)

RESPONSE : The State will add EPA to Figure 2 and will also add the following

description of the role of EPA in the cleanup process:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is given the

responsibility under CERCLA to select appropriate response actions for

sites within the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. EPA listed the Anaconda

Smelter Site, the Milltown Reservoir Site, the Silver Bow Creek/Butte

Area Site and the Montana Pole Site in the 1980s on the National

Priorities List, and has engaged in a series of response action cleanups for

the combined sites from 1983 to the present. EPA's response action

authority requires EPA to select removal actions to address immediate
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threats and remedial actions to address long term solutions which are

protective of human health and the environment. EPA is also required to

consult and coordinate with natural resource damage trustees when it

conducts investigations or sampling, and trustees are required to consider

EPA's response actions when they consider the implementation of

restoration actions to restore baseline conditions. The State will consult

with EPA during each restoration planning cycle as further described

below.

COMMENT : EPA comments that it appreciates the State's attempt to highlight

the importance of consistency with planned or selected response actions through the

proposed criteria on page 36 and 37 ("Results of Response Actions") and page 39

("Ecosystem Considerations, Coordination and Integration"). The page 39 criterion

should be clarified that "actions" means response, restoration and other related actions.

The page 36-37 criterion should be expanded to emphasize that projects which can be

efficiently coordinated with response projects, such that cost savings can be achieved,

will be favored by the NRDP and Governor to ensure that the coordination and

consistency issues will be highlighted and seriously considered during the restoration

selection processes. (Letter IR.)

RESPONSE : Page 39 will be clarified that "actions" include response, restoration

and other related actions. In addition, a sentence will be added to page 39 to note that

projects that can be efficiently coordinated with response and other actions may achieve

cost savings. The bullet on page 37 in this criteria states as follows: "The State will

evaluate the degree of consistency between a project and a response action looking at

whether a project builds on a response action or at the other end of the spectrum, seeks to

undo a response action. The State will tend to favor those projects that do the former as

opposed to the later." The State sees no reason to revise that statement.

COMMENT : EPA is encouraged that the State recognizes a wide range of

eligible restoration actions which are possibly eligible for funding by the State,

particularly in the area of aquatic and stream cleanup, and looks forward to a good

dialogue about coordination of response and restoration actions in this area to achieve the

desired end of a healthy Clark Fork River ecosystem through efforts by the public and

both programs. (Letter IS.)

RESPONSE : The State appreciates this comment and hopes for the same. The
State would note, however, that it already has a restoration plan for the Clark Fork River

Aquatic and Riparian Resources. That plan was developed in 1995 outside of the annual

restoration process being established by this UCFRB Restoration Plan Procedures and

Criteria. When EPA issues its ROD for the Clark Fork River Operable Unit, the State

will consider whether its restoration plan for the river should be revised. The State's

consideration of that matter shall occur outside the process established by this Plan.
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COMMENT : MWQAC comments that it is pleased that the State will consider

the extent to which proposed projects are coordinated or integrated with other ongoing or

planned actions in the UCFRB and will evaluate projects in the context of the overall

ecosystem. (Letter 11 C.)

RESPONSE : The comment is noted.

COMMENT : BSB comments that a blueprint for action should be developed to

ensure that remediation and restoration projects are accomplished at the same time.

(Letter 19F.)

RESPONSE : The State agrees that when possible and appropriate, remediation

and restoration projects should be accomplished at the same time since such efficiencies

could result in significant costs savings. However, because of the complexity of the

Superfund process, and since the State is not in control of the timing of remediation,

developing a "blueprint" to assure that remediation and restoration projects are

accomplished at the same time would be extremely difficult if not impossible. As set

forth in the Plan at page 39, in evaluating proposed projects, the State will consider

whether a project is coordinated or integrated with other actions, including remedial

actions, which thereby allow the State to take advantage of costs savings.

COMMENT : GSD comments that the General Policy Criteria should explicitly

provide that any decisions or work plans developed for projects within the Basin must be

consistent with RODs relative to a specific site or resource, including the SSTOU ROD
reference to a Silver Bow Creek recreational corridor. (Letter 21 C.)

RESPONSE : The General Policy Criteria entitled, "Ecosystem Considerations,

Coordination and Integration" provides that the State will consider the extent to which a

proposed project is coordinated or integrated with other actions, including EPA response

actipns. In addition, the criterion set forth at pages 36-37 entitled, "Results of Response

Actions," indicates that: "The State will evaluate the degree of consistency between a

project and a response action looking at whether a project builds on a response action, or

at the other end of the spectrum, seeks to undo a response action. The State will tend to

favor those projects that do the former as opposed to the latter." The State declines to go

further than this and provide that restoration projects "must be consistent with RODs."
Such consistency is not required by law nor may it be a advisable in all instances. For

example, a ROD at a particular location could call for no action, while the State may
believe it advisable to take some action to restore the natural resources at a site. This is a

matter which must be considered on a case by case basis.
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CATEGORY 11: Injury Description. The State received 12 comments from 3 persons

or entities suggesting specific revisions of the Chapter 2 injury description. Those

comments are as follows:

COMMENT : EPA comments that the expected BPSOU ROD response action

described on page 14 may change depending on the conduct of the RI/FS and remedy

selection process. (Letter IE.)

RESPONSE : This comment is noted.

COMMENT : EPA comments that in the fifth bullet describing the SSTOU ROD
and ESD, page 16, the phrase "or remediated floodplain" should be added after the word

"stream." (Letter IF.)

RESPONSE : This addition to the text will be made.

COMMENT : EPA comments on page 1 6, in the concluding paragraph beginning

with "Although", first sentence, second line, the phrase "in-situ treated'" should be

inserted before "tailings." EPA fiirther comments that it disagrees with the conclusion

that significant residual injury or environmental risk will remain after the remedy is

implemented, this conclusion should be altered to state that a lack of immediate baseline

services may result after the remedy is implemented. (Letter IH.)

RESPONSE : The State will add the word "treated" before "tailings". The State

notes EPA's disagreement with the conclusion regarding "significant residual injury."

The State points out that it makes no conclusion regarding "environmental risk" and, as

for "significant residual injury," the Plan does not state that such injury "will" result but

instead states that such injury "may" result. The State declines to make the suggested

changes in its conclusion.

COMMENT : EPA comments that the description of the Rocker OU remedy on

page 18 should be altered by inserting "Groundwater exposed during excavation of

source materials was also treated to remove arsenic" after the second sentence of that

paragraph. In addition, the sentence "However, the responsible party (ARCO) remains

liable for additional work, if necessary, to prevent plume migration in the adjoining

ground waters" should be added to the end of the paragraph. (Letter IG.)

RESPONSE : These additions to the text will be made.

COMMENT : EPA comments that the description of the 1998 ARWWS ROD on

page 19 is accurate according to current design plans, but the sentence, "EPA, in

consultation with the Department of Environmental Quality, reserve the ability to change
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the exact design for the Smelter Hill and Stucky Ridge areas based on ongoing sampling

and design efforts," should be added at the end of the paragraph. (Letter II.)

RESPONSE : In light of this comment, the State will add the following: "It is

possible that EPA may change the precise design for the Smelter Hill and Stucky Ridge

areas based on ongoing sampling and design efforts."

COMMENT : EPA comments that the description of the WSP RODs and

associated response actions on page 21 should add: "The RODs required improvements

in the treatment capabilities of the Pond system through lime addition and water retention

control, and removed tailings in the Mill Willow Bypass". (Letter IJ.)

RESPONSE : These additions to the text will be made.

COMMENT : EPA comments that Chapter 2 should contain a process description

for updating the description of planned or selected response actions, as EPA's remedy

selection and remedy implementation processes proceed, so that the criteria regarding

response action consistency can be applied clearly through each budget cycle. (Letter

IK.)

RESPONSE : The Plan at page 1 states: "Accordingly during each of the first two

years, near the anniversary date of the adoption of the Plan, the State will solicit and

consider appropriate amendments to this Plan." Thus, during the first two years of the

restoration planning process, the State will update, as appropriate, the description of the

planned or selected response actions. Furthermore, the State anticipates that after the first

two years it will amend the Plan wherever it is deemed necessary. Significant

amendments to the Plan will go through a public comment process. Technical

amendments, such as updating the description of planned or selected response actions,

will not go through a public comment process and therefore can be more easily made.

COMMENT : ADL comments that it concurs, without exception, with the

description of injury in Chapter Two. (Letter 13B.)

RESPONSE : This comment is noted.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 2 that more graphics, pictures and

descriptions of the completed remediation projects should be included. (Letter 19F.)

RESPONSE : Although the State appreciates this comment, in the interest of time

and brevity, the State declines to include graphics and pictures describing the completed

remediation projects. The State would observe that graphics and pictures of this nature

are included in the State of Montana's Natural Resource Damage Assessment reports

which are available to BSB and any other members of the public.
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COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 2, page 12, regarding the Berkeley Pit,

the word "approaches" should be used instead of "reaches" regarding the CWL, to better

reflect the remedial action specified in the ROD. (Letter 19J.)

RESPONSE : This revision will be made to the text of the Plan.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 2, page 12, regarding Butte Area One,

that the description perpetuates the false characterization of the historic SBC channel as

the present day Metro Storm Drain, and the Parrott Tailings lie along and "northeast" of

the historic Silver Bow Creek channel above Harrison Avenue, not "northwest." (Letter

19K.)

RESPONSE : The water course known as the "Metro Storm Drain" generally

follows the historic channel of Silver Bow Creek. BSB is correct, the Parrott Tailings lie

generally northeast and along the Metro Storm Drain. Revisions to the text will be made

to reflect these points.

CATEGORY 12: Decision-making Criteria. The State received 8 comments from 6

persons or entities regarding the Stage 1 and 2 Criteria. These comments will be

addressed individually.

COMMENT : TU firmly believes that the Stage 1 screening criteria are necessary

for ensuring settlement funds target resources that were the subject of the claim. (See

Letter 7D.)

RESPONSE : The State appreciates TU's comment and agrees that the Stage 1

criteria are necessary for ensuring settlement funds target resources that were the subject

of the claim, and in so doing, satisfy relevant provisions of law to which the State must

adhere in expenditure of restoration funds.

COMMENT : MEIC comments that the State should better define the public

support criterion. MEIC does not want this criterion to be a "popularity contesf in which

economic development projects are likely to be more popular than a restoration project •

which may not provide immediate economic gains. (See Letter lOG.)

RESPONSE : The "Public Support" criterion is a Stage 2 criterion reflecting

Montana policies to be advanced through restoration funding decisions. This criterion is

commonly used in other state administered grant programs to help recognize that the

money to be distributed belongs to all of the people of the State, and is an explicit

recognition of the importance of the public participation in restoration decision-making.

MEIC's fear that this may become a "popularity contesf in which economic

development projects are more likely to be funded than restoration projects is unfounded,
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primarily because project proposals will be evaluated pursuant to all of the Stage 1 and 2

Criteria.

COMMENT : Robert E. Benson questions what does the "Public Support"

criterion mean. (See Letter 29H.)

RESPONSE : As set forth in the previous response, the "Public Support" criterion

is an explicit acknowledgement of the importance of public participation in the

restoration decision-making process. Public funds, gained through the settlement of

some of Montana's natural resource damage claims against ARCO, will be utilized to

effectuate restoration of the UCFRB. Therefore, to promote the Montana policy that the

public is involved in and supportive of restoration funding, the State established this

specific Stage 2 criterion.

COMMENT : The CFC appreciates the good work the NRDP has put into the

document and the Plan provides an excellent overview of injury, the State's lawsuit, and

the criteria to be used to determine restoration project funding. (See Letter 9A.)

RESPONSE : The State appreciates the CFC's comment.

COMMENT : Powell County suggests that the Stage 1 Criteria be rearranged to

provide for a more sequential process, as follows: the first criterion should be "Results of

Response Actions"; the second criterion should be "Technical Feasibility"; the third

criterion should be merger of "Relationship of Expected Costs to Expected Benefits, Cost

Effectiveness, and Recovery Period and Potential for Natural Recovery" because all three

items represent some form of economic analysis; the fourth criterion should lump

"Adverse and Environmental Impacts" and "Human Health and Safety"; and the last

criterion should merge "Federal, State, and Tribal Policies and Laws" with "Resources of

Special Interest to the Tribes and Department of Interior." (See Letter 121.)

RESPONSE : Although Powell County suggests an alternative arrangement and

grouping of the Stage 1 Criteria, the State declines to rearrange the criteria at this time.

Through the application process, information will be sought relevant to each of these

criteria. Should it become apparent that an alternative arrangement of the Stage 1

Criteria is needed for future funding years, the State may approach this issue again. Also,

these criteria are derived primarily from the criteria set forth in DOI's natural resource

damage assessment regulations, which trustees are to use when selecting restoration

projects. Additionally, the State disagrees that the individual criterion, as set forth in the

Plan, should be grouped as Powell County suggests. Although the criteria Powell County

suggests grouping are related, it is necessary that they remain distinct from one another,

to insure that applicants address each in a precise and thorough manner.
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COMMENT : Powell County suggests that the Stage 2 Criteria be rearranged as

follows: the "Relationship Between Service Lost and Service Restoration" should be

lumped with "Project Beneficiaries and Collateral Benefits"; "Ecosystem Considerations"

and "Matching Funds" should stand alone. (See Letter 12 J.)

RESPONSE : Refer to the response to the previous comment.

COMMENT : Under "Land Acquisition Criteria," page 39, Powell County

comments that "Desirability of Public Ownership" should be eliminated as a criterion

because it is not whether public ownership is desirable but whether habitat protection is

achieved, and removing additional land from tax roles for local government is going to be

met with significant resistance. Conservation easements or segregation of building

development rights could be a positive thing. Also, it is a waste to require the State to

conduct its own appraisals because there are professional appraisers licensed by the State

to establish fair market value. (See Letter 12K.)

RESPONSE : The State appreciates Powell County's concern that including the

"Desirability of Public Ownership" criterion may in some cases hinder efforts to acquire

land for habitat protection purposes. By including the "Desirability of Public

Ownership" criterion, however, the State seeks to strike a balance between the

importance of habitat protection and competing concerns such as those mentioned by

Powell County. This is one way that the State hopes to implement restoration actions in

the UCFRB that not only restore the injured natural resources, but are favored and

supported by the residents of the UCFRB.

The State agrees with Powell County that conservation easements or segregation

of building development rights could be utilized in a positive manner as a part of

restoration projects. Also, the State is aware that there are professional appraisers

licensed by the State to establish fair market value. In some cases, however, it may be

necessary for the State to conduct its own appraisals. Accordingly, the State will not

limit its options in this regard, at this time.

COMMENT : Bill Janecke comments on Chapter 4, page 39, asking can a

requirement of at least a 25% cost share be required on all grant applications for

matching funds and will landowner contributions be evaluated? (See Letter 34K.)

RESPONSE : "Matching Funds and Cost Sharing" is a Stage 2 Criterion and

proposals securing funding from other sources will receive a more favorable review,

pursuant to this criterion, than projects that do not secure matching funds or cost sharing.

Therefore, at the present time, the State does not intend to require a 25% cost share on all

grant applications for matching funds. Landowner contributions that result in the

restoration of injured natural resources will be credited as matching funds or cost sharing

under the Stage 2 Criteria evaluation.
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CATEGORY 13: Public Participation. The State received 7 comments from 6 persons

or entities regarding the role of pubHc participation in the selection of restoration

projects, as set forth in the plan. These comments are as follows.

COMMENT : The Advisory Council comments that it recommends increasing the

time period for public review and comment and Bill Janecke comments on Chapter 3,

page 31, asking whether the public comment period may be extended to 45 days to allow

a person to gather background information prior to commenting. (See Letters 6E, 34D.)

RESPONSE : As previously noted, the various steps necessary in the annual

planning cycle leave little room for additional review time. The State therefore declines

to extend the time allowed for public comment beyond the customary 30 day period

currently contained in the Plan. The public will actually have more than 30 days to

review the proposed projects and proposed work plan because the pre-draft Restoration

Work Plan will be available to any member of the public upon request. Moreover, as

stated in the Plan, the State will have an electronic mailing address and will be responsive

to inquiries from members of the public by e-mail, regular mail, or phone to provide

assistance to allow for public review and comment.

COMMENT : TU comments that it appreciates that the plan invites public

comment on annual plans. (See Letter 7C.)

RESPONSE : The State appreciates TU's comment.

COMMENT : MWF comments that it is concerned with the bureaucratic nature of

the project selection process and feels that the process is too focused on state agency

involvement at the expense of meaningful public involvement. (See Letter 8F.)

RESPONSE : The State recovered damages for injury to natural resources held in

trust for the people of Montana pursuant to CERCLA. The expenditure of the damages

recovered will be administered by the State's natural resource Trustee, the Governor,

acting through administrative agencies of the State, and the NRDP in particular. The

restoration project selection process, therefore, is subject to state agency, or

"bureaucratic," involvement. The other so-called "bureaucratic" requirements in the

selection process were imposed by the United States and the Tribes in the Consent

Decrees. Through the Plan's restoration decision-making process, however, the State has

sought to ensure that all viewpoints are considered to the extent possible to promote

reasoned and responsible deliberations. A wide variety of persons and entities may apply

for grants of restoration funds for restoration projects which they are responsible for

designing. In addition, the decision making process calls for the input of the Advisory

Council, the public and others throughout the annual cycle. Therefore, the State believes
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that the process is appropriately balanced between state agency involvement and public

involvement.

COMMENT : Powell County comments, relative to page 32, that public

participation should be optimized, rather than maximized, and that a whole group of

people probably is not going to have an opportunity to participate through the Internet.

(See Letter 12G.)

RESPONSE : Powell County's comment is well taken. While the State agrees that

public participation should be optimized, the State feels that the term "maximized" does

not exclude this concept. The State is also aware that a number of people may not have

an opportunity to participate through the Internet. Internet participation will be one of

several avenues that members of the public may utilize to participate and register

comments on proposed restoration work plans.

COMMENT : Powell County comments, relative to page 32, that failure to

mention landowners, on whose land restoration projects will undoubtedly occur, is not a

smart thing to do. (See Letter 12E.)

RESPONSE : The State is puzzled by Powell County's comment in that the State

did not intend to exclude any members of the public from participating in the restoration

decision-making process. The State recognizes that specific comment and consent from

landowners may be required to implement some restoration projects. Securing comment

on specific projects and consent from landowners, however, is beyond the scope of this

Plan and must await the proposal of specific projects.

COMMENT : Robert E. Benson comments that from the government involvement

shown in Chapter 3, Figure 2, there is little real chance for the general public to be

involved other than to comment on decisions already made. (See Letter 29D.)

RESPONSE : The State disagrees with Mr. Benson that there is little real chance

for the general public to be involved. As stated previously, the restoration decision-

making process incorporates public input and comment at various stages throughout.

Through the Advisory Council, the formal public comment period, the availability of

draft work plans, and the Stage 2 Criterion "Public Support" evaluation, members of the

public can make their views known to the State during all phases of the process.

Additionally, Mr. Benson's comment assumes that public comment taken during the

formal public comment period will not be seriously regarded. This is not an accurate

perception because the State has and will continue to seriously consider comments

received from the public.

CATEGORY 14: Emphasis on Clark Fork River. The State received one comment
from Fritz Daily regarding the emphasis of the Plan. (See Letter 35D.) Mr. Daily
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comments that most of the emphasis on the settlement now seems to be on restoration of

the Clark Fork River while only 13% of the original claim was for this area. The

communities of Butte and Anaconda are entitled to a major portion of the restoration

money spent directly on restoration projects in their communities.

RESPONSE : The State disagrees that most of the emphasis of the Plan is on the

Clark Fork River, as opposed to the natural resources of other injured areas for which the

State sought, or seeks, damages. As set forth in previous responses, the settlement of the

State's natural resource damage claims was recovered on behalf of the people of the State

of Montana, and no individual community is entitled to an exclusive share of the

restoration money. In fact, the State's compensable damage claim, as asserted in the

lawsuit, was based in significant part on the value of the lost uses of the injured resources

of citizens residing throughout Montana. The State also observes that closer to one-third

of its $765 million claim in Montana v. ARCO related to the Clark Fork River between

Milltown and Warm Springs. The State realizes, however, that restoration of the injured

natural resources will result in the expenditure of funds on restoration projects in the

communities of Butte and Anaconda, as well as in other communities and areas of the

UCFRB.

CATEGORY 15: Public Access Issues. The State received 5 comments from 5

persons or entities regarding.public access issues in the plan. These comments are as

follows.

COMMENT : The Steering Committee comments that public access to private

land should not be a requirement for project funding. (Letter 5D.)

RESPONSE : The General Policy Criteria in the current draft do not require public

access to private land for project funding. There may, however, be certain projects

undertaken on private land for the restoration of public services which may necessarily

include a consideration of the public's ability to have access to the restored service.

COMMENT : MACD comments regarding land acquisition projects that public

access should not be a part of the ranking criteria for these projects because small stream

restoration projects on private land would benefit the landowner and the public, but the

project should not have a lower funding priority because it doesn't involve public access.

(Letter 4E.)

RESPONSE : As a general rule, the acquisition of land as part of a restoration

project would be undertaken for the purpose of replacing an injured resource and/or its

services. If restoration funds are to be used to replace public services, then public access

to those services would be essential. If, on the other hand, actual restoration is to occur

on private land for a public benefit downstream, for example, public access to the

restoration site itself would not necessarily need to be a component of the project.
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COMMENT : The Advisory Council comments that public access should be a

requirement for all fee-title, land-purchase projects and public benefit should be a

requirement for all projects. (Letter 6G.)

RESPONSE : The current draft of the Plan states that public access issues will be

considered in decisions about land acquisition. When fee-title is being acquired, it is

most likely that the State will require public access.

COMMENT : MWF comments that public access needs to be given higher priority

in the criteria for project selection; some form of public access should be a threshold

requirement for all types of projects, not just land acquisitions. (Letter 8C.)

RESPONSE : Currently the Plan requires that the evaluation of projects involving

land acquisition (or interests in land such as conservation easements) must consider

whether public access is provided. The Plan contemplates that where there is a public

benefit to be gained from restoring resources or their services, access to the restored

resources or services will be considered. However, not all restoration activities will

necessarily require on-site access in order to provide a measurable public benefit.

COMMENT : BSB comments that "Public Access" should receive greater

emphasis to promote public access through land acquisition, and not just for publicly

owned lands. (Letter 19FF.)

RESPONSE : BSB's comment contemplates that acquisition of lands could be

utilized as a mechanism by which public access to lands already owned by the State, or

others, could be secured. The State agrees with BSB that this mechanism could be

utilized as a replacement or acquisition alternative related to services lost as a result of

natural resource injury and has already highlighted the point in the Plan. Page 43 of

Chapter 5 includes the following example of a replacement or acquisition action: "Thus,

in a situation where recreational fishing opportunities on a mainstem river are lost,

acquiring riparian land and access points along a relatively unimpaired tributary would

return a measure of lost recreational fishing opportunities."

CATEGORY 16: Restoration Fund Management. The State received 4 comments

from 3 persons or entities regarding the general management of the UCFRB Restoration

Fund, as follows:

COMMENT : MEIC recommends that the NRDP funds be placed in a trust in

which the principle remains inviolate and only the interest is spent, thus maximizing the

amount of restoration that can be completed on the river. (Letter lOD.) Brian Holland

similarly asks whether the principal and interest on the fund will be made available for

projects, or just the interest. (Letter 27E.)
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RESPONSE : On June 9, 1999 the UCFRB Advisory Council adopted some
"Recommended Fund Management Policies" which the Council's Chairman

subsequently transmitted, by letter, to the Trustee, Governor Racicot. In a letter dated

July 1, 1999 to the Chairman of the Council, the Governor indicated his general

agreement with most of the recommendations of the Advisory Council. One of the

policies which the Governor generally agrees upon is as follows: The nominal principal

balance of $1 18 million in the UCFRB Restoration Fund should be maintained over a

long term, with the understanding that this principal could be used to fund significant or

time critical projects if agreed upon by the Trustee at a later time. This remains the

policy of the Trustee; thus, only interest earned on the principle in the coming years will

be expended on restoration unless the Trustee finds that it is appropriate to invade the

principle to fund significant or time critical projects. It should be noted, however, the

current Trustee and future Trustees of the Restoration Fund have a right to revise this

policy if they deem such a revision appropriate.

COMMENT : Brian Holland asks how the fund is managed by the State Board of

Investments.

RESPONSE : The Restoration Fund is managed under a broad investment policy

by the Montana Board of Investments governed generally by the "prudent expert

principle." More specifically, the objectives of the investment policy include maximizing

the total rate of return through a diversified portfolio of fixed income assets, providing

current income for restoration expenditures and administration, and assuring an average

rate of risk. A majority of the funds are invested in the Trust Funds Bond Pool (TFBP).

(Letter 27D.)

COMMENT : Bill Janecke asks who controls funds prior to expenditures and who
retains interest from granted amounts prior to expenditure.

RESPONSE : All funds are invested by the Montana Board of Investment and all

interest earned is retained by the State in the Restoration Fund for restoration purposes.

The NRDP, upon the approval of the Trustee given through the Restoration Trustee

Council, has authority to expend the funds for restoration purposes on behalf of the State.

As for interest earned on granted amounts prior to expenditure, this should not be an issue

because the State intends to pay for most restoration projects on an invoice basis for work

that has already been performed. In any case where an applicant earns interest on a

granted amount prior to expenditure, that interest is to be credited to the Restoration

Fund.

CATEGORY 17: Project Implementation. The State received 5 comments

from 3 persons or entities related to project implementation. These comments are listed

separately.
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COMMENT : MACD comments that the issue of maintenance of projects, such as

costs for weed management, grazing systems, and fencing, is not addressed. MACD aslcs

what party will be responsible for such costs, for how long, and will this issue be

addressed through the application process. (See Letter 4D.)

RESPONSE : Weed management, grazing systems, and fencing may be important

measures to maximize the potential recovery of the resources addressed through proposed

projects. Whether as integral components, or project maintenance and follow up, the

State expects that these items would be included as a part of any complete project

application for which such measures are necessary to ensure the success of the project.

The application form will require submission of a comprehensive scope of work in which

such issues may be addressed. Cost responsibility will be considered on a case-by-case

basis.

COMMENT : BSB comments that on Chapter 3, page 33, the threat of termination

is unnecessary and overstated and that there is standard contract language to deal with

implementation failures. (See Letter 19U.)

RESPONSE : The Plan states: "If the accounting reveals an impropriety, the State

has the right to terminate project funding." The State disagrees with BSB's

characterization of this as a threat. The State will have the authority to terminate project

funding if it finds that the project is not consistent with the original proposal or for other

significant reasons. Sound fund management dictates that the State should exercise this

authority in appropriate circumstances. Contractual provisions in the grants will set forth

the grounds upon which this authority may be exercised.

COMMENT : Bill Janecke comments on Chapter 3, page 28, and questions if a

grant is awarded to a non-government organization will they be required to follow the

State's procurement procedures and contracting laws, and if not, what procurement and

contracting practices might be imposed and how will this information be made available.

(See Letter 34A.)

RESPONSE : Non-government grantees will be required to follow the State's

procurement procedures, and, depending on the circumstances, may be required to follow

the State's contracting laws. This will be assessed on a project-by-project basis, and

incorporated in each grant's contractual provisions.

COMMENT : Bill Janecke comments on Chapter 5, page 45, asking what will be

the documentation requirements on all projects and will quarterly progress or annual

progress reports be required. (See Letter 34E.)
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RESPONSE : Documentation requirements will be addressed on a project-by-

project basis. The State expects grant recipients to provide full documentation and

progress reports where necessary, and as set forth in the draft plan on page 33, this could

occur in a number of ways, depending on the project. The NRDP could be responsible

for oversight or for arranging for oversight; also the applicant could be required to

arrange for oversight and/or progress reports.

COMMENT : Bill Janecke comments on Chapter 3, page 33, asking what detail

will be required for the final designs submitted to NRDP, especially on the non-

engineered projects and will NRDP be required to review and return the final designs

within the 30-day pre-construction period. (See Letter 34L.)

RESPONSE : The detail required for the final designs submitted to NRDP will be

described in the application form. This includes a scope of work, project budget, and

supporting technical documentation.

CATEGORY 18: Application Form. The State received 4 comments from 4 persons

or entities stating that an application form should be prepared which shall be used by all

project applicants. (See Letters 5J; 6F; 190; 34B.) Two of the comments requested that

a shorter application form be available to persons applying for $5,000.00 or less in

funding. Additionally, Bill Janecke comments on Chapter 3, page 29, asking will each

applicant for NRD funds be required to state their qualifications as a condition for

consideration for NRD funds and, if not, when will qualifications of applicants be sought

and will the qualifications be a matter of public record?

RESPONSE : The State is preparing an application form to be used by all project

applicants, and the State anticipates preparing an abbreviated form for persons or entities

applying for $10,000.00 or less in funding. Applicants will be required to state their

qualifications as a part of the application process, present a scope of work, a detailed

project budget, and statements addressing the criteria for decision making. Application

responses will be public documents.

CATEGORY 19: Projects in Areas Where No ROD Has Been Issued. The State

received 3 comments from 3 persons or entities regarding the allocation of settlement

money to areas of the UCFRB for which a ROD has been issued. (See Letters 4C; 9F;

27C.) Each of the comments suggests that the State take into account whether a ROD has

been issued for an area in which a restoration project is proposed, and that the State

should consider funding only projects located in areas for which a ROD has been issued.

RESPONSE : This comment highlights a difficulty that will be faced in funding

restoration project proposals in areas for which a ROD has not yet been issued. Without

the ROD, it is more difficult to coordinate restoration with proposed remedial action.

This is not to say that restoration projects will not be funded in areas for which a ROD
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has not been issued. In some cases, it may be possible to predict remedial actions with a

sufficient degree of confidence to consider whether and to what extent the proposed

restoration project will not interfere or may be coordinated with the anticipated remedy.

This consideration will occur during the evaluation of the Stage 1 criterion, Results of

Response Actions

CATEGORY 20: Administrative Expenses. The State received 4 comments from 3

persons or entities requesting that administrative expenses associated with the NRD
Program and the evaluation of project proposals be specifically limited. (See Letters 5G;

19HH, LL; 22F.) BSB comments that the statement of "The State will endeavor to

minimize these expenses" has little credibility unless there is a willingness to impose a

cap on such expenses and release detailed expense reports on a regular basis.

RESPONSE : The State repeats that it will, in good faith, endeavor to minimize

administrative expenses in order to maximize the amount of money spent on actual

restoration of injured resources. The State would be ill-advised, however, to impose such

a cap without experience in administering such an unprecedented fund. The arbitrary

imposition of a cap on administrative expenses will not produce a better administered

ftind. The comment that the plan should provide for the release of detailed expense

reports on a regular basis is well taken, and the State accounted for this issue in the

proposed plan. The State considered that such expense reports would be included in an

annual status report, as set forth on page 34 of the Plan (the State prepares monthly

expense reports for most state agencies, including the NRDP). Additionally, should it

become evident that administrative expenses are excessive, a cap on administrative

expenses based on experience and the reality of administering the Fund may be imposed

for future years.

CATEGORY 21: Upfront Funding. The State received 3 comments from 3 persons or

entities requesting that in cases in which project applicants are unable to finance a project

themselves, upfront frinding, rather than reimbursement, should be provided. (See

Letters 5F; 8D; 19X.)

RESPONSE : Sound fund management dictates that the State pay only for

approved restoration work. To insure that funds are expended only for approved items or

work, the State will customarily utilize a reimbursement procedure for approved

expenditures. There may be cases in which upfront funding can be provided to

successful applicants for certain expenditures. This will have to be approached on a case-

by-case basis.

CATEGORY 22. Project Development Grants. The State received 3 comments from

3 persons or entities related to the availability of project development grants.
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COMMENT : The Steering Committee comments that the statement on page 29

that appUcants may submit an appHcation for project development funding should be

changed to read that applicants may apply for a project planning grant, and that such

grants should not be awarded for speculative projects, but must demonstrate an idea for a

project that is likely to succeed. (See Letter 5H.)

RESPONSE : The State agrees that project planning grants should not be awarded

for speculative projects, and that a project development grant proposal must demonstrate

an idea for a project that is likely to succeed. The statement on page 29 will be revised to

more clearly state how decisions about whether to approve such grants will be made. The

merits of project planning grants will be evaluated and weighed in light of the decision-

making criteria set forth in Chapter 4 to the extent it is applicable. Just as the State will

utilize the criteria to make sure that UCFRB Restoration Fund money is not disbursed for

projects that are not likely to succeed, the State will not disburse project planning grants

for speculative projects that are not likely to succeed.

COMMENT : BSB comments that fimding project development grants is not in

the best interest of ensuring restoration dollars are spent on restoration. (See Letter 19Q.)

RESPONSE : The State appreciates BSB's concern that the amount of restoration

funds devoted to actual restoration actions be maximized. Careful planning and

integration with ongoing and planned remedial actions is also a necessary prerequisite to

maximize the actual restoration of injured resources through expenditure of the UCFRB
Restoration Fund. To promote this policy, and promote the development of project

proposals from persons or entities who may have sound restoration project ideas but may
not have funds available to develop those ideas, some funds should be available to assist

in the development of project proposals.

COMMENT : Bill Janecke questions whether the time frame and application

process would be the same for project development grants as it is for shorter duration

work and, if yes, can a continuous funding cycle be established for project development

grants that fall below a certain dollar threshold amount. (See Letter 34C.)

RESPONSE : The State will revise the Plan as it relates to project development

grants and will establish a separate application process for such grants based upon

continuous funding cycle.

CATEGORY 23: Chapter 4 Terminology. The State received 3 comments from 2

persons or entities requesting specific changes be made to terminology utilized in Chapter

4. (See Letters 19Z,AA;29G.)

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 4, page 35, "technologically infeasible

impossible" appears to have an extra word. (See Letter 19Z.)
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RESPONSE : The State agrees with this comment and will correct this error in the

text.

COMMENT : BSB comments on Chapter 4, page 36, the "Results of Response

Action" criterion appears to have been mischaracterized and the State should substitute

the word "consistency" for "results." (See Letter 19AA.)

RESPONSE : The State disagrees with BSB that this criterion has been

mischaracterized. Consistency with response actions (which will not always be necessary

in order to approve a restoration project) is a conclusion that the State must reach

independent of the opinion of a project applicant. Furthermore, this language is taken

from DOI's NRD regulations. Knowledge of the results or anticipated results of response

action will allow the State to conduct restoration planning on an integrated basis.

COMMENT : Robert Benson comments on Chapter 4, page 37, reference to

recovery period is not defined. (See Letter 29G.)

RESPONSE : The terms "recovery period," and "natural recovery" as utilized in

this section refer to the period of time required for an injured natural resource to recover

to baseline, or pre-injury, condition. The State appreciates Mr. Benson's comment and

will include the definition in the text of the Plan.

CATEGORY 24: SSTOU Remediation. The State received 3 comments from 2

persons or entities specifically related to the SSTOU remedy.

COMMENT : GSD comments that the funding for the SSTOU remedy should be

spent on this site and that any excess monies in the SSTOU fund should be prioritized for

natural resource restoration projects within or related to the SSTOU site as opposed to

projects within the Basin in general. (See Letter 2 1 E.)

RESPONSE : $80 million, plus interest accrued thereon, was set aside in the State

and SSTOU consent decrees, and these documents require that this money be utilized to

implement the SSTOU remedy. The State shares GSD's hope that this remedy may be

implemented for less than $80 million plus interest. The consent decrees require that

should the SSTOU remedy implementation cost less than $80 million plus accrued

interest, the excess money shall be returned to the UCFRB Restoration Fund where it will

be available to fund restoration projects in the SSTOU, as well as in other areas of the

UCFRB. Furthermore, it is possible that the remedy will cost more than $80 million,

plus interest, in which case it is also possible that the cost overrun, or portion of it, will

come out of the Restoration Fund. (See Plan at p. 9.)
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COMMENT : GSD comments that a sentence on page 8, "Remedy
implementation along Silver Bow Creek is expected to cost approximately $80 million

plus interest accruing thereon" be deleted or rephrased to reflect the GSD belief that the

final cost of cleanup should be less than this estimate. (See Letter 2 ID.)

RESPONSE : The $80 million plus interest estimate for SSTOU remedy

implementation is based on DEQ and EPA planning and is what the State considers to be

the most accurate and responsible estimate for the cost of this cleanup.

COMMENT : Robert E. Benson comments that on page 3, remedial response

action is defined as "achieving a permanent solution" but page 16 states that the SBC
remedy may result in significant injury and that this cannot be a remedy action as

defined. (See Letter 29B.)

RESPONSE : This comment gets at the distinction between "remediation" and

"restoration." Although remedial actions may sometimes restore, or partially restore,

injured natural resources, they are not intended to restore injured natural resources to

their baseline, or pre-injury, conditions. The terminology "achieve a permanent solution"

is used to describe what a remedial action is intended to achieve in order to protect

human health and the environment from further degradation; achieving a "permanent

solution," however, does not necessarily equate with restoration of natural resources to

baseline. In the case of Silver Bow Creek, the State believes that while the remedial

action will achieve a permanent solution in that it will preclude any further degradation of

human health or the environment and will partially restore natural resources, it will not

restore the resources at the site to baseline.

CATEGORY 25: Funding Normal Government Function. The State received 2

comments from 2 persons or entities regarding the normal government function criterion

on page 40 of the Plan. (See Letters 7L; 12L.) Powell County comments that it is in

favor of the prospect that agencies will not be funded for what is prescribed as their

normal functions. TU comments that the plan needs specific criteria clarifying that NRD
funding will not be used to fund normal and existing obligations of government, nor

should NRD funds be used for infrastructure that is a normal obligation of local

government and taxpayers. TU further comments that if professional review by NRD
Program scientists and others indicates that upgrades of treatment systems beyond

compliance levels are needed to advance restoration of injured resources, requests for

NRD funding could be considered.

RESPONSE : As currently written, the "Normal Agency Functions"

criterion relates only to monitoring or research criteria. The State will revise this

criterion so that it will be applicable to all government proposed projects. While the State

does not intend that the Restoration Fund be utilized for normal agency fimctions and

funding, governmental agencies may be able to utilize matching funds from other sources
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to leverage the recovered natural resource damages. Thus, State agrees with TU and

Powell County in this regard; restoration dollars may be utilized to augment funds

normally available to government agencies if such cost sharing would accomplish

restoration of resources that would not otherwise occur through normal agency function.

This will also be clarified in the text of the Plan.

The State agrees with TU that the Restoration Fund should not be used for

infrastructure that is a normal obligation of local government and taxpayers. Categorical

exclusion of infrastructure improvements as restoration projects, however, fails to

recognize the extensive injury to natural resources within and surrounding the

communities of the UCFRB. Therefore, the term "infrastructure improvements" may not

be synonymous with "normal obligation of local government and taxpayers." The

replacement of services that would have been provided by these resources in the absence

of injury could involve expenditures that exceed the normal obligation of local

governments and taxpayers, when compared to Montana communities unaffected by

hazardous waste. For these reasons the State cannot categorically exclude infrastructure

improvements as qualified restoration projects, including improvements of treatment

systems to achieve compliance levels, to use TU's example, when such improvements

involve expenditures that exceed what would be considered "normal" due to natural

resource injuries in and around the communities of the UCFRB.

CATEGORY 26: Multiple Year Grants. The State received two comments from Bill

Janecke related to multiple year grant applications. (See Letter 34F,G.) Mr. Janecke asks

whether grant applications may be submitted for multiple year grants, how much time the

applicant has to expend grant amounts, and will successful applicants be required to

expend granted dollars within the granting year.

RESPONSE : It may be that more than one year, or one field season, is required to

complete some proposed projects. In recognition of this possibility, the State has not

placed limits on multiple year grants or time to expend grant amounts in the plan. The

State reserves the right to generally address these issues in the future, and expects in the

first funding cycle to address them on a case-by-case basis.

CATEGORY 27: Opposition to the Plan. The State received two comments from

Fritz Daily stating his opposition to the plan. (See Letters 35A; 36A.)

RESPONSE : Mr. Daily's opposition to the Plan is noted; Mr. Daily's comments

explaining why he opposes the Plan are responded to elsewhere in this document.

CATEGORY 28: MEPA Compliance. The State received one comment from Bill

Janecke about compliance with the Montana Environmental Policy Act ("MEPA"). (See

Letter 341.) Mr. Janecke asks how MEPA requirements will be met, and will all

successful applicants be required to complete EA's or EIS's.
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RESPONSE : In conjunction with the issuance of the yearly work plan, the State

will meet MEPA requirements by conducting an appropriate form of environmental

review, or the "functional equivalent" of a MEPA review, based on the significance of

the potential impacts of the funded projects. In conducting that review, the State may
require applicants to provide the State with information of the nature required for

preparation of an EA or EIS.

CATEGORY 29: Montana v. ARCO Settlement. The State received a comment from

Robert Benson relating to the terms of the Montana v. ARCO settlement and not

specifically directed at the Plan itself Mr. Benson comments that he does not understand

how compensable damages for the CFROU and Milltown can be included since the

RI/FS and ROD have not been issued for those sites, and we don't know the cost of

actions that may be needed for restoration in those units. (See Letter 29A.)

RESPONSE : Compensable value is the amount of money required to compensate

the public for the loss in services provided by the injured resources between the time of

the discharge or release and the time the resources and the services those resources

provided are fully returned to their baseline condition. The State released its

compensable value damages claim, in its entirety, in consideration for the Montana v.

ARCO settlement. To determine its compensable value and restoration damages claims

relating to operable units for which a ROD had not been issued, the State, in consultation

with the EPA, estimated the outcome of remedial action at each OU in order to determine

the residual natural resource damages and recovery period, from which compensable

value damages could be calculated.
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List of Comment Letters

Letter No. Organization Author Date

1. US Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA)

John Warden October 15, 1999

2. US Dept. of the Interior,

National Park Service (DOT)

Phillip Tourangeau October 15, 1999

3. The Confederated Salish and

Kootenai Tribes (CSKT)

D. Fred Matt October 15, 1999

4. Montana Association of

Conservation Districts

(MACD)

Mike Vollesky October 8, 1999

5. Upper Clark Fork River Basin

(UCFRB) Steering Committee

Gerald Mueller October 11, 1999

6. UCFRB Remediation and

Restoration Advisory Council

Sally Johnson October 14, 1999

7. Trout Unlimited Montana (TU) Bruce Fading October 12, 1999

8. Montana Wildlife Federation

(MWF)
Dave Dittloff October 15, 1999

9. Clark Fork Pend Oreille

Coalition (CFC)

Geoffrey Smith October 14, 1999

10. Montana Environmental

Information Center (MEIC)

Bonnie Gestring October 15, 1999

11. Missoula Water Quality

Advisory Council (MWQAC)
Marge Hulburt October 13, 1999

12. County of Powell, Deer Lodge

Montana

Ron Hanson October 15, 1999

13. Anaconda-Deer Lodge County

(ADD
Carl Stetzner Octobers, 1999

14. Anaconda-Deer Lodge County James M. Manning October 14, 1999

15. Anaconda Local Development

Corporation (ADLC)
Richard Campbell October 11, 1999

16. Anaconda Local Development

Corporation

James H. Davison October 11, 1999

17. Arrowhead Foundation William F. Hickey September 27, 1999

18. Arrowhead Foundation Natalie Fitzpatrick October 7, 1999

19. Butte-Silver Bow, Office of

Council of Commissioners

(BSB)

Ed Heard October 14, 1999

20. Butte Local Development

Corporation (BLDC)
Evan Barrett October 14, 1999

21. Greenway Service District

(GSD)
Meg Hickey October 14, 1999
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Letter No. Organization Author Date

22. Project Green Steering

Committee (PGSC)

Robbie Taylor October 12, 1999

23. Project Green of Montana, Inc. Rick Griffith October 14, 1999

24. Granite Mountain Bank

(GMB)
Jerry Sullivan September 24, 1999

25. St. James Community Hospital Robert D. Rodgers October 14, 1999

26. Jim Smitham October?, 1999

27. Brian Holland October 15, 1999

28. Robert Francisco October 4, 1999

29. Robert E. Benson October 4, 1999

30. Margie Smith to Jim

Flynn

October 13, 1999

31. Vicki Watson October 15, 1999

32. Beverly Dupree October 15, 1999

33. Ole Ueland to Mike

McLane, DNRC
September 29, 1999

34. Bill Janecke October 14, 1999

35. Fritz Daily to Joe

Mazurek

Septembers, 1999

36. Fritz Daily to Joe

Mazurek

Octobers, 1999
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cr'^\ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
I ^^SLl " REGION 8

a VXiTZ ^ 999 18^" STREET - SUITE 500

DENVER. CO 80202-2466

Ref: 8M0 OCT 1 g ^ggg

October 15, 1999 ^^""^^ PROGRAM

Robert L. Collins, Supervisor

Natural Resource Damage Litigation Program

State ofMontana

Department of Justice

Old Livestock Building

P.O. Box 201425

Helena, Montana 59620-1425

RE: EPA comments on the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures

and Criteria - September, 1999

Dear Mr. Collins:

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the State ofMontana's draft

restoration plan, and has the following comments.

First of all, congratulations to the State on the settlement which provides the funding for

f^ the plan's activities. The restoration component of the overall cleanup of the Upper Clark Fork

[K

Basin is important and noteworthy. pPA looks forward to working with the' State and other

trustees on these matters, to ensure a coordinated and eSective overall cleanup for the Basin.

My comments are divided inxo two parts. The first pan addresses important factual issues

in the description of the planned or selected remedies discussed in Chapter 2 of the draft plan.

EPA believes it is important that the planned or selected remedies be fully described and

understood by parties using the plan, and requests that the comments on these descriptions be

incorporated. Ifyou wish further information about any of these description comments, please

contact my staff directly.

The second part ofmy corrmients addresses the procedures, criteria, and suggested eligible

projects used by the State in authorizing restoration projects. The interaction between response

measures selected and implemented by EPA and restoration measures selected and implemented

by natural resource damage trustees is complicated. For both programs to spend money wisely

and eflaciently will require coordination and consultation. Yet, the draft plan outlines no role for

- Ufle^ "^
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EPA in the evaluation process. My comments address EPA's role in evaluating projects and the

role of the selection criteria as it pertains to EPA's plaimed or selected response actions, to ensure

that this coordination and consultation occurs. EPA can and should play a constructive role in the

process, and my comments offer a reasonable method for doing that.

Ifyou vvdsh to discuss these comments, please contact me at 406 441-1 125. Particularly

on the issues regarding process involvement by EPA, further discussion may be appropriate. We
look forward to the final plan and continued constructive consultation.

Sincerely,

^-^ohn F. Warden, Director

Montana Office

Enclosure

cc: Joe Mazurek, Attorney General

Jim Flynn, Chair, Citizen's Advisory Council

Trustee Council



Response Action Description Comments

No comments on the Mine Flooding OU Response Action - page 11-12.

©
No comments on the description of the BPSOU Response Action - page 13-14. EPA notes that

the expected ROD response action described on page 1 4 may change depending on the conduct

of the RI/FS and remedy selection process.

In the fifth bullet describing the Streamside Tailings ROD and ESD, page 16, add "or remediated

rf-\ floodplain" after the word stream. The remedial design process will examine this aspect of railbed

contamination as well.

)

In the concluding paragraph beginning with "Although", first sentence

second line, insert "in-situ treated" before tailings. EPA disagrees with the conclusion that

significant residual injury or environmental risk will remain after the remedy is implemented, as

this would be inconsistent with the State Department of Environmental Quality's conclusion that

the Streamside remedy, including the in-situ remediation aspect, is protective of the environment.

This conclusion should be altered to state that a lack of immediate baseline services may result

after the remedy is implemented.

No comments on the description of the Montana Pole OU remedy, page 17.

The description of the Rocker OU remedy on page 18 should be altered by inserting

©"Groundwater exposed during excavation of source materials was also treated to remove arsenic"

after the second sentence of that paragraph. In addition, the sentence "However, the responsible

party (ARCO) remains liable for additional work, if necessary, to prevent plume migration in the

adjoining ground waters." should be added to the end of the paragraph.

(D

(^

The description of the 1998 Anaconda Regional Water Waste and Soils ROD on page 19 is

accurate according to current design plans, but the sentence "EPA;n consuUation with the

Department of Environmental Quality, reserve the ability to change the exact design for the

Smelter Hill and Stucky Ridge areas based on ongoing sampling and design efforts" should be

added at the end of the paragraph.

The description of the Warm Springs Ponds RODs and associated response actions on page 21

should add "The RODS required improvements in the treatment capabilities of the Pond system

through lime addition and water retention control, and removed tailings in the Mill Willow

Bypass".

The Chapter should contain a process description for updating the description of planned or

n/\ selected response actions, as EPA's remedy selection and remedy implementation processes
^-^ proceed, so that the criteria regarding response action consistency can be applied clearly through

each budget cycle.



Comments on the Planning Procedures and Chapter 3

As noted, the interaction of planned or selected response actions and selected restoration

projects is an important and technically complex issue. The restoration trustee should be clearly

informed of any interaction issues before he or she makes a decision to fund a restoration project.

Early involvement by EPA in the evaluation process is essential to ensure an adequate airing of

these issues, so that restoration money is spent wisely and efficiently.

©

(S>

Accordingly, we propose that EPA be added to the list of entities with whom the NRDP
meets on an as-needed basis or at least once yearly, as described on page 30, second full

paragraph.
(
We also propose that EPA be added to the list of entities to who the NRDP will

provide a pre-draft plan at lest 60 days in advance of its submission to the Trustee Restoration

Council (note we propose lengthening this time period from the proposed 30 day time period) (2d

^__. bullet page 30); and adding EPA to the commenting agencies described in the 1", 2d, and 3d

(N) bullets, page 31. If issues have not been resolved satisfactorily prior to the submission of the final

recommendation on the Restoration Work Plan to the Governor, we propose that a specific

meeting with EPA and the Governor be added to the bullet list prior to the Governor making his

or her decision on the Restoration Work Plan.

These coordination issues are very important to EPA. EPA has gone to great lengths to

involve trustees in its decision making processes for response aaions, for the important policy

reasons stated above, and EPA's involvement in the restoration planning processes by the

trustees, including the State, should be reciprocal. EPA's national and local expertise on

feasibility and other technical issues involved with hazardous substance cleanup should be viewed

as a resource for use by the State NRDP, and the procedural methods proposed above will help

ensure that the necessary coordination occurs.

EPA also strongly supports the advance involvement of the other entities associated with

these processes. The Advisory Council, the Department of the Interior, and the Salish and

Kootenai Tribe, as well as the State agencies, all play important roles in evaluating restoration

actions and ensuring adequate and coordinated restoration actions take place.

Adoption of these procedures would necessitate an accurate description ofEPA's role in

the cleanup process in the beginning section of Chapter 3 and the flow chart of process aaivities

at the end of Chapter 3

.

Comments on the Criteria for Selection and Chapter 4

The criteria related to consistency with planned or selected response actions is an

important one, from a legal and policy perspective. Consistency, meaning actions by the

restoration trustees which do not disrupt planned or implemented physical actions done under

response action authority, is necessary to ensure the wise and efBcient expenditure of limited

resources. We appreciate the State's attempt to highlight this approach through the proposed

criteria on page 36 and 37 (Resuhs ofResponse Actions) and page 39 (Ecosystem



Considerations, Coordination and Integration). The page 39 criteria should be clarified to state

that "actions" means response and restoration and other related actions. The page 36-37 criteria s

should be expanded to emphasize that projects which can be efiSciently coordinated with response

projects, such that cost savings can be achieved, will be favored by the State NRDP and '

Governor. Expanding the criteria in this way will ensure that the coordination and consistency

issues will be highlighted and seriously considered during the restoration selection processes.

Comments on Types of Eligible Restoration Action and Chapter 5

We are encouraged that the State NRDP recognizes a wide range of eligible restoration

actions which are possibly eligible for funding by the State. This is particularly important in the

area of aquatic and stream cleanup, where EPA believes that a wide variety of actions,

complimentary to response actions (which are required by law to deal with hazardous substance,

pollutant, and contaminant contamination and associated ARARs), may be appropriate for the

overall environmental health of a stream. This is particularly true in the Clark Fork River, where

multiple stressors are present. We look forward to a good dialogue about coordination of

response and restoration actions in this area to achieve the desired end of a healthy Clark Fork

River ecosystem through efforts by the public and-both programs.





United States Department of the Interior

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Grant-Kohrs Ranch National Historic Site

P. O. Box 790

Deer Lodge, Montana 59722-0790 f?£; " "'

IN REPLY REFER TO: OCT
D

1 8 1999

October 15, 1999

Robert Collins, Supervisor
Natural Resource Damage Program
Montana State Department of Justice
Old Livestock Building
1310 East Lockey Avenue
P. 0. Box 201425
Helena, MT 59620-1425

Dear Mr. Collins:

The following comments are submitted on the DRAFT UPPER
CLARK FORK RIVER BASIN RESTORATION PLAN PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA,
(Draft Plan) prepared by the Natural Resource Damage Program
(NRDP) and dated September 10, 1999.

These comments are submitted in the spirit of enhancing
coordination and cooperation among natural resource trustees as
we work through the difficult, complicated, trying, but
ultimately rewarding task of restoring the Clark Fork River Basin
natural resources. These comments are further directed toward
the process, schematically depicted in Figure 2 of the Draft
Plan, which the State of Montana (the State) proposes to follow
in its annual cycle of natural resource damage restoration
planning . _^ —

As you know, the Memorandum Of Agreement (MOA) between the
State, the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (the Tribes)

,

and the Department of the Interior (DOI) provides, among other
things, an opportunity for the natural resource trustees
(trustees) to participate in the restoration planning meetings of

>*^ other trustees. In addition, the MOA provides that trustees will
(hj have an opportunity to review and comment on restoration plans of

other trustees at least 30 days before the. plans are submitted
for formal public review, and at least 30 days before the plans
are finally approved. Inspection of Figure 2 does not indicate
how these MOA provisions will be accommodated by the State.
Provision should be made, at a minimum, for the trustees to
participate in the proposed State restoration planning process as
follows

;

Trustees should be provided an opportunity to



©

participate in the NRDP meetings and evaluations which will
occur during the period April - June and which would be held for
the purposes of conducting the activities identified in the
Figure 2 box labeled Natural Resource Damage Program ("NRDP")
Evaluates Applications and Prepares "Pre-Draft Restoration Work
Plan" .

2. Trustees should be provided an opportunity to
participate in the Trustee Council and the NRDP planning
meetings which will occur in September while conducting
activities identified in the Figure 2 box labeled Trustee
Restoration Council Considers Pre-Draft Work Plan and Directs
NRDP To Prepare "Draft Restoration Work Plan" .

3. Trustees should be provided an opportunity to
participate in the planning meetings by the NRDP and the Trustee
Council which will take place in October and November while
conducting activities identified in the Figure 2 boxes labeled
NRPD Responds to Public Comment, Revises Draft Work Plan and
Sxibmits It To Trustee Council / and Trustee Council Finalizes
Proposed "Restoration Work Plan" and Submits it to Governor for
Approval •

4- Trustees should be provided at least a 30 day
period for review and comment on the Draft Restoration Work Plan
before it is released to the public in September, as shown in
the Figure 2 box labeled Draft Restoration Plan Released For
Public Comment .

5. Trustees should be provided at least a 30 day period for
review and comment on the proposed Restoration Work Plan after it
is finalized by the Trustee Council but before it is submitted to
the Governor for approval in November, as shown in the Figure 2
box entitled Trustee Council Finalizes Proposed Restoration Work
Plan and Submits it to Governor for Approval .

Thank you very much for affording this opportunity to
comment on the Draft Plan.

Phillipi
Environriv^ntal Protection Specialist

Cc: Debra Hecox, SOL
Joseph Hovenkotter, CS&KT
Paul Meyer, BLM
Bill Olsen, FWS
Robert Stewart OEPC
Suzanne Schaeffer, USDOJ



FLATHEAD THE CONFEDERATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES
OF THE FLATHEAD NATION

P.O. Box 278
Pablo, Montana 59855

(406)675-2700 pj«_.
FAX (406) 675-28diK tZ.C ^" ''V^£)

NATION

Joseph E. Dupuis - Executive Secretary

Vem L. aajimont - Executive Treasurer

Frederick Cordler - Sergeant-at-Arms

OCT Z , ,993

October 15, 1999

Robert Collins and Mark Kerr

Natural Resources Damage Litigation Program

P.O. Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBERS:
t Michael T. Pablo - Chairman

D. Fred Matt - Vice Chairmzm

Carole J. Lankford - Secretary

Wm. Joseph Moran - Treasurer

Donald "Danny" Dupuis

Michael Durglo, Jr.

Jami Hamel
Mary Letthand

Elmer "Sonny" Morigeau

Uoyd D. Irvine

Dear Misters Collins and Kerr:

Thank you for providing your Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures

and Criteria to the Tribes for us to review and comment upon. Technical staff in our Natural

Resources Department and legal staff in our Legal Department have reviewed the document and

offer the following comments in addition to those comments verbally offered to the Upper Clark

Fork Basin Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory Council.

Restoration Implementation - It appears from Chapters Three through Five, which outline the

restoration planning and implementation process, that restoration activities and direction will be

driven by entities submitting proposals for funding. Although this may prove a healthy process,

it has potential for fragmenting the restoration effort in a way that reduces the likelihood for

success on a systemic level. In response, the Tribes recommend that the State of Montana

provide watershed-scale restoration planning and prioritization. Without such watershed-scale

guidance, there is serious risk that restoration actions completed under individually awarded

projects will not be additive or even complimentary to achieve overall restoration goals for the

Upper Clark Fork River Basin.

(D

One type of gxiidance the Tribes recommend for you to consider is to provide performance

criteria for fimd distribution for specific restoration projects needed to meet watershed-scale

restoration needs. For example, in a specific segment of stream, the following target objectives

could be quantified for proposal by project applicants:

Purchzise and protection of a specified riparian acreage amount;

Retirement of a specified quantum of existing water right and/or upgrading

adjacent irrigation facilities to diminish the withdrawal of a specified quantum of

irrigation water;

Restore a specified length of stream channel and bank;

^L€M^-r4f-3

1" In honor of the years of dedicated service to the Tribes by the late Michael T. Pablo, the position of Chairman will remain vacant

until January 2000, with the Vice Chairman assuming the duties as provided by the CSKT constitution.



Require matching funds of a certain proportion in support of project funding (with

the proportional match requirement lesser for high-priority projects and higher for

low-priority projects).

Such an approach is systematic in size so that the restoration planning will be comprehensive in

scope and unified in its analysis of resources. Deriving project specific goals from such an

approach best facilitates achieving watershed-scale goals in a cost-effective manner.

Judging Success/Adaptive Planning - There are no specific criteria identified for setting

resource condition benchmarks (i.e. baseline condition to restored condition). Similarly, there

are no specific methods identified for measuring restoration progress or success. Because the

magnitude of the injury, this restoration initiative is without precedent. Therefore, at the Basin

scale, we think it is prudent to implement an adaptive planning process. The absence of specific

criteria and methods leaves us uncertain how you will assess your success in order to know how
and when to adapt changes that will maximize the likelihood for success.

Trustee Participation in Planning - We are pleased to see that you have referenced the

Memorandum ofAgreement Among the State ofMontana, Confederated Salish and Kootenai

Tribes, United States Department ofthe Interior, Regarding Restoration, Replacement, or

Acquisition ofNatural Resources in the Clark Fork River Basin ("MOA")in your document,

(D

©

®

As

you know, the MOA provides an opportunity for trustees to participate in other trustee

restoration planning. Specifically, the MOA provides that trustees will have an opportunity to

review and comment on restoration plans of other trustees at least 30 days before the plans are

submitted for formal public review, and at least 30 days before the plans are finally approved.

We are uncertain how you will accommodate these MOA provisions. However, within the

context of the planning process presented at Figure 2, at a minimum, the Tribes (and the

Department of Interior) should be provided:

(1) an opportunity to participate in the State's meetings and evaluations in completion of the

plaiming component identified as Natural Resource Damage Program ("NRDP")

Evaluates Applications and Prepares "Pre-Draft Restoration Work Plan";

(2) an opportunity to participate in the Trustee Council and the NRDLP planning meetings in

completion of the planning component identified as Trustee Restoration Council

Considers Pre-Draft Work Plan and Directs NRDA to Prepare "Draft Restoration Work

Plan;

(3) an opportunity to participate in the Trustee Council and the NRDLP planning meetings in

completion of the planning component identified as NRDA Responds to Public Comment,

Revises Draft Work Plan and Submits It To Trustee Council;

(4) not less than 30 days for review and comment on the Draft Restoration Work Plan before

it is released to the public as one portion of the planning component identified as Draft

Restoration Plan Released For Public Review; and
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(5) not less than 30 days for review and comment on the proposed Restoration Work Plan

after it is finalized by the Trustee Council but before is it submitted to the Governor

within the planning component identified as Trustee Council Finalizes Proposed

"Restoration Work Plan" and Submits it to Governorfor Approval.

The Tribes appreciate your efforts toward acquiring our review and comment. We also

appreciate your efforts in implementing such an unprecedented restoration intiative. Thank you

for the opportunity to participate.

Sincerely,

D.Fred Matt

Tribal Council Vice-Chainnan





Montana Association of Conservation Districts

501 North Sanders, Suite 2
Helena. MT 59601

phone: (A06) 443-5711
fax (406) 4*3- 1 74
»-mall: mailOmacaneLora
webs.'te: www.macdnoLora

October 8, 1999

Rob Collins

Montana Department of Justice

1310 E. Lockey, Old Livestock Building

PO Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

RECEIVED

OCT 15 1999

NATUR-hL r\i:i:30URCE

DAMAGE PROGRAM

Dear Mr. Collins: -•

Below are seven comments on the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan

Procedures and Criteria of September 10, 1999. I am submitting them on behalf of Deer Lodge

Valley, Granite, Mile High, Missoula, and North PoweU Conservation Districts.

Comments on the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and

Criteria, September 10, 1999. Submitted by Deer Lodge Valley, Granite, Mile EUgh,

Missoula, and North Powell Conservation Districts.

®
1) General Comment: The draft document discusses little in the way of goals. What are the

expectations, after $130 million is spent in the basin? Do we expect it to be "the way it

was?" Do we expect a blue ribbon trout fishery? Is it exp)ected that we apply 60% of the

settlement to on-the-groimd projects (as opposed to administrative expenses or funding for

studies), or 90%?

2) General Comment: We imderstand that not all resources are "restorable," and that some
off-site mitigation will be necessary. However, such mitigation should take place wdthin the

Upper Clark Fork Basin only.

©
3) General Comment: The status of the entire ARCO settlement is imclear in relation to the

$130 million settlement designated for the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. Several

segments of the river system are not yet settled with a final record of decision. Is this

source appropriate for funding projects in these areas? (examples: Upper Clark Fork firom

Warm Springs down to the MUltown Dam and the Milltown Dam...estimated decision

expected in year 2000).

4) General Comment: The issue of maintenance of project areas is not addressed. Can this

funding be used for the costs of maintenance, say, for weed management, management of

{X/) grazing systems, fencing, etc.? What party will be responsible, for how long? Will this be

addressed through the application process?

€)
5) General Comment: Land Acquisition is addressed on pages 39 and 43. In projects

involving land acquisition by the state, it follows that public access will be an important

i,e.-ffer# V _
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element in considering the project's value. However, public access should not be a part of

the ranking criteria for other projects. An example would be a small stream restoration

project on private land. Both the landowner and the public would realize benefits, but the

project should not have a lower funding priority because it doesn't involve pubUc access.

6) Chapters: General Comment. Very little emphasis and description is given for types of

eligible restoration actions which address lost "Services... for the public" imder Restoration

Cost Damages and "economic harm suffered by the public" imder Compensable Value

Damages as defined on page 4 for Superfiind laws estabhshing eligible recovery of

damages. Page 4 states, "Both measures of damages, taken together, are designed to put the

pubhc back in the position it would have been in had the injury not occurred." We suggest

that examples of eUgible restoration actions be given for lost services and economic harm to

both the general pubhc and to private individuals, especially landowners and agricultural

operators. Restoration for injuries to the general pubUc (like decreased recreational

opportunities) receive due emphasis, but the restoration potential for injuries to individuals

in the public sector (like damage done to livestock forage or riparian resources on private

land) is not addressed.

7) Page 42, Paragraph 4: Existing language in this paragraph emphasizes the exclusion of both

humans and livestock as management techniques. The following substitute language is

suggested in order to emphasize use of best management practices to help the resource

recover, while supporting access and benefit fi-om the resource.

The use of best management practices . Managing natural resources through the adoption

and use of best management practices can create recovery of the resource wdiile

maximizing pubUc benefits fi-om it. Examples include comprehensive weed management
practices, revegetative practices, hunting and fishing management approaches, irrigation

water management techniques, grazing management systems, and management of livestock

in riparian zones.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Mike Volesky

Executive Vice President



Upper Clark Fork River Basin Steering Committee
C/O Gerald MueUer

*
\ 7165 Old Grant Creek Road

Missoula, MT 59808

(406)543-0026

October 11, 1999

DECEIVED
Rob Collins ««-
Supervising Assistant Attorney General ' 14 7999

Natural Resource Damage Program nZV^^t ^t^

P.O. Box 2001425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

Dear Mr. Collins:

S^-=H?ISSS-

The purpose of this letter is to ofifer comments by the Upper Clark Fork River Basin Steering

Committee (Steering Committee) on the September 10, 1999 Draft Upper Clark Fork River

Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria (Draft Plan). The Steering Committee has an

interest in the Draft Restoration Plan because of our mandate in state law concerning water

plarming and management in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. The Steering Committee was

created in 1991 pursuant to legislation passed by the 1991 Montana Legislature. In December

1994, pursuant to that same law, the Steering Committee drafted and presented to Montana's

Legislature and Governor the Upper Clark Fork River Basin Water Management Plan (Water

Management Plan). The goals of the Water Management Plan are twofold, first, to provide for

continued planning and management of the waters of the upper Clark Fork River Basin rooted at

the local level, and second, to balance all beneficial water uses in the basin.

At its most recent meeting on October 6, 1999, the Steering Committee discussed the Draft Plan,

and the Steering Committee members present agreed to the following comments on it.

Restoration Road Map
Before proceeding with funding restoration projects, it is crucial to lay out a road map to guide

the restoration effort. The road map should set forth a vision statement and goals as well as a

process to evaluate how funded projects are achieving the vision and goals. The road map should

be developed by the Upper Clark Fork Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory Council

in a public process over a relatively short time period such as sbc months to a year.

Structure of Restoration Planning Process

According to the Draft Restoration Plan, restoration plarming authority would rest in the Upper

Clark Fork River Basin Trustee Restoration Council consisting of the Governor's Chiefof Staff

and the directors of the Departments of Environmental Quality, Fish, Wildlife and Parks, and

Natural Resources and Conservation. This Council would, in turn, be advised by the Upper Clark

Fork Remediation zmd Restoration Education Advisory Council. Given our goal of rooting

plarming and management at the local level, we recommend that the Trustee Restoration Council

and the Upper Clark Fork Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory Council be

combined. This would ensure that restoration planning authority would rest in a group including

representatives ofbasin local governments and basin local interests (including agriculture and

1 ^LeH-eri/-
S'
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environmental/recreation organizations) as well as state agencies. We fiirther suggest that other

state departments be represented, including Agriculture, Transportation, and Commerce.

Agricultural Productivity

^^ In discussing injuries to natural resources, the Draft Restoration Plan does not address loss of

\Qj agricultural productivity due to contamination of land and water. Agriculture productivity should

be a benefit pursued by the restoration road map.

©

Public Access

Public access to private land should not be a requirement for project fionding. Requiring access is

likely to result in the lack of cooperation fi-om land owners who might otherwise welcome

restoration activities on their land.

Explanation of "Services"

Page 38 of the Draft Restoration Plan discusses the relationship between service loss and service

restoration. Unfortunately, the meaning of "services" in this context is not clear. Examples

should be provided to help potential project applicant's understanding of this criterion.

Project Funding

According to page 33, project funding will generally be provided after work is completed. Some
potential applicants, however, may not have suflScient resources to fimd a project with the

expectation of reimbursement. Up-fi"ont fiinding and staged funding should be available for

project applicants. _____^____

Funding Cap
The amount of funding available for project development, administration, and monitoring should

be capped to ensure that fiinding is predominantly used for restoration.

Project Development Funding

Page 29 of the Draft Restoration Plan states that an applicant may submit an application for

project fiinding. Because it is not clear what project development fiinding means, we suggest that

this statement be changed to read that applicants may apply for a project planning grant. Such

grants should not be awarded for speculative projects; to receive such a grant, an applicant must

demonstrate an idea for a project that is likely to succeed.

Q
Voluntary Water Rights Acquisitions

According to page 39 of the Draft Restoration Plan, land acquisition may be a permissible

restoration activity. Along with land acquisition, acquiring water rights on a voluntary basis

should also be considered.

Application Form
An application form should be developed and attached to the Draft Restoration Plan in an

appendix.

On behalf of the Steering Committee, I thank you for this opportunity to offer comments on the

Draft Restoration Plan. Thank you also for the assistance ofyour stafE^ such as Candice West's



participation in our October 6 meeting, in keeping the Steering Committee informed about the

Natural Resource Damage Program activities.

Sincerely,

•''Gerald Mueller

Facilitator

Upper Clark Fork River Basin Steering Committee
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Rob Collins

Sppervising Aa3i9taiit Attorney General

Naftjral Resource Damage Program

P.O. Box 2001425

Helena, MT 59260-1425

Dear Rob,

Attached aie comments and reooimnaidations for changes in the Draft Upper Cladc

Fork Rivef Basin Restoration PUm Procedures and Criteiia.

The recommendations -were endorsed by tiie L^pper Claik Fork River Basin

Reroediatian and Restoration Education Advisory Council at its Tneetine October 13,

1999, in Deer Lodge.

Please consider these recoromendatioiis as you revise this important document

Best regards,

'/av$fvv_.

Le^-htL^a-C -

Stvffi on Hannn Momana OapartmenT of Gnvtrenmarttal Qualhy. P.O. Box 200801 , Helena. MT 69620-OdOI 406^44*0480
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UCFRB Remediation and Rwtoratlon Education Advisory Council

Comments and recommended changes in NROP Draft Reetoratlon Plan

Procedures and Criteria

1 . The Advisory Council agreed to not make any recommendations at this time

on the important issue of where the restoration office be located because It is

a question that Is separate from the specifics of this Draft Plan.

2 Apprecjatjon Is expressed to the NRD Program staff for noticeable

^ improvements in the readability of the Draft Restoration Plan under review

kLV compared with earlier drafts.

3. If the NRD Program is going to make recommendatksns to the Trustee

Council on whether they should fund development of a project, that decision

should involve some participatwn with the Advisory Council. The Council

should t>e able to look at these proposals for projects' development costs as

well as the specific projects themselves

.

;

4. The decision-making process should be streamlined. We recommend the

/-. Trustee Council be combined with the Advisory Council. The combined

(C) Advisory/Tmstee Council should make its recommendations on planning

documents and projects directly to the Govemor.

5. The role of the Advisory Council Is inaccurately portrayed In the Draft Plan as

/^ a group that advises the NRD Program, when, in fact, the Council's role Is to^ advise the Govemor.

6. We recommend modifying the Draft Plan flow chart representing the annual

restoration planning cycle (Figure 2) to:

>^ (1) delete the parallel process;

{£/ (2) increase the time period for public review and comment: and

(3) nsflect the new nsle for the combined Advisory/Trustee Council, if

implemented. _____^
^-v 7. For small projects costing $5,000 or less " the application for funding should

^F/ be mlninral.

8. Public access should be a requirement for all fee-title, land-purchase projects;

publk: benefit should be a requirement for all projects.

/7^ 9. Project funding should only be spent on projects in the Basin.
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Montana Council

P.O. Box 7186 Missoula, MT 59807 (406) 543-0054
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(S)

Rob Collins, supervisor Damag'f p—^^'-'RCE
Natural Resource Damage Litigaticn Program "-^GR/AM

Montana Dqsartment of Justice

Old Livestock Building

1310 East Lockey Avenue

Helena, MT 59620

re: draft upper Clark Fork River basin restoration plan procedures and criteria

Dear Rob:

Thanks for the q)portunity to commait on the draft plan that details procedures and

criteria for restoring the Upper Clark Fork with the settlement Montana received in its case with

Arco. We see merit in much ofthe plan and appreciate the NRD program's efforts in developing

this draft.

Amcmg the general elements we like in the plan are its recommendaticm that the NRD
program have a ccetinued role in helping inclement the restoration plan. It's our view that some of

the e^ertise developed in the NRD program could play an important role in helping ensure

s^emeot funds are spent efSciently, effectively and fi)r the ptirposes related to the original claim.

We also appreciate that titie plan places an emphasis cm restoraticxi projects initiated by interests

outside the NRD program, and that it also invites pubUc comment on annual plans,
j
And tmaily,

we strcmgly believe that the suggested Phase I screening criteria are necessary for ensuring

settlemait ftmds target resources that were the subject ofthe claim.M
The plan does have some fundamaital shortcomings. The following comments attenqit to

address them.

Goals and Objectives

The plan has no overardiing restoration objectives and goals for the basin. Instead the plan

simply catalogues injured resources, which is fine for providing background. The dociunent,

^^^ however, doesn't identify specific, measurable goals that can indicate whether ample restoratiai,

/cl enhancement or rqjlacemait of injured resources occurs. We believe specific objectives are

necessary in order to ensure restoraticm occurs in an orderly and efBcient fashicm. We also believe

that identification of restoraticm targets doesn't necessarily have to wait until the balance ofthe

claim is resolved, or until Superfund remedies have beai finalized fi>r all the operable units.

Without objectives, restoraticm could become merely a collection of random and unctamected

projects.|Based cm comments cm page 28, it appears the NRD pnigram has some sort ofbroader

©vision tor restoring injured resources. The document says that ". . .when the NRDP believes that

any specific restoration needs are not being met by projects being proposed by others, tiie NRDP
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witib the approval ofthe Trustee Restoration Council, may issue requests for proposals C'RFPs")

to meet these restoraticm needs."

The plan doesn't specify what these "restoration needs" are. We suggest the plan be

amended to include basin-wide objectives for sur&ce and groundwater, fish and wildlife, riparian

and upland habitat, and so forth. We attempted to do that for aquatic resources and the services

they generate in the restoration guide we published in April (Workman ei al 1999). Annual work

plans should identify milqjosts for each objective. This would help ensure that restoration needs,

rather than random prqjosals, drive annual planning. It mi^ be desirable for the NRD program to

break the upper basin into distinct geographic units. Annual plans could focus mainly on specific

geographic areas, with the priorities based on the progress of Superfimd remediation, where the

return on restoraticm might be quickest, where there are active watershed KHnmittees and identified

projects, where projects can best be tied together, or other criteria.

The Advisory Council

The plan should make recommendaticos on how to refine the Advisory Council. We
suggest:

• Each committee member should have technical or policy background cm the types of

resources that need restoraticm. For example, biology, hydrology, soil science, pubhc

health, etc.

• There should be no elected officials on the committee. However, local government

could be rqjresented by local health officials.

• Agaicies that mi^ be eligible for funding should not have regular, voting members

on the committee. Instead, they should have ex ofBcio members.

• The committee should have at least one member who has a demonstrated &iniliarity

with the claim, settlement language, and the DOI rules and regulations.

The purpose ofthese recommendations are to oisure that projects are screened objectively

and that the review process is k^t somew^:iat insulated firom political, pork-barrel and biu-eaucratic

agendas. The committee should have bylaws that include a strcxig coofhct of interest pohcy,

especially in regards to committee members who are consultants. Committee members should be

paid for travel, phcme and meals.

Annual Restoration Planning

The proposed Annual Restoration Planning Cycle is simply too lengthy and imwieldy. We
don't see why it's necessary to ccmtinue the Trustee Restoraticm Council. The trustee (the

governor) can always choose to estabUsh his or her own internal review group to serve as a screen

/TJN for annual work plans. The NRD program doesn't need to instituticmalize who advises the
^-^ governor. We recommend a simpler review process:

• AppUcants submit proposals to the NRD program, which screens the apphcations for

minimal qualifications AND whether they are apprqjriate for meeting goals and objectives

for basin wide restoration of identified injured resources.
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• The Advisory Council, Tribes and DOI review the applications ifthey wish.

• After receiving comments from the Advisory Council, Tribes and DOI, the >fRD

program prqjares an draft annual work plan, whidi then goes out for pubUc commait.

• After pubhc comment, the NRD program amaids the plan if necessary and then

submits a final plan for approval and/or modificaticm to the Advisory Council.

• The Advisory Council then sends its recommended plan to the governor (vAo is firee to

consult with anycme he or she wishes).

• The governor approves the plan.

This process could occur in much less time than the process described in the draft plan. It

also might be possible to craft two fimding cycles per year.

®

Location of Restoration Projects.

The fear that the settlement could be spent out-of-basm cm imrelated projects has merit.

But this could be avoided by establishing some basic criteria. First, projects inside the

hydrological bounds ofthe upper Clark Fork basin (above Missoula) should get priority. Projects

that are outside the so-called "damage corridor" but inside the upper basin should also be ehgjble if

they directly b«iefit or replace resources inside the damage corridor (ie., a project on a tributary

that produces clean water or fish recruitment to the Clark Fork). Other projects outside the corridor

but in the upper basin should also be eUgible ifthere is a clear demcmstration that they are

necessary and appropriate replacement for injured resources that cannot be restored. The

connecticm should be feirly direct. Projects below Milltown Dam should be considered ifthey

benefit resources upstream. For example, a fishery habitat enhancement project might be eligible if

it produces fish for the Clark Fork that could migrate upstream (and passage at Milltown was

resolved). Projects outside the hydrological bounds ofthe upper basin should be inehgjble unless it

can be conclusively demcmstrated they benefit resources inside the Clark Fork drainage. For

example, a wHdhfe habitat project that straddles the Ccmtinental Divide could benefit species that

use the Clark Foik basin. But these instances will be rare]Some have suggested this approach

would thai justity upgrading Butte's Big Hole water system. We disagree. Upgrading the Big Hole

system, vMdi has long been a competent ofthe municipal water supply of Butte, should be

considered a normal service of local government. On the other hand, there may be water sources

within the Clark Fork basin that could be tapped using NRD fiinds ifthe project proponent

demonstrates that the venture will rq}lace groundwater identified in the claim as damaged and

whidi cannot be restored.

Funding Research

The NRD program should estabhsh strict criteria fi)r screaiing requests to fimd research.

We recommend that there be a clear showing that prcq)osals target researdi areas that fill existing

data gaps, and that the information gained wiQ benefit restoration activities. We're concerned that

without strict criteria requiring research to be tied to actual restoration, that this fimding wiU be

viewed as a big pot to fimd nominally related research conducted by academic institutions as well

as consulting and research firms.

®



Funiding F/rinting Programs and Obligations

The plan needs specific criteria clarifying that NRD funding will not be used to fimd

nonnal and existing obligations ofgovernment. For exaniple, it should not be used to fund existing

or new staff i>ositions unless they are directly tied to Claris Foric restoratico. Nor should NRD
©funds be used for infrastructure that is a normal obligation of local government and ta:q)ayers. For

example, NRD fiinds should not be used to upgrade municipal wastewater treatment systems ifthe

work is necessitated by permit compliance or other obligations, such as voluntary nutrient

reduction programs that result frcnn TMDL allocarions. On the other hand, ifprofessional review

byNRD program scientists or others indicates that upgrades of treatment systems beyond

compliance levels are needed to advance restoraticn of injxired resources, requests for NRD fimding

could be considered.

We look forward to our comments being addressed in the final restoration plan.

Sincerely,

Bruce Farling \
Executive Director V)

cc. Clifford, Luebeck, Workman, Callahan, Kuipers
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MONTANA WILDLIFE FEDERATION
"^

October 15, 1999

Robert Collins

Department of Justice

Natural Resource Damage Litigation Program

P.O. Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425 .

Dear Mr. Collins:

RE — .^

NAT.
DA

OCT 1 8 1999

-^£ progra..:,"

S.'\ decides of

pre^'Brving our

hunting, li^hing,

and wildlife

heritage.

The Montana Wildlife Federation (MWF) is Montana's largest and oldest statewide sporting and conservation organization.

Together with our 23 affiliate clubs, MWF works to conserve wildlife and wildlife habitat, promote responsible government

decisions regzu-ding our natural resources, and preserve our hunting and fishing heritage. The Clark Fork is the state's largest

river west of the continental divide. Although it is not currently in the best condition, the Clark Fork could foreseeably be

returned to a hotbed of fishing and hunting if the restoration plan is implemented discerningly. For this reason, MWF is

pleased to be able to comment on the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria.

^ Overall, MWF feels the document takes a sensible approach. However, we have a number of concerns and suggestions.

1) The procedures and criteria are missing an overall vision or set of goals which will guide project selection and

restoration work in the basin. It lays out policies, procedures, and project criteria but no goals. For example, a goal

might want to be established for fish populations, i.e. 500 trout per mile of the main stem of the Clark Fork by the year

2010; 1000 trout per mile by 2020; etc. MWF believes that the creation of such goals is a critical step in any planning

process. We highly encourage you to include a set of goals in the plan's procedures and criteria document.

2)

©
MWF believes that public access needs to be given a higher priority in the criteria for project selection. It will not help

the citizens of Montana to spend $120 million dollars of public funds to repair a damaged river corridor only to find

that the public is excluded from using these improved resources. What good is it to restore an entire ecosystem if the

public is not going to be guaranteed access to mitigate their losses? MWF believes that some form of public access

should be a threshold requirement of all types of projects, not just land acquisitions.

3)

®
MWF is concerned with the stipulation that project funding will not be provided until work is completed. Some
potential applicants, especially nonprofit organizations will not have access to funds to pay for all project costs up

front. Most federal and state agencies have mechanisms to provide startup and staged funding and MWF recommends

that similar mechanisms be provided in this program.

4) MWF is concerned with the amount of emphasis placed on monitoring and research. There already has been millions

of dollars spent on monitoring and research within this basin. MWF believes that funds acquired through the lawsuit

should be used to restore and/or replace the damaged natural resources. Funding research should not be allowed.

Funds for monitoring should only be allowed to assure the completion of a project.

Yc\ MWF is concerned with the bureaucratic nature of the project selection process. We fee l that the process is too

N.^ focused on state agency involvement at the expense of meaningful public involvement. /In particular, MWF feels that

tn^rustee Council should be eliminateTo^ornBine3^?i!in!ieTWvisory Oouncu. Being part of the Governor's

cabinet, agency directors already have ready access to the Governor if they have concerns. In addition, most of the

agency directors sit on the Advisory Council as well. In short, the Trustee Council provides only an unnecessary

redundancy. On the other side of this coin, MWF would like to see the Advisory Council's role streamlined. Instead

of providing advice to the NRD staff, we believe that they should be providing advise directly to the Governor. It

would streamline the process and give the public a greater role in decision-making.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Dave Dittloff, MWF Wildlife Activist Coordinator
Le^rtert^ -
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October 14, 1999 . .

Mr. Rob Collins • '.

Montana NRD Litigation Program

Old livestock Building

1310 E. Lockey Avenue •

Helena, MT 59620-1425 :
^

Dear Rob: -

Please consider the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition's. •

comments on the Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration

Plan Procedures and Criteria (the Plan).' The Coalition has been

actively involved in the State's efforts to remediate and restore

injured natural resources in the upper Clcirk Fork basin for over

a decade now, and we appreciate the opportunity, to comment
on this important planning document. .

^

Let me begin by expressing the Co.alition's appreciation for the

good work yoii and your staff have put into thisdocunient. The
Plan provides an excellent overview of: 1) the injured natural

resources, in the tasin; 2) the state's lawsuit against ARCO to
,

recover damages for those injured resources; arid 3) the criteria

that will be used to deterriiine what types of restoration projects

will be eligible for funding with thg :^stt1ement mftney. \

Moreover, the Plan includes a specific requirement that .t"he

settlement money be spent restoring, replacing, or acquiring the

equivalent of the injured natural resources in the basin. We
support this requirement.

That Said, there are a few shbrtcomings in the Plan that need to

be addressed to help assure that injured resources in the basin

are restored, and that the public is afforded an adequate

opportunity to participate in the restoration planning process.;

.

They are as follows:. . •
.

.1. Lack of Speciflc Restoration Goals

Page 29 of the Plan notes that one of the minimum criteria for

proposed projects are that they restore, replace, or acquire the

.- Le.-H-e>ri=^ q

~v-.:y -y,.
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' equivalent of the injured natural resources. We support that requirement.

'

However, we beheve the state needs to develop a set of measurable • .

restoration goals for the upper Clark Fork to further define this general •

requirement. Thesegoals can be expressed in specific terms—^.g., number ."

of trout per mile, acres of riaprian habitat restored, miles of spawning
•

':

. tributaries improved—or in general terms—e.g., improve water quality and

streamflow, restore riparian habitat, and improve aquatic habitat and ..'•'

fisheries. Regardless of how these goals are expressed, we believe they .• - •

must be- developed. Here's why: .'
.

'
.

• ".Page 27 of the Plan says "the state believes the preferable approach is to

"

_ develop and fund annual restoration work plans based on proposals for .

. projects from a variety of governmental agencies, individuals, and private :

; parties". Under this proposed scenario, project proposals will shape the

.
• restoration plan for the year rather than having a set of restoration goals

shape the project proposals. We don't oppose the general approach of

•developing a restoration plan annually, we just think there needs to be a set

.;" of restoration goals that project applicants are trying to ineet through their

proposals.. -.
.

, '.
•.-.

.

.

' . ; ^

• 2. Uncertainties Regarding the Role of the UCFRB Advisory Council

. The Plan contains numerous statements about the UCFRB Advisory

• • Council's "significant role" in the restoration planning process, and its ".

ability to provide advice to the Governor on the annual restoration plan.

.'- However, a careful read of the Project Evaluation framework laid out on

pages 30-32 suggests that the advisory council's role in the process is quite

hmited. . .
•

.

'

; :
"

.

\0j The only specific reference to consultation with the advisory council is
.'

" found on page 31, which states that "the Trustee Restoration Council will •

consider the Program's recommendations and recommendations of the

Advisory Council, Tribes, and DOI in making its preliminary decision on the

'. (pre-draft) work plan." The Plan does not contain specific language that

ensures the advisory council will be able to weigh in after the public • ,
'.

comment period is closed, or that the advisory council will make formal

; recommendations to the Trustee Restoration Council and/or the Governor. .

"

. Given the fact that the NRD Program considers the advisory council a \\..
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'

;
signifieant part of the public involvement process, this shortcoming must be -

addressed. -

\Ve believe this issue can be addressed in one of two ways. The first, and. -

most efficient way, would be to combine the UCFRB Advisory Councilwith

;

the proposed Trustee Restoration Council. The proposed project evaluation ;"=

framework is confusing and curnbersome because it requires review and '

'

comment by the NRD Program, the UCFRB, the Tribes; DOI, and the.

/q\
" Trustee Restoration Council. Combining Trustee Coiincil and the UCFRB

^^ ' Advisory Council would help streamhne the review process, and it would
assure, that citizens on the advisory council have the opportunity to make . . .

..
.
formal recommendations to the Governor.

: . . .

"'

If the state decides to keep the proposed Trustee Restoration Council, the '^}

Plan must be changed to clarify exacdy when the UCFRB Advisory Council

makes formal reconunendations, and who they make them to. If this

approach is taken, we recommend that an additional bullet be added to page

3 1 (between bullets 6 and 7) which states that "after the NRD Program

. incorporates pubhc comment into the final Restoratloa Work Plan, the

;

UCFRB Advisory Council shall make formal recommendations on project

funding to the Trustee Restoration Council arid the Govemor."
. .

-

.

3. Project Location Criteria

Page 38 of the Plan discusses the project location criteria that will be.used in

evaluation process. We generally support this language because it

•. emphasizes the fact that restoration efforts will be focused in the upper Clark

Fork River basin. However, the language does appearto- leave the door open
• ^^ for money to be spent outside the basin if it is not logistically or

(^ economically practical to restore damaged resources in the basin. We . .

beheye this language needs to be strengthened. Specifically, we request ,

lailguage be added to state that " the only exception to this criteria wiU be

that if projects extend outside the hydrologic boundary of the upper Clark"

Fork River basin, then they must demonstrate a.direct benefit to injured

.
resources and/or lost services in the lipper Clark Fork River basin".

©
4. Unclear Policy on Projects Proposals in Areas Where NRD Claims

Are Pending and/or Superfund Remedies Have Not Been Implemented



Page 10 of the Plan states that "proposed projects must be designed with aii '.

:

.' awareness of the current conditions of the resources and services, and the

factors causing their impaired conditions, and with an intent to improve
- upon those conditions." :

"

We support this language in the Plan.' However, we encourage the State to

\^ begin developing a policy for how they will consider funding request for'

/p) projects in areas where NRD claims are still pending, or in areas where

Superfund remedies have not been implemented—i.e.. Anaconda Uplands .

. and.the mainstem of the Clark Fork River. We anticipate that the. State may
receive several funding requests for projects along Silver. Bow Creek and the

Clark fork River before the Superfund remedies are complete. Developing a

• policy on how those requests will be handled now will be an important step
.

in helping the pubhc understand which types of projects will be ehgible for

funding during the first five to ten years of the restoration planning process.'

That concludes our comments on the Plan. Again, we appreciate the NRD
Programs efforts on developing this document. Please feel free to contact

me directly if you have any questipns. ./;. '
.

Sincerely, .

^u^
Geoffrey Smith

Technical Director.
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October 15, 1999 '<::' 'V

State of Montana '

.

Natural Resource Damage Program "

:

13 iO East Lockey, Old Livestock Bldg
PG Box 20145 Helena. IviT 59620-1425

Re: Gomments on Draft Upper.ClarkrFork River Basin.Restoratioh Plan Procediires.aiid 'CpteHav^^-

. .
>

. Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Draft Upper ClarkrFork River Basin
Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria. • .•'::- • ;: " ' • ^v - ^^^-^V- "

1. Based on the State's namral resource, damage assessment, the State's total claim in Montana v. -;. .; •;

.,'•/: .••..AECO was: $764 million, $342.million ofwhich was restoration cost dainages: The.Ymal -; _;\/-V^^^^^^

-:.•>• settlement has provided the state with $213 million. Because the settlenient amount islessthW.tiiatv^

./T) " needed for river, restoration, we urge that the full amount.be used forrestoratidnpfpji^ts, rather -.;:;'

^

/;%!' - than economic development .; \ :V '^!- -ys'"-.!:;;^ .' ;'V;.V; •.^^;^v^/V:^^^'—^;^-: ':•''
v^^^'^'^

.
':

.

. Highest priority should be given to those projects with the most likely chance of restoring the .:.: >,

j .^
.•. river's biointegrity- particularly its native fishery. .•

'' ._:',
.\ v.; ."•.;. '^;;..^-; -..::

(p) 2. NRDP funds should be confined to activities within the Clark Fork River Basin. .
•"; i-.

,3. The current plan proposes to develop and fund annual restoration work plans based Upon - . ..
•

.;

- ^
. . proposals for projects from a variety of governmental agencies, individuals, and private entities. .' "

;

.

'

While annual work plans are necessary, we urge that they be done in the context of a.' • ." •[,.

cOmprehensiveplan that prioritizesprojects in terms of such-considerations as: a) what ^yo^k is . .

most immediately critical; b) what work will.provide the most "bang for the buck;", c) what Other- ••:.:.

restoration work is being conducted within the baisin (Superfund clean-up, bull trout recpvery,
;

Westslope cutthroat recovery, FERC.relicehsing etc.); d) which sequence ofprojects is most .:..:.
logical, etc. . .>

.''.
,

: : ..) ./',- ..-/'•.•. ''^•jr--'^ :^}-y':

1S>

4. The amount recovered by the State is insufficient to restore the Clark Fork River to.its pre- ..
•

mining condition and to compensate the public for econoniic hann. With that in mind, one of the

.options available to the committee is to recommend that the NRDP funds be pbced'in a trust in y

which the principle remains mviolate and only the interest is spent This will provide a constant .

source of money that can be used to fund restoration projects along the Clark Fork over the long,

term. Thus, maximizing the amount of restoration that can be completed on .the river. . ^.

w

.>:'^ -

^- ';\;l»byBo>cllS4;3Helena;MT 5^624 . ;(406)44?-252a •; i i^v

240 NJHiggins Avenue; *8..-Jyitssoul^^ -(40^ 72K3589_;:

"-; -.-^

•
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• • 5. It's critical tHat the management plan have very specific, measurable goalsfor the settlement /..";
'i^i^y^

money. This should include such things as: acres of restored riparian hafcitat, number of troufper. •
'

" ^j,
•mrie.volumeof surface and groundwater restored," etc. ,. .'

... .-:'./'>'>•

m
6. Monitoring is an essential part of any resource recovery plan. We. strongly support this'element ;-,'

. ; .-vr.V

ofthe plan. We urge.that it include a physical, chemical and "biological component. The biological. A.^..Jy.v.^.

component is perhaps the most important element' demonstratipg whether the various restoration :v;:>f::i';\;>':-;i^

efforts are fesulting in an improved fishery, more diverse macr'oinyertebrate population, niore
.
; 4'-ii¥" "

'

abundant wUdlife, etc.' This portion ofthe plan is necessary to deterrnine whether reclamaubri '; .;^-';^- ;^.'

gqals are beiiig achieved. •

"

•:;../.;
;^ ..-•.:•• ;v:-,:-;.-v;^- v\ '. ...:r" :i:'':

v.-.x

7. The existing plai states that "the State must assess whether a project has public support." We;-

urge-.the Committee to better define this criterion. How. will the committee deterrnine whether a ; -.

project has pubUc support? What percentage of opposition will triggea: a'rejectionof a project? - •

This criterion appears to set the NRDP up as a "popularity contest" ill which ecbnon^ '•
.. .

'

.

xleveldpment projects .are likely to be more popular than a restoration project which may. not
•

'
•

•' '

provide immediate, ecohomic gains.'Public participation is an esservtial part of the process, .but ....;

should not be the defining factor in w^iether a project is conducted. .; -
'

• .." :>-.;•'•'•.•-:'.-••

Sincerely,

Bonnie Gestring'



MISSOULA CITY-COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WATER QUALITY DISTRICT

301 W. ALDER
MISSOULA, MT 59802-4292

(406) 523-4890

FAX #(406) 523-4781

October ,3, ,999
RECEIVED
OCT 1 8 1999

State of Montana

Natural Resource Damage Program DAMAGE PROGRAM^
PO Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

Re: Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria

The Missoula Valley Water Quality Advisory Council has reviewed the Draft Upper Clark Fork

River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria and would like to provide you with the

following comments:

1. We would like to commend you on the criteria you have selected for evaluating and

fA) comparing projects submitted for funding under the restoration program. They are well thought
^-^ out and appropriate for achieving the best possible restoration of the impacted area.

2. We strongly agree with the philosophy that the actual restoration of injured resources be

given funding priority in order to return them to productive use and make them available to

future generations of Montanans.

3. We are very pleased to see that the State will consider the extent to which proposed projects

are coordinated or integrated with other ongoing or planned actions in the UCFRB and will

evaluate projects in the context of the overall ecosystem.

4. We believe this document should include a brief statement of the overall goal of the

restoration program and the philosophy that will be used to gviide the numerous decisions you
will be making as the program proceeds. For example, is your overall goal to restore the areas

that are most important to Montanans, based on projects that are submitted, to remediate as many
injured resources as possible across the basin, or something else? What philosophy will the

NRDP use to identify "gaps" in the work being proposed? Do you have a philosophy on

geographical areas that should logically be restored first or for which restoration should be held

off, due to either environmental/ecosystem factors or to the status of other ongoing or planned

work in the area? What will guide your fimding decisions regarding immediate versus future

projects and lEirge, localized projects versus smaller, more diverse ones. We feel that the State

must develop some sort of overall restoration plan with a goal and guiding philosophy to ensure

that the funding is spent appropriately and that the end product - returning injured resources in

the UCFRB to productive use - is something that Montanans can be proud of in the end.

-U -hhyr 4^11



^^ 5. We are pleased to see funding available for monitoring the success of individual projects. We
(k) would also like to see a plan for tracking the overall success of the program over the years to

ensure that the program goals are being met.
-»

- _ _

6. As we have stated previously, we feel that the report "Restoring the Upper Clark Fork:

f^ Guidelines for Action" by Montana Trout Unlimited, April 1999, is a good general blueprint for

restoration of fisheries in the UCFRB.

(D

(a)

7. We believe that top priority should be given to projects with the greatest potential to restore

the river's natural integrity, particularly its native fishery. Of critical importance is the removal

or isolation of metals, especially at Milltown Dam, to prevent their further migration

downstream.

8. Finally, we hope that the team assembled to review and select restoration projects will

include people with appropriate scientific expertise and experience in the UCFRB.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft document. We appreciate the efforts of

everyone involved in this complex and important undertaking.

Sincerely,

Marge Mulburt

Chair, Missoula Water Quality Advisory Council

cc. Bill Rossbach, Chair, Missoula Water Board
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October 15, 1999

Rob Collins

Montana Department of Justice

PO Box 201425

Helena MT 59620-1425

Dear Rob:

RE(
>

»

r"\

OCT
I

TUR,

-V

1999

'\AM

®

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft of the Clark Fork Basin Restoration Plan

Procedures and Criteria. Obviously a great amount ofthought and time has gone into the preparation

ofthis document. I hope the following comments might add to its strengths. My comments are keyed

to the page numbers and chapters of the document. Some are purely editorial in nature, but in my
opinion enhance its usability.

Page 2 - Upper Clark Fork Basin. In the third paragraph you speak to some of the land uses.

Quoting from that paragraph, "Recreation - based activities, particularly in the mountains around the

City of Anaconda and on various tributaries of the river are important to the area." This comment

is accurate, however, it short changes the recreational activities and opportimities that exist

throughout the area, especially those along the river itself. These recreational activities include

fishing, water fowl hunting, bird watching, floating, etc. I would suggest adding additional words

that more completely describe the recreational activities/opportunities along the river. This

background is important in light of the plaimed Green Way for the upper portion of the river and

other potential projects further downstream.

Page 4 - Restoration Cost Damages. Here you talk to both the injured resource and services. I have

a feeling that the services for the benefit ofpeople are down played in this Plan. Granted, resources

do provide many services and the mere fact that a resource is available has benefit to some people.

Regardless, I still feel that injured resources are given undue weight as opposed to services. To

support this feeling I reviewed Chapter 2 Injury to Natural Resources and did not fmd the word

"services" in the thirteen page discussion.

©
Page 26 - Advisory Council. It is difficult for me to understand whether the Advisory Council has

any significant role in the entire process. Its charter seems to be to advise the governor and promote

understanding of the process. Processes are one thing, projects are something else. To eliminate a

local basin wide representation during the project phase seems foolhardy. Some role for the Advisory

Council needs to be devised.

Lc^-hterikU -
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(H)

Page 26 - Natural Damage Resource Program. The Natural Damage Resource Program has a very

significant role in the project selection. There is no doubt that the Natural Damage Resource Program
caimot be done away with while litigation is still a possibility. However, this planning document
offers an opportunity for the state to look at who should manage the proposed restoration projects.

It may well be that a different entity whose sole purpose and expertise lies in restoration might be

a better choice for the future. I submit that the Natural Resource Damage Program may have fulfilled

its charter. Rather than looking for opportimities to retain it as an entity, we ought to look to the

future and put in place the most appropriate organizational structure.

Much of the remainder of Chapter 3 focuses on activity for the Natural Resource Damage Program.

Again, I believe the state needs to look critically at what group should manage the restoration

planning process. Whether NRDP is the appropriate group needs serious consideration.

Page 32 - Public Participation. The third paragraph says that the state has attempted to devise

procedures that maximize opportunities for the public to express its views. I don't know whether you

can, or whether you should, maximize anything in today's environment. Optimize may be a better

word choice. I do agree that Internet access is an excellent opportunity for public participation. You
need to keep in mind however, that there is a whole group of the public that probably isn't going to

have an opportunity to participate through the Internet.

Also imder Public Participation you state that the Advisory Covmcil is intended to represent the

public and is given a significant role in the funding decisions. On the previous page imder Figure 2

it says the advisory council may review applications. If they may review applications, I would

question whether they have a significant role in funding decisions.

Also there's a directly affected group of the public that are not mentioned in the document at all. In

Powell County those folks are the landowners. To not mention landowners, on whose land

restoration projects will undoubtedly occur, is not a smart thing to do.

In Chapter 4 I have a number of thoughts that could make the criteria more understandable and

probably more acceptable. My first suggestion is to take the Project Location out of Stage 2 criteria

and make it an initial screen with no project being approved outside of the Clark Fork Basin. Your

last sentence under Project Location says that you will only consider projects outside the basin

which cannot from a practical or economic standpoint be restored. Projects in the basin that are not

practical or economical could be put on a list of needs. The intent of those projects which aren't

practicable or economical would be valuable things to look at in terms of RFP's.

(£)

In my experience the more elements/criteria you have in an analysis process the less useful the

results of that analysis are for decision making. Additionally, the people who are affected by the

decisions may have a more difficult time understanding the analysis andjump to the conclusion that

it is not a fair or scientific process. With that in mind, I would strongly suggest that you rearrange

your Stage 1 criteria to provide for a sequential process. The first criteria should be Results of

Response Actions. If a response action is going to satisfy the objective of the proposed project the

project should be at least delayed. The second criteria should be Technical Feasibility. If it is not

technically feasible place its objectives on a needs list. The third criteria should be some merger of



Q

Relationship ofExpected Costs to Expected Benefits, Cost Effectiveness, and Recovery Period
and Potential for Natural Recovery. All three of these items represent some form of economic
analysis. To attempt to separate these inter-related items out presents a very difficult problem solving

approach and provides opportunities to play games on project rating.

Next I would lump Adverse and Environmental Impacts and Human Health and Safety. Under
Human Health and Safety you specifically speak to evaluation of the project to have adverse

effects on human health and safety. To me this is no different than Adverse and Environmental
Effects. Lastly but certainly not least, I think it would be appropriate to merge Federal, State, and
Tribal Policies and Laws with Resources of Special Interest to the Tribes and Department of

Interior. You're talking about the same thing and to differentiate it again creates unnecessary

problems of analysis.

Under General Policy Guides Stage 2 Criteria the Relationship Between Service Lost and Service

Restoration could easily be lumped with Project Beneficiaries and Collateral Benefits. Trying

to differentiate too many things could make analysis less meaningful. Ecosystem Considerations

and Matching Funds should stand alone.

In the area of Public Support I consider it an act of negligence not to specifically identify the

landowners as a segment of the public.

Page 39 - Land Acquisition Criteria. Desirability of Public Ownership should be eliminated as

a criteria. It is not whether public ownership is desirable but whether habitat protection is achieved.

Public ownership is only one way to achieve protection. Also, it needs to be clear that removing

additional lands fi-om the tax roles for local government is going to be met with significant

resistance. Conversely, the idea of conservation easements may well be beneficial to landowners.

Conservation easements or segregation of building development rights could be a positive thing.

Finally, I know that Fair Market Value has to be considered. By the same token there are professional

appraisers licensed by the state to establish fair market value. To me it is a waist to require the state

to conduct its ovm appraisal.

Under Monitoring and Research Criteria I really don't have many comments. Money spent in

these areas ought to benefit the selection and implementation of projects. I especially like the

comment that agencies will not be funded for what is prescribed as their normal functions. Obviously

most agencies will probably not be able to respond or be willing to respond in their normal area of

responsibility without additional funding. That is something that will have to be dealt with.

Sincerely,

Ron Hanson

Powell County Planner

C;\DATA\CNTYPBRD\SUPERFUhACLARKRES.PLN





ANACONDA-DEER LODGE COUNTY
Courthouse - 800 South Main

Anaconda, Montana 5971

1

Telephone (406) 563-4000

563-4001

October 8. 1999

Mr. Robert Collins, Suoervisor
Natural Resource Damage Program
Old Livestock Building
1310 East Lockey Ave.
P. 0. Box 201425
Helena, MT 59620-1425

Dear Mr . Col 1 i ns

:

RECEIVED
OCT 12 1999

NATURAL rtcSOURCE
DAMAGE PROGRAM

I have received a copy of the "Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin
Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria." Accompanying the
document is a cover letter requesting comments before October 15,
1999.

(D

©

Respectfully, I herewith submit my comments that I hope adequately
express my concerns and that of Anaconda-Deer Lodge County.

Chapter one, paragraph one states in part that "The State received
about $130 million, including interest, specifically to restore,
replace, rehabilitate or acquire the equivalent of the natural
resources that were injured as a result of decades of mining and
smelting in the Upper Clark Fork River Basi n"

. . .What I propose is
that this language be plain and simple so that it will guarantee
that the money will be spent in the basin with respect to the
damages done to all of our natural resources. I want to be assured
that the proposed language is not misconstrued or taken out of
context and that the intent be correct and not misleading.

D

Chapter two describes the natural resource injuries that have
occurred in the river basin, and I concur without exception.

Chapter three discusses the restoration funding process. I agree
to a certain extent. I believe that the methods and procedures
that are detailed in the draft may become cumbersome and
convoluted. My suggestion is to use the experience and expertise
of the Department of Commerce where many grant applications have
been received and acted upon without any significant problems. I

believe that their methods are some of the best. Another
alternative is to use the people who have been working with this
Superfund problem for quite some time. This would include the

Le.H-erii^S -



Robert Collins
October 8, 1999
Page Two

©
members of the Advisory Council that was constructed recently by
the Governor, and the Trustee Restoration Council. It appears to
me that the combining of these two councils into one solid
committee would be sufficient to adequately assess the needs of
those applicants and to make the correct recommendations to the
Governor

.

On behalf of the citizens of Anaconda-Deer Lodge County, I

congratulate you and your staff for the fine work and dedication
that has resulted in a document that finally allows the damaged
counties in the basin to find relief from all the years of
devastation and loss of natural resources. We in Anaconda are in
desperate need to replace or acquire the equivalent of the loss of
the natural Resource — water. We hope that through this process
we will soon be able to alleviate that concern. I hope my comments
are helpful; if you require any further information, please feel
free to call on us here at the County.

Si ncerel y

,

Carl J.'^Stetzner
Chief Executive

CJS:mk

File: NRD2.DOC
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RECEIVED
OCT 1

October 14, 1999

Mr. Robert Collins"

Natural Resource Damages Program

Old Livestock Building, 1310 E. Lockey Ave.

P.O. Box 201425

Helena. Ml 59626-1425

Re: Comments regarding the Draft Upper Clark Fork Basin

Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria.

Dear Mr. Collins,

In response to the proposed Upper Clark Fork Restoration Plan, I offer the

following comments.

1. The Advisory Council should have more of a direct role in the review

process, perhaps the Advisory Council and the Trustee Council should be

combined for the purpose of review. This would make the process less

convoluted.

2. The NRDP staff should not be in a position of both reviewing

proposals and requesting RFP's for other projects.

3. Rather than create a new bureaucracy to review proposals, use

/^ existing agencies that have the experience in reviewing and processing

grants, such as the Dept. of Commerce CDBDG or TSEP programs.

^e//-t-^#//-
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4. The projects that fall under monitoring and research should be very

carefully scrutinized so that sonne university professor does not create a

permanent research project to study the river, that has already been

studied to death.

Since

fames M. Manning

Planning Director
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TELEPHONE (406) 563-5538

FAX (406) 563-3275
10/11/99

Mr. Robert Collins, Supervisor

Natural Resource Damage Program

Old Livestock Building

1310 East Lockey Avenue

PO Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

Re: Upper Clark Fork River Restorative Plan Comments.

Dear Mr. Collins:

Anaconda Local Development Corporation has followed the activities of the Natural

Resource Damage action for sometime. The process could have a great positive effect on

our community, or it could leave us environmentally lost forever. Our community has

been batted around between ARCO, EPA and the State for over eighteen years of

Superfimd activity. We feel this is the last hope we have to see our commimity restored to

a livable space.

We commend you on the strides you have taken in your second draft of the Restoration

Plan. You are moving in the right direction. Respectfully, we submit the following

comments on the second draft in hopes of improving on your efforts.

The document must be clear that the settlement fimds must be spent on projects that

directly benefit the region and its residents. While the entire state benefited from the

"gaining" side of mining, it is the local residents that have had to suffer the loss of the

aftermath. The dollars must only be spent in the basin.

The restoration plan establishes a decision-making process, which produces conflicts

from the begiiming. The process is set in a legalistic mode rather that a fimctional, grant

making mode. The fiinction of litigation should be separate from the project fimctions.

While we recognize ongoing litigation efforts require technical assistance, the two sides

should be a separate process with separate entities overseeing the diverse efforts.

The organizational structure of the decision process raises conflict and may place the

Governor in a decision-making mode, which is non-productive and potentially divisive

causing real gridlock and lost opportunities to restore the region.

We would recommend that the Upper Clark Fork River Basin Remediation and

Restoration Education Advisory Coimcil (Advisory Council) and the Upper Clark Fork

River Basin Trustee Restoration Coimcil be combined in order to eliminate overlap of

-Le^-H-^rik IS



activity, provide for organized public input (as encouraged by the Montana Constitution),

and reduce conflict. The Advisory Council should be expanded to include the Governor's

Chief of Staff and the Director ofDNRC. The Attorney General should remain in an

(P) advisory capacity. The group should also be granted additional responsibilities and
^"^^

authority to move the process along. This is clearly the Governors prerogative to as the

Trustee to establish the best advisory group possible.

The newly reformed council will offer the institutional support of staff, citizen's input,

and offer institutional memory as the Gubernatorial Chair changes.

-^ We appreciate the flexibiUty suggested in reviewing projects. The review states

\^y requirements may require additional guidelines as the process evolves.

We have a concern that excessive amounts of funds could be spent on research and

monitoring activities and not on actual restoration work. Successes can be duplicated

from one area to another and numerous new "test pilots", sample data and experiment

methods may detract from the real effort. Funds should be limited for R&D, monitoring

while helpfiil should not be the end goal. Successful efforts can be duplicated and less

successfiil ones not repeated.

We would urge that our recommendations be adopted. We wish you success and are

available to expand on our remarks.

Respectfiilly,

Richard Campbell

President
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Dear Mr. Collins:
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan
Procedures and Criteria. It is evident that thought has gone into the document. I appreciate the
opportunity to make"'comment to the plan and would ask you to seriously consider both the

philosophy ofmy comments, as well as the specific ideas.

As a preface, having worked in a field for over eighteen years that requires applying for,

reviewing, implementing, and reporting on projects fiuided by grants, there are myriads of grant

processes that work well, as well as some that do not. I think you have made a sincere effort of
developing a process that includes review, reporting and fairness and encourage openness to

many project options. I do foresee inherent conflict arising in the outlined process. I suggest that

you streamline the process and lessen frustration and work load for the staff, public, and the

decision-makers.

Grant vmting can be time consuming, expensive, potentially political, and frustrating. Review,
award and administration can be convoluted and take up huge amoimts of staff time. I have
participated in grant requests that have cost tens of thousands of dollars to prepare, taken years to

process and the opportunity to actually carry out the project is lost because the system has taken
too much time or is too complex. I see these problems in the proposed process.

Timing of the process is also important. Particularly to coincide with obtaining matching funds,
(the cycle could miss out on or attract other funds) construction seasons or personal agendas or
needs of private individuals involved in public process.

I would like to suggest several changes to vour process:

1) Unite the Upper Clark Fork Advisory/Education Council with the Trustee Restoration
Council.

This combines the appointed advisory groups and stakeholders. The Attorney General should
remain an advisor. The staff should be interactive with all of these stakeholders. One group
makes the process more efficient. This would reduce conflict, cross-purposes and messages,
allow input by these directly effected with those working with the problems on a day to day
basis. The combination of the council will reduce staff and procedure time and duplication. It

vyjll eliminate conflicting advice and make the process "public friendly".

2) Organize the process with long term effect in mind.
Those both applying and reviewing should understand the final goal 20-40 years down the

^p^
road. Hence the projects should be orderly. In order to assist the public and Trustee Board, it

(CjJ may be helpful to develop a 5-10 year vision as a guide to desired outcomes. Chapter five in

the current proposed restoration plan starts this process but a tighter definition established by

Lc4+eriP/6, J
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(^/ the Council may help the overall effort. Leeway should be made for time-sensitive issues to

take opt>ortunitv that mitdit be otherwise lost.

3) Have an open time for accepting "white papers" describing potential projects. Some
projects might be very worthy but because of timing may not fit in with the overall

restoration time frame (i.e. restoring the river below the Silver Bow Creek before Silver Bow
Creek is remediated). A proposal may simply not be appropriate or allowable (building an

elevator to the top of the Stack in Anaconda). An open white paper process will bring to the

attention of the Coimcil an opportunity that may have to bypass the regular procedure (a

certain fishing access or easement is available, but may not be if the 1 8-24 month regular

grant cycle). Plans not addressed in the ten-year vision guide could be requested from the

public.

4) StafTwould review all white papers, make appropriate comments and forward these to

the Advisory Council for review.

6) Policy council develops framework of projects, invites pre-applications, and directs stafT

to develop a pre-draft restoration plan based on framework and the pre-application

submitted.

Projects that merit and fit into the restoration framework would be asked to submit a pre-

application which details the project more extensively and outlines the desired outcomes,

costs, design, restoration area eflfected, benefits, matching fimds, etc. The amount of

information required would be in direct relationship to the complexity of the proposal.

7) Council would evaluate the pre-draft restoration and submit to the pubic for comments.

8) Based on comments from the public, and under the direction of the Council, the staff

revises the work plan and submits it to the Trustee Council for their recommendation.

9) Policy Council submits recommendation to the Governor.

This process could occur in a quarterly, semi-annual or annual basis, depending on the strength of

the vision and fimnework adopted by the Council.

-1^ On another note, all of the funds should be directly spent in the basin. This is where the damage

(lJ occurred. There is merit in placing the restoration in the contour of the basin to encourage
^-^ connectiveness to the problems and opportunities.

I ask that you take these comments and suggestions in the spirit they are offered and that the plan

be altered. I would be happy to meet with you to expand my comments.

Respectfully,

James H. Davison

Executive Director
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Mr. Robert Collins, Supervisor

Natural Resource Damage Program

Old Livestock Building

1310 East Lockey Avenue

P.O. Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

September 27,.1999

Comments regarding the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan

Procedures and Criteria

Dear Mr. Collins:

On behalfofthe Arrowhead Foundation, I would like to commend your ofBce on their

efforts in drafting this plan. This draft is a great improvement over previous drafts and

we appreciate the Program's consideration of the Upper Clark Fork River Basin

Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory Council (Advisory Council's)

recommendations and comments on previous drafts.

We submit the following comments with respect to the most current draft. Ifthese issues

are addressed, we are confident the State will have an excellent base from which to

administer the settlement proceeds.

The Natural Resource Damage Program should be split into two fiinctions: restoration

^7l\ planning and litigation. We believe this is the most efBcient way to administer this

^^ program, as these are two separate and distinct fimctions.

We need assurance that policy will dictate that all settlement proceeds will be expended

in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. This is the area that has been affected and for

which settlement proceeds have been awarded. We need to concentrate our efforts on
restoring, protecting and replacing the resources of this basin.

In our opinion, the organizational structure appears inefficient and may result in the

Governor receiving conflicting recommendations. The Governor created the Advisory

Council to promote public understanding and in essence, to give the public a voice with

respect to remediation and restoration efforts in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin.

Under the current draft, the Advisory Council may provide advice to the Governor with

respect to issues involving remediation and restoration efforts. Representatives ofthe

^LcHerik n
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Mr. Robert Gjllins

September 27, 1999

Page 2

Advisory Council include ten citizens of diversified backgrounds residing in the basin,

and the Directors of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, the Department of Environmental Quality

and representatives of the Department of the Interior and the Confederated SaUsh and

Kootenai Tribes. Members of this Advisory Council have spent a great deal of time

educating themselves regarding the Natural Resource Damage Lawsuit, settlement and

damages.

Under this proposal, the Upper Clark Fork River Basin Trustee Restoration Council will

also be responsible for recommending restoration work plans to the Governor. The
Chairman ofthe Advisory Coimcil will represent the council as an ex-ofBcio, non -

voting member. It should be noted that the members of this council are virtually the

same as the Advisory Council with the exception ofthe Governor's Chief of Staff and the

Director of the Department of Natiiral Resources and Conservation, resulting in a

dupUcation of effort.

Per the proposed structure, the Tribes and the Department of the Interior will be allowed

to (separate from the Advisory Council and the Trustee Restoration Council) consult and

comment on the annual restoration plan. It should be noted that the Tribes and DOI are

also members of the Advisory Council - another dupUcation of effort.

We suggest that all input come from one body. We recommend the Trustee Restoration

Council, and the Advisory Council be combined into one Upper Clark Fork River Basin

Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory Council (aheady in existence). Since

the Tribes, DOI and the Directors of the Departments of Environmental Quality and Fish,

Wildlife and Parks all sit on the Advisory Council, we recommend adding the Governor's

Chief of Staff and the Director of the Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation.

The Attorney General may advise the council as outlined in the draft. This council will

then review all proposals and make one unified recommendation to the Governor. This

structure would eliminate the risk of conflicting recommendations and will preserve the

input of all interested and informed parties, including the public.

In closing, we hope you give our comments and recommendations serious consideration.

Please advise if we can provide any additional information.

Sincerely,

William F. Hickey

President
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October?, 1997

RECEIVED
Mr. Robert Collins, Supervisor

Natural Resource Damage Program UUI 08 1999

P.O. Box 201425 NATURAL AcbOuRCE
Helena, MT 59620-1425 DAMAGE PROGRAM

Re: Draft Upper Clark Fork River Restoration Plan

Dear Mr. Collins:

I am pleased to see that much consideration was given to comments received

from the Upp>er Clark Fork River Basin Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory

ff\\ Council in the current plan proposed for dealing with this very important program. Your
willingness to listen to the views of interested persons and groups certainly gives the

general public confidence that their opinions are valued.

®

I have been involved with the cleanup of the Anaconda-Deer Lodge County area

since almost the beginning. There are still some areas of concern to me. It is my firm

belief that the moneys received from the lawsuit must be spent in the Upper Clark Fork

River Basin only. Certainly this was the area which was damaged through the years, and

it is here that our resources must be protected, restored, and replaced. Other areas of our

state received the benefits of revenues generated by taxation of the mining industry here,

but it was our area alone that bore the destruction which produced those state revenues.

It is this damaged area that generated the moneys from this lawsuit, and that is where the

moneys should be spent.

©
I believe, too, that there are two separate fiinctions within this program,

restoration plaiming and litigation. Each should be separate and distinct. I feel that the

comingling of policies and procedures will reduce the efficiency of each and cloud the

main mission of the program.

I have this same concern when I try to imderstand the roles of separate and

distinct councils and stand-alone entities which, the draft indicates, will consider the

issues and make recommendations to the Governor. Many of the same people are

represented on both the Advisory Council and the Restoration Coimcil, so that certainly

appears to be redundant. One council which includes both the Restoration and Advisory

Council members as well as the Governor's Chief of Staff and the Director of the

Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation should certainly be able to study all

the issues and make the recommendations to the Governor. The Attorney-General

should, of course, serve in an advisory capacity.

I appreciate your giving the public time to comment on this current draft

proposal, and hope my comments may prove helpful.

Sincerely yours,

Natalie Fitzpatrick, Treasurer

Arrowhead Foundation , il. ^i</





BUTTE-SILVER BOW
Office of Council of Commissioners

Courthouse

Butte, Montana 59701

RECEIVED
OCT 15 1999

NATURAL r.ioOURCE
DAMAGE PROGRAM

Memo

Date;

To:

From;

CC:

Re:

October 14, 1999

Robert Collins, Supervisor

Natural Resource Damage Program

Butte-Silver Bow Council of Commissioners

Ed Heard, Chairman ^U

Marc Racicot, Governor

Judy Martz, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph Mazurek, Attorney General

Jack Lynch, Butte-Silver Bow ChiefExecutive

Robert M. McCarthy, Butte-Silver Bow County Attorney

Members, Butte-Silver Bow Council ofCommissioners

Butte-Silver Bow Technical Review Committee/Environmental

Butte-Anaconda Members, Montana Legislative Delegation

Members, Greenway Authority Board

Rick Griffith, President, Project Green

Butte-Silver Bow's Comments on the

Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria

On Wednesday, October 13, 1999, the Butte-Silver Bow Council of Commissioners took formal

action to approve the submission of the attached comments regarding the Draft Upper Clark

Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria. We hope you find the comments

useful in producing the final draft.

Butte-Silver Bow would also like to express our thanks for the efforts of you and your staff to

improve this document (from the first release last June). We appreciate your willingness to

respond to the input received from local residents. We hope you will extend those efforts in

response to these comments we submit today.

ajB^^':.'^ rrmtm -.a—.r-n

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments on behalf our community.
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Final Comments (October 14, 1999)

from Butte-Silver Bow on the

Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan

Procedures and Criteria

Butte-Silver Bow has prepared the following comments in response to the request from the State

of Montana. The comments were unanimously approved for submission by formal action of the

Butte-Silver Bow Council of Commissioners at a special meeting on October 13, 1999. First, we

present general comments applicable to the entire Draft Plan, and then more specific comments in

chronological order according to the chapters of the Draft Plan.

General Comments

©

Without exception^ the procedures must provide assurance that all projects funded by proceeds

from the settlement are located within the Upper Clark Fork River Basin (Basin) where the

damages occurred and the benefits of all projects directly accrue to the resources and

communities in the Basin. There is substantial work to be done within the Basin and there is

simply no need to pursue projects outside the Basin.

The local communities in the Basin rnust have a primary role m decisions' regar'ding iib^

proceeds are used; more precisely, the Governor's Advisory Council should be combined with

the Trustee Council to form one advisory body and a direct role in the decision-making

process.

The "litigation arm" oif'kilb staff shoulcllbe separated from the so-caiiea hstoranon

ny) arm" of this same staff. Further, the administration and management (i.e. local office) of

the restoration work should be located in the Basin where the projects will be executed

.

' There needs to be strict accountability for funds set-aside for the Streamside I'ailings cleanup,

particularly for engineering/administrative/contingency costs; also, that the project should

address both remediation and restoration to the maximum extent possible, including the

construction of a greenway as the final land use. We believe strongly that there are sufficient

funds to achieve both objectives.

There must be greater emphaslson a comprehensive plan' tor m"e entird Basilirhfif'SiffipTy*"^'

© procedures and criteria about how individual projects will be selected and funded. We believe

strongly that remediation and restoration projects must be accomplished at the same time, and

a blueprint for action should be developed to ensure that occurs.

Chapter 1: Introduction and Background

Page 4: Note the important reference about using the terms "restore" or "restoration" in the

document generally refers to all four types of actions to be authorized - restoration, rehabilitation,

replacement, and acquisition of equivalent resources. Later in Chapter 4, using the one word to

represent all four actions can be misleading.



Page 8: Constraints imposed by settlement on restoration fmiding, second bullet: The State

must spend at least $500,000 on bull trout restoration. Granted, this work was imposed via

the consent decree, but if restoration of native species is a priority, we should also focus our

efforts on the Westslope cutthroat trout. Further, it should be a prerequisite that all fish

restoration projects, including those for bull trout, must be conducted in the Basin.
1 -irraarmjinn—M-i—Ttmnmiiiiri n-T- am Til ifiMi -ni i-| ib i--
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Chapter 2: Injury to Natural Resources

In general, this Chapter explains the remediation work in the Basin that has occurred to date.

We would suggest more graphics, pictures, and descriptions of the completed and ongoing

remediation projects to provide an increased understanding of this work, especially in the

context of restoration projects that will be proposed in the same areas.

®

Page 12: Regarding the Berkeley Pit: Use the word "approaches" instead of "reaches" the

CWL of 5,410 to better reflect the remedial action specified under the Record of Decision;

also, based on current data, the estimated year the CWL will approach the CWL is 2021, not

2025.

Page 12: Regarding Butte Area One: The description perpetuates the false characterization of

the historic Silver Bow Creek channel as the present day Metro Storm Drain. The drainage

should be described accurately, particularly in regard to the damage/injury to the natural

resource. Also, the Parrott Tailings lie along and "northeast" of the historic Silver Bow Creek

channel above Harrison Avenue, not "northwest.
"

Page 14: Regarding the Silver Bow Creek Aquatic and Riparian Resources: The four

sections do not add up to 26 miles?

Chapter 3: Restoration Planning Process and Implementation

It is disturbing that the role of the Advisory Committee is diminished in favor of the Trustee

Council. As an alternative, the Trustee Council should be combined with the Advisory

Council to form one collective decision-making body. The expanded, citizen-based Advisory

Council would be less vulnerable to political and administration changes, and its role would be

elevated and more directly linked to the Governor, as trustee. Further, the decision-making

process described in this chapter (and depicted on Figure 2) is unnecessarily complicated and

should be simplified to reflect the direct role of the expanded Advisory Council to represent

the citizens in the Basin.

Page 26: NRD Program: The "litigation arm" NRD staff (working on the three remaining

restoration claims in the lawsuit with ARCO) should be separated from the so-called

"restoration arm" of this same staff. The process, planning and general activities of

restoration is and should be distinct from the litigation. Also, the administration and

management of the restoration work should be located in the Basin where the projects will be

executed.
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Page 28, B. Project Applications and Minimum Qualifications last paragraph on the page:

applications for projeas costing $5,000 or more will callfor a fairly high level of detail. The

arbitrary funding level would appear to be rather inconsequential in the big picture, i.e., how
many worthwhile restoration projects would cost less than $5,000. We believe every project

should follow the same application procedures. As for small projects (e.g., non-profit

organization sponsoring a clean-up project), the procedures should be set up to allow some

flexibility that would not require a full-blown proposal; for example, projects less than $5,000

could request funds through a short form.

Page 29: "initial application screening": Since there is no detail yet about the submittal

requirements of a full proposal, it may be premature to judge this "initial application

screening" step. However, the screening appears to be rather substantial. It may be better to

establish some sort of formal "Pre-Application" step, whereby prospective applicants could get

a more formal "heads-up" from the State on the viability of a project before going through the

more difficult process (and substantial work) of preparing a comprehensive proposal. In

addition, as part of a screening process, there should be consultation with the governing body

in the area where a project is proposed to avoid conflict with local work that may be planned

or underway independent of projects funded through the NRD program.

Page 29: Regarding project development funding: This idea is not in the best interest of

ensuring restoration dollars are spent on restoration. One major tenet of the program has been

explicit - that restoration money must be spent on projects tangibly benefiting the basin on the

ground, not in the development stages or collecting further data. Requiring the applying entity

to do these tasks in house before any money is awarded will result in better planned projects

and in effect, bolster the entire encouragement of cost efficiencies referred to in the fourth

bullet of Chapter 3, A. The Annual Cycle and Eligibility to Submit Project Proposals, p. 28.

Also, making subjective decisions on which groups to grant "development funding" places

unnecessary pressure on the decision-makers.

Page 30: NRD staff consultation: Why will it be mandatory to consult with FWP on proposed

fish projects and elective to consult with others on non-fish projects? Also, how will

consultation be handled on projects that are proposed by State agencies? There appears to be a

strong potential for a conflict of interest on projects proposed by state agencies. For example,

will one arm of FWP be asked to consult on a fish project proposed by another arm of FWP?
Likewise, how will public comment extend to the proposed projects - can the public "second-

guess" the evaluation process late in the game and kill a project after it has been reviewed

under the criteria and recommended for funding?

Also, regarding the process, it is not entirely clear how the Restoration Plan itself, and the list

of projects to be recommended for funding will interrelate. For example, if more than one

project is proposed to address the same resource in the same area, how will it be determined

which project (or both) will be recommended for funding? What about a project that meets all

the criteria but is out of sequence - e.g., a downstream project that may be compromised by



©

work still not done upstream? A missing component to the chapter is an overall plan that puts

everything in perspective and begins to outline priorities/projects in the restoration process.

Page 31-32, Figure 2, Annual Restoration Planning Cycle: As stated, the role of the

Advisory Committee appears to be secondary, not significant, in the process outlined in Figure

2. It appears as though the Advisory Committee will advise the NRD staff, or at best the

Trustee Council, rather than provide direct input to the sole trustee, the Governor. The Figure

should be simplified and Butte-Silver Bow would support the alternative process advocated by

the Advisory Council.

""
r--\ '-utrnt

/|7\ Page 33: Project Implementation, Follow-up, and Monitoring: First, the threat of

^-^ termination (in this document) is unnecessary and overstated. There is standard contract

language to deal with implementation failures.! Second, there appears to be an inherent conflict

(^ for the State to reserve the authority to approve all designs and then claim indemnity from any

liability for projects that don 't work. |
We would suggest that the NRD staff role, beyond their""

participation in the project sefection process, be limited. The burdens of project design,

construction, oversight, and overall implementation should be placed on the applicant. We
need to avoid creating a perpetual money machine for consultants. jThird, we would also

iQv suggest the State consider some type of advance payments to grantees who may not be able to

vi/ afford fronting the costs of their project.9.

Q)

Chapter 4: Criteria of Decision Making

In applying the criteria, the proposed process is to NOT rate and assign values, nor grade

projects numerically. Although this proposed approach does have its merits, it portends to be

rather subjective, and has the effect of concentrating the decision-making authority with the

NRD staff If the State prefers this non-quantitative approach to evaluating projects, then it is

imperative that the role of the Advisory Council be elevated to ensure meaningful involvement

in the project evaluation process.

a Page 35: Technical Feasibility: "technologically infeasible impossible" upp&ars to have an

extra word?

Page 36: Results of Response Actions: This criterion appears to be mischaracterized. More

^.»>^ accurately, shouldn't it be "Consistency with Response Actions," as it is described well in the

^^ first bullet on page 37. Consistency of a proposed project with what has already been done at

the site/resource is the crux of the criterion; the previous paragraphs seem to imply some level

of subjective interpretation that would be better left for Stage 2 evaluation.

Page 36: Resources of Special Interest to the Tribes and DOI. We would suggest inserting

more explanation as to why this criterion is imposed. Wasn't the federal mandate to address

such resources already addressed as part of the separate settlements with the Tribes and DOI?
Why is it necessary to grant extra weight in these Stage 1 criteria for all projects?



Page 38: Stage 2 Criteria, Project Location: This is a key criterion and a chief concern of

the people who live in the Basin and have suffered the loss of impacted resources. In essence,

it appears the language that describes this criterion, panicularly words like "ordinarily" or

"most of" and the entire sentence about the "only exception... " opens the door for projects

outside the Basin to be funded. The language should be tightened up considerably to ensure all

projects are within the Basin and where the damages have occurred. The point has been made

many times that there is more work in the Basin than there is money to get it done, thus, it

seems rather inconsistent to reserve the authority to spend money on projects outside the Basin.

Page 39: Ecosystem Consideration, Coordination and Integration. Isn't this criterion

already covered under the Stage 1 Criteria? Also, it would appear that the criterion has the

potential to create an unnecessary bias toward projects that restore resources vs. replace.

®

Page 39-40: Land Acquisition Criteria: Having separate criteria of land acquisition projects

would appear to iniplyihat the use of Lhe "restore" and "restoration" in the general policy

criteria do not apply to acquisition projects. Are these criteria extra, or mutually exclusive

from the general policy criteria? In any event, a threshold criterion for any land acquisition

projects must be its location within the Basin; no land should be acquired outside the Basin to

replace lost resources within the Basin.

Also, regarding the sub-paragraph on Public Access, this should receive greater emphasis to

promote public access through land acquisition, and not just for publicly owned lands. What

good is it to restore an entire ecosystem if the public (i.e. the citizens impacted the most) is not

going to be guaranteed access to mitigate their losses? Public access granted through

easements and/or public ownership should be a threshold requirement of any land acquisition

project. Further, we would suggest that public access should be part of the criteria for all

types of projects, not just land acquisition projects.

Page 40: Monitoring and Research Criteria: Again, are these extra criteria, or mumally

exclusive of the general policy criteria? The separate criteria imply some special significance

to such activities. No projects should be funded if the sole deliverables are to learn more about

the UCFRB. Monitoring should be allowed only to measure the results or benefits of a

proposed project - not be a project in and of itself. As for research, no settlement funds

should be spent on research projects and sponsors who wish to pursue research in the Basin

should seek alternative funding sources.

Chapter 5: Types of Eligible Restoration Actions

The entire chapter does not appear to add much value to the Plan. First, the discussion

appears to endorse monitoring, research, and administration as eligible activities, which

consequently diverts funds away from bona fide restoration activities. Second, the discussion

places emphasis on research that is unwarranted. Third, text fails to place restrictions on

administrative expenses. Fourth, the various examples of projects have the potential to mislead

prospective applicants as to the type of projects that will be funded

.



Page 43: Replacement/Acquisition Projects: The entire discussion of replacement and

acquisition projects should be prefaced with a clear understanding that such projects must

occur WITHIN the basin where the damage occurred.

Page 44: Limitations: The explanation is not clear. What is the message? As written, it

appears to be an attempt to justify "off-site" projects. The explanation leaves too much open to

speculation about off-site projects replacing resources off-site, and not within the basin.

Page 44-45: Monitoring and Research: There has been enough monitoring and scientific

research within the UCFRB to fill the Berkeley Pit with data. Perhaps the missing link is to

disseminate all the existing data for the Basin, e.g., as stored in the Upper Clark Fork Data

Management System housed at DEQ. We would advocate that no further funds be allocated to

any type of research/monitoring oriented type projects unless such projects are directly

attributed to monitoring the success or failure of a specific remedial action or restoration

project. As for the stated justification of research to guard against misdirected projects, we
would state that if any proposed project has the potential to be misdirected, it will likely fail on

its merits, based on all the evaluation criteria. There is plenty of work to do in the Basin

without having to reach for marginal projects.

Page 45:Administration: There needs to be a limit as to how much money can be spent on

administration. For example, if there are people hired within the program as technical

specialists, there should not be a substantial need to obtain independent scientific review,

overseeing and evaluating monitoring results and any scientific research, and/or reviewing

project applications. The last sentence - The State will endeavor to minimize these expenses.

- has little credibility unless there is a willingness to impose a cap on such expenses and

release detailed expense reports on a regular basis. We must provide the public with

assurances about the State's "endeavor.

"

Closing

We would be remiss to submit these comments without acknowledging the effort by the NRD
staff to improve this Draft Plan (compared to the first draft released in June). Clearly, several

comments provided over the past several months by the Advisory Council and others in the

Basin have been incorporated into the latest release (dated September 10), and as a result, the

Draft Plan is getting better.

Nonetheless, additional revisions are warranted to make the Draft Plan even better. Please

accept these comments from Butte-Silver Bow in the spirit of cooperation and as part of our

continuing effort to work together with the State and our neighbors to maximize the benefits

from restoration activities on behalf of the natural resources and residents of the Upper Clark

Fork River Basin.
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Department of Justice

Capital Station

Helena, MT 59620

Re: Public Comment oa_"Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and

Criteria"

The Butte Local Development Corporation (BLDC) Board of Directors wishes to formally comment on

the Natural Resource Damage (NRD) program as proposed in the "Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin

Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria" dated September 10, 1999.

For the last 30 years, the BLDC has been the lead economic development organization in Butte-Silver

Bow and works extensively in economic and commimity development throughout Southwest Montana,

including areas along the Upper Clark Fork River Basin (UCFRB).

The BLDC has a Board of Directors that ntmibers 15, and these views reflect the collective views of

the Board as adopted formally by the Board. Further, the BLDC has approximately 100 members and

member businesses.

^
First, we wish to associate ourselves with the positions taken by the local government of Butte-Silver

Bow.

P

More specifically, we urge changes in the draft to reflect the following:

I. All NRD money must be spent for projects in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin (UCFRB) "damage

corridor" ~ no exceptions should be made. In fact, the NRD program should not even consider

applications for restoration projects outside the damage corridor, (see suggested attached language)

2. The NRD Restoration Office should separated from the htigation function (lawsuits are the specialty

?7\ of lawyers - cleanup and restoration aren't) and should be located in the UCFRB, close to the

^^ restoration and the affected people. (These issues are not referenced at all in the draft document and,

thus, should be added.)

305 West Mercury • P.O. Box 507 • Butte. MT 59703 • (406) 723-4349 • FAX (4061 723-4672
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3. Local people from the area should be more empowered in the NRD process ~ to the level of

decision-making. The UCFRB Advisory Council should be merged with the proposed "Trustee

Council", to provide local involvement at the decision-making level. In other words, the current

"Advisory Council" should be dissolved and the proposed "Trustee Council" should be expanded to

fv\ include the membership of the "Advisory Covmcil" as appointed by the Governor. As a matter of

clarification, the "NRD Policy Committee" that was created to advise the Governor on NRD litigation

could continue wdth that function for future NRD litigation issues, but would not be defacto the

"Trustee Council" as proposed. The Trustee Council should be structured, as requested above, to

include local representation beyond the token representation recommended in the draft.

Please consider these comments, and make appropriate changes in the document.

We are available for consultation if it is desired.

On behalf of the BLDC Board of Directors, I am

SincepetV yours.

EVAN BARRETT
Executive Director

Cc: BLDC Board of Directors

Project Green of Montana, Inc. Board of Directors

UCFRB Advisory Council Members
Greenway Management Authority Board Members
Butte-Silver Bow Council of Commissioners

Butte-Silver Bow Legislative Delegation

Governor Marc Racicot

Lt. Governor Judy Martz

Attorney General Joe Mazurek

Secretary of State Mike Cooney
State Auditor Mark O'Keefe

Enc: suggested language re: item 1 above



Specific Language Change Needed in

I Draft Upper Clark Fork Basin Restoration Plan

/^ Procedures and Criteria

I
^ As Proposed by the

Butte Local Development Corporation

I
Regarding Item #1 on Comment Letter

On page 38, under Project Location, language should be changed to read as follows

\
Edited version

I
Project Location This criterion focuses on the location of the project and the area that will benefit jfrom

the proj ect . While the state recovered natural resource damages on behalf of all of its citizens,

[restoration efforts are to be focused exclusively on the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. This decision by

the trustee in the adoption of this plan follows from the natural resource damage provisions of

CERCLA and CECRA. By allowing trustees to recover damages to undertake restoration actions to

redress natural resources injuries, the statutes create a direct relationship between those actions and the

specific natural resources that have been injured. One of the most important elements of this

relationship is geographic, requiring ordinarily that restoration actions occur at or near the site of the

I

injury. In addition, this is a matter of fundamental fairness. The people of the UCFRB have lost the

most as a result of the injuries to natural resources and services. Accordingly, they should receive most

I

ef the benefits from actions to improve the condition of injured resources and services. Based upon the

I

state's natural resource damage claim before the Federal Court and given the recognized widespread

injury to natural resources in the UCFRB. the State of Montana believes that there are more

restoration, rehabilitation, replacement and/or acquisition actions required in the UCFRB damage area

tlian could ever be accomplished with the limited monies received in the NRD settlement. Because of

that, there is no need to look towards doing any restoration projects outside of the UCFRB itself, and

the NRD program will not consider proposals for any such projects. The only exception to this

geographic requirement would apply to proj ects which restore resourc e s or services which have been

injured or impaired in the UCFPJB but which cannot, from a practical or economic standpoint, be

restored in the UCFR3 .

Clean revised version

Project Location This criterion focuses on the location of the project. While the state recovered

natural resource damages on behalf of all of its citizens, restoration efforts are to be focused

exclusively on the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. This decision by the trustee in the adoption of this

plan follows from the natural resource damage provisions of CERCLA and CECRA. By allowing

ti'ustees to recover damages to undertake restoration actions to redress natural resources injuries, the

statutes create a direct relationship between those actions and the specific natural resources that have

been injured. One of the most important elements of this relationship is geographic, requiring that



Language Change Needed in Draft Upper Clark Fork Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria

10-14-99

Page 2 of 2

restoration actions occur at or near the site of the injury. In addition, this is a matter of fundamental

fairness. The people of the UCFRB have lost the most as a result of the injuries to natural resources

and services. Accordingly, they should receive the benefits from actions to improve the condition of

injured resources and services. Based upon the state's natural resovuce damage claim before the Federal

Court and given the recognized widespread injury to natiiral resources in the UCFRB, the State of

Montana believes that there are more restoration, rehabilitation, replacement and/or acquisition actions

required in the UCFRB damage area than could ever be accomplished with the limited monies received

in the NRD settlement. Because of that, there is no need to look towards doing any restoration projects

outside of the UCFRB itself, and the NRD program will not consider proposals for any such projects^

©
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October 15. 1999

Mr. Robert Collins, Supervisor

Natural Resource Damage Program

Old Livestock Building

1310 East Lockey Avenue

P.O. Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

SUBJECT: Comments regarding the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin

Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria

Dear Mr. Collins:

On behalf of the Greenway Management Authority, 1 respectfully submit the

following comments regarding the most current version of the Draft Upper

Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria (Draft

Plan).

The Greenway Management Authority has carefully reviewed this document

and appreciates the opportunity to comment on this critical step in the Natural

Resource Damage Program (NRDP) process. We would like to commend the

NRD staff for their efforts in revising the initial draft of this document; this

version of the Draft Plan reflects considerable deliberations regarding the fu-

ture of the Program. The administration of the settlement proceeds is of the

utmost importance to the future of the Upper Clark Fork River Basin and of

considerable concern to our organization as we look forward to the future re-

mediation and restoration of the Silver Bow Creek corridor

Information:

County Courthouse

800 S. Main

Anaconda. MT 397 11

406/563-4011

- or-

County Courthouse

155 W. Granite

Butte. MT 59701

406/497-6253

©

We believe that all restoration projects funded by the settlement proceeds must

be located within the Upper Clark Fork River Basin, where damages occurred.

In that regard, we believe one of the criteria missing from the Draft Plan is a

section providing that the comprehensive plan should bear some relationship to

the claims released. Among the six claims for which ARCO received a release

of natural resource damage liability, five sites are located above the Warm
Springs Ponds. Common sense dictates that since the State received a lump

sum payment in exchange for the release of certain specific claims, the restora-

tion plan should factor in which claims were released in determining which

restoration projects will be funded.

The General Policy Criteria of the Draft Plan should explicitly provide that

any decisions or work plans developed for projects within the Basin must be

consistent with Record of Decision (ROD) relative to a specific site or re-

source. For example, in the ROD for the Streamside Tailings Operable Unit,

page 113 of the ROD states:

"Provided that the final design of the SSTOU remedy can attain the

cleanup criteria and performance standards, it should be to the deEree_DOSsible

-UU~-er^A/



incorporate components consistent with the following environmental and community improvement actions in

the project area:

• A Silver Bow Creek recreational corridor land use as designated and adopted by the Butte-Silver

/a*^ Bow and Anaconda-Deer Lodge County governments;
^^"^

• Preservation and enhancement of significant historical and pre-historical resources in accordance

with the Regional Historic preservation Plan;

• Coordination with pertinent restoration actions implemented as part of the Upper Clark Fork River

Basin natural resource damage restoration claim."

®

Page 8 of the Draft Plan includes the statement "Remedy implementation along Silver Bow Creek is expected

to cost approximately $80 million, plus the interest accruing thereon." We request that this sentence be deleted

or rephrased. With respect to the cost estimates for the remedial action within the SSTOU, we recognize that

there have been cost estimates as high as $80 million plus interest for the work. We believe that the final cost

of cleanup should be less than this estimate and, further, if remediation and restoration work is coordinated, the

State should realize a savings- because of the cost-effectiveness of conducting these two actions simultaneously.

We would also contend that the funding for the SSTOU remedial action, the Streamside Tailings Operable

/CN Unit Fund (SSTOU Fund) comprised of $80 million plus interest, is intended to be spent on this site, as stated

\^ in the settlement. If the cost of the response action along Silver Bow Creek is less than $80 million plus inter-

est, any excess monies in the SSTOU Fund should be prioritized for natural resource restoration projects

within or related to the SSTOU site as opposed to projects within the Basin in general.

t)

We would also urge the strengthening of the body that ultimately makes recommendations to the Governor, as

Trustee of the NRDP, regarding worthy restoration projects and the final disposition of funds. We believe that

the two councils, the Trustee Restoration Council and the Governor's Advisory Council, should be combined.

This consolidation will avoid potential conflicting recommendations to the Governor and continue the exem-

plary work of the Advisory Council. The Advisory Council's individual members have spent countless hours

educating themselves about the NRDP, the damages and loss of natural resources within the Basin and the

preferences and opinions of the communities they were appointed to represent. To diminish or jeopardize their

role in the decision-making process would fail to appreciate the work that was done on behalf of the State of

Montana and the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. Each Advisory Council member, as appointed by the Gover-

nor, brings a unique perspective to the debate, with an overriding responsibility of representing the community

at-large.

Finally, the litigation and restoration divisions of the NRD program should be operating independently. This

will allow the litigation division to focus on the resolution of continuing lawsuits while the restoration division

can implement the Restoration Plan.

In closing, we appreciate the work that has been committed to bringing the Draft Plan to this date and request

your consideration of these comments. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Greenway Service District Management Board
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October 12, 1999 DAMAGE P-OGRAM

Mr. Robert Collins. Supervisory

Natural Resource Damage Program

Old Livestock Building

1310 East Lockey Avenue

P.O. Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

Dear Mr. Collins;

1 am gratehil and commeiid you tor the IMest drati 6i
'
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Procedure and Criteria. It is an improvement over previous drafts. I still have concerns.

I am a native of Butte and serve on several boards concerned with the ftiture of our commimity and the well

being of our citizens. This, after all, is what the entire Restoration Plan should be about. . .the well being

and health of the people most profoundly affected by mining and its byproducts through the years.

However, the politics of the process causes great concern that the purpose will be lost.

Although law may allow expenditure of the funds outside of the Upper Clark Fork River Basin, logic and

policy should prevail and dictate that funds be spent in the Basin. The point ispo other community has

suffered the consequences of early mining resource damage like Butte/Silver Bow and Anaconda. Our

scars are deep. Entire neighborhoods were wiped out, neighborhoods rich in cultural, ethnic and historical

value. Churches, schools and homes were systematically eliminated as were lawns, trees, and all

surrounding landscape features. No other community suffered these kinds of loss due to past mining

practices. Moimtains of slag and waste material were formed in place of open spaces, native grasses and

erosion barriers provided by Mother Nature. No other commimity bears this sort of burdea Mountains

were also removed and along with them, wildlife habitat, trees and a beloved recreational area. No other

conmiunity has been so profoimdly burdened due to past unparalleled mining activity.

[C^J I don't imderstand how restoration, rehabilitation, replacement and acquisition are being defined. The

language should be tighte r. I The one prevailing criteria should be the logical decision to spend ttie

restoration dollars where the damage was done, the Upper Clark Fork Basin. In any case, where a project

is not within, it should have direct benefit to the Basin.

In addition, the organizational structure seems to be inefficient. The Advisory Coimcil and the Trustee

Restoration Coimcil are comprised of virtually the same membership. To assure continuity and efficiency

these two groups could be combined into one Upper Clark Fork Ri\er Basin Restoration and Education

Advisory Council. The Attorney General could continue as an ad\isor and five more positions should be

added for members of the public hving in the impacted areas.

/pi There needs to be a Umit on money spent for administration above and bevond what is already allocated.

r"'^ Language must be inserted calling for annual expense reports. I The lidgation arm NRD staff should be

separated from the restoration arm of this same staff. The process, plarming and general activities of

restoration is distina from the litigation. Also, the administration and management of the restoration work

should be located in the Basin where the projects will be executed.Q

(

I submit these suggestions and comments to you because 1 have realized you have been listening as

evidenced by improvements that have been made. Thank you for your consideratioa

Very Truly Yours,

Robbie Taylor

Le^-h^^^ji:i -
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October 14, 1999

Natural Resource Damage Program Public Comments
Natural Resource Damage Program
Department of Justice

Capital Station

Helena, MT 59620

Re: Public Comment on "Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration

Plan Procedures and Criteria"

Project Green of Montana, Inc. is a private, non-profit corporation which over the

last 4-1/2 years has focused on "greening" projects in the Butte-Anaconda area,

specifically for the area involved in Superfund remediation and Natural Resource

Damage (NRD) deliberations. As a broad-based community action group, our

initial efforts focused on a Greenway along Silver Bow Creek as a proper "end

land use" for that corridor - relating to both remediation and restoration.

We have helped mobilize community support for many potential restoration

projects. Our efforts have involved over 1000 people in public meetings,

workshops, charettes, and hearings. It is on behalf of our Board of Directors and
those who have worked actively with Project Green that I write this letter.

We have been concerned about finding ways that insure that NRD lawsuit

proceeds are most beneficially expended in the damage area. It is in that light

that we send these formal public comments on the "Draft Upper Clark Fork River

Basin (UCFRB) Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria" that was released on
September 10, 1999.

First, we wish to associate ourselves with the positions taken by the local

government of Butte-Siiver Bow and the UCFRB Advisory Council.

More specifically, we urge changes in the draft to reflect the following:

- Le.H--^r^ ;^3



Letter re: NRD Plan

October 14, 1999
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©

1. The $118 plus interest must be spent exclusively in the UCFR Basin

(the damage corridor) and the NRD program should not even consider

applications for restoration projects outside the damage corridor. Based
upon the state's natural resource damage claim before the Federal Court

and given the recognized widespread injury to natural resources in the

UCFRB, we believe that there are more restoration, rehabilitation,

replacement and/or acquisition actions required in the UCFRB damage
area than could ever be accomplished with the limited monies received in

the NRD settlement. Because of that, there is no need to look towards

doing any restoration projects outside of the UCFRB itself, and the NRD
program"3hould not even consider proposals for any such projects.

2. The NRD restoration function should be separated from the NRD
litigation function. The legal staff at NRD has shown its expertise at

lawsuits. And they need to continue with that. However, cleanup and
restoration are a totally different function and should be separated from

future litigation considerations. Those who are expert in remediation and
restoration need to approach their important task unencumbered by the

constraints of a focus on future legal actions.

3. The NRD Restoration Office should be located in the UCFR Basin, in

either Butte Silver Bow or Anaconda Deer Lodge, and close to the

restoration and the affected people.

4. Local people should be elevated to the decision-making level. The
NRD "Policy Committee" for advising the Governor on future lawsuits

should be continued for that purpose, and that purpose only. But the

proposed NRD "Trustee Council" should be dropped and the current NRD
"Advisory Committee" (mostly local people) should become the Trustee

Council, augmented by members from the state level.

We urge you to adopt these changes in your final plan.

Sincerely yours.

RICK GRIFFITH
President

Project Green of Montana, Inc.
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Cc: Project Green of Montana, Inc. Board of Directors

UCFRB Advisory Council Members
Greenway Management Authority Board Members
Butte-Silver Bow Council of Commissioners
Butte-Silver Bow Legislative Delegation

Governor Marc Racicot

Lt. Governor Judy Martz

Attorney General Joe Mazurek
Secretary of State Mike Cooney
State Auditor Mark O'Keefe
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DAMAGE PROGRAM

Rob Collins

Natural Resource Damage Program

Office of the Attorney General

Justice Building

Capital Complex

Helena, MT 59601

Dear Mr. Collins,

The following are my concerns about the Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan

Procedures and Criteria:
mmu^M^Kf-mm^mK^mms

1. The draft language does not specify that all of projects be located in the basin.

^J Unfortunately, this omission could be interpreted to allow for projects that may not

benefit the impacted area.

€)

e

2. The NRD Restoration Office should be located in Butte. The Clark Fork Basin is

where the damaged resources are, it is where the people affected most directly by the

damage live and where future projects will be located.

3. Finally, the Natural Resource Damage Program Policy Committee should be expanded

to include the heads of the local governments of Butte-Silver Bow, Anaconda Deer

Lodge and Drummond. The preliminary decisions on restoration projects are critical. To
insure local support and maximum benefit, the people of the area deserve to have their

representatives involved in that process in the beginning.

Sincerely,

reiry R. Sullivan

President

Post Office Box 4899 • 605 Dewey Blvd. • Butte, Montana 59701 • 406-533-0600
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St. James Community Hospital
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Natural Resource Damage Program Public Comments
Natural Resource Damage Program

Department of Justice

Capital Station

Helena, MT 59620

To whom it may concern:

Please add the voice of St. James Community Hospital in Butte, Mont., to the others commenting
on the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria to the Natural

Resource Damage program.

We at St. James ask that the draft restoration plan be revised to ensure that all settlement monies
are spent where the natural resources damages occurred - the Upper Clark Fork River Basin

without exceptions.damage corridor

We also beheve that commimities in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin should have a primary role

in decisions about how the settlement monies are spent. Specifically, we ask that the governor's

advisory council, the Upper Clark Fork River Remediation and Restoration Education Advisory

Council, comprised of river basin residents, be given a leadership role in the process. We also

believe the Advisory Council should be merged with the proposed Trustee Council to ensure local

involvement at the decision-making level.

©We also ask that the office for the administration and management of restoration work be separated

fi-om the litigation function. Its location therefore should be placed in the Upper Clark Fork River

Basin.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely7~7

Robert D. RodgerS^'

Senior Executive Officer

St. James Community Hospital -LtPheri^^^

P.O. Box 3300 400 South Clark Street Butte, Montana 59702 (406) 723-2500
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Mr. Rob Collins iS^l°%i^2S^o

Office of the Attorney General -t-JO

Natural Resource Damage Program ggc/ n -r

Justice Building C? ''^.

.
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Capital Complex "' ~ '-'^J

Helena, MT 59601

Dear Mr. Collins,

I am writing you as per your request for public comment on the Draft Upper Clark Fork

River Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria. I would ask that my remarks be

taken into consideration before the publication of the formal document.

Being bom and raised in Butte, I grew up in a mining environment. Hie scars left behind

by the previous century of mining effected our daily lives. Many people who lived in

other towns in and outside of Montana would comment about how ugly the environment

was around Butte and Anaconda. We never envisioned the possibility of restoring and

reclaiming the area. Today, our world is changing due in part to the settlement of the

Nattiral Resource Damage Lawsuit. The thoughts of turning former mining sites and

polluted streams into useful natixral resources is exciting for those of us raised in the area.

Although the settlement amount was quite large, we all know the cost of repairing all

areas in the basin to near pre-mining conditions far exceeds that sum. Therefore, I feel it

is imperative all the settlement dollars be focused on restoration work within the basin.

^^^^^
'" "
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As a businessperson working in the private sector, the efficiency by which we perform

our work is very important. The location of ones project headquarter in relationship to

the job site can spell the difference between performing a good job within budget and not.

I am sure the contractors selected to do the actual physical work will have project offices

located near the work site. Therefore, to insure proper project supervision, good

communication and responsible fiscal oversight, the NRD Program office should also be

located within the basin close to the work site.

Another area I would like to comment on, is the separation of the on-going NRD
litigation efforts from the administration of the restoration program. It is plain to see the

resources needed to be successful in these areas are distinct and unique from one another.

Once a settlement is litigated, it is the responsibility of the restoration administration to

carry out the work. Combining or commingling personnel between these two areas would

prove to be detrimental to the overall project. In addition, the funding for the litigation is

already distinct from the funding for the restoration, requiring a payback for litigation

costs from the proceeds of future judgements and settlements. Therefore, keeping

separate and distinct funding for these two areas will show proper fiscal responsibility on

the part of the project administrator.

I ejH-e^SLc. _
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I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the E>raft Upper Clark Fork River Restoration

Plan Procedures and Criteria. 1 would hope my observations, along with those of others

you will receive, will be taken into consideration as you finalize your document. I look

forward to working with you in the future.

-'^^uZ^^2^<I^Z~^

Jim Smitham

1 5 Redwood Dr.

Butte, MT 59701

cc: Attorney General Joe Mazurek
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RECEIVED

OCT 1 8 1999

BRIAN HOLLAND natural resource

1600 W. Steel
DAMAGE PROGRAM

Butte, Montana 59701

(406) 723-9335

October 15, 1999

Mr. Robert Collins, Supervisor

Natural Resource Damage Program
Old Livestock Building

1310 East Lockey Avenue
P.O. Box 201425 ~

Helena. MT 59620-1425

Re: Comments on the Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan

Procedures and Criteria

Dear Mr. Collins:

I am writing to submit some personal comments on the Draft Upper Clark Fork River

_^ Basin Restoration Plan Procedures and Criteria (Plan). I am on the Management Board of the

/A) Greenway Service District which is submitting separate comments (which obviously I agree

with). I've also had a chance to read the comments submitted by the Butte-Silver Bow
government and I agree with its comments as well.

In that regard, I would emphasize that the issue of whether to structure the criteria so

that all restoration funds are spent in the Basin, with no "exception" language, is a basic policy

decision for the Governor, as trustee, to make. While the concept of "exceptions" could

arguably be beneficial for certain specific projects, the potential for abuse outweighs any such
benefit. Given the magnitude of the damage in the Basin, and the fixed amount of dollars in the

restoration fund, establishing criteria that the funds may only be used in the Basin is a better

policy decision. Put another way, while such a policy may result in a worthwhile "exception"

project iiiim being funded, there will be more than enough worthwhile projects in the Basin to

utilize the available funds, and the State will avoid all the potential protslems that could arise if

the funds are made available to "exception" projects.

Also, I would reiterate the comment from the Greenway Service District that the Plan

should add criteria that the comprehensive restoration plan factor into account which claims

were released as part of the settlement. In this regard, the Plan should clarify at the outset that

©the geographic area to which the Plan applies will correspond to the geographic area associated

with the released claims. Many people I have talked to think the Plan only applies to the area in

the immediate vicinity of the waterway from Silver Bow Creek to Milltown Dam, but the

geographic area corresponding to the released claims is much greater than that. A good map
showing that geographic area would be a nice addition to the Plan.

^Le44-^r-^^l
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fund will be managed by the State Board of Investments, | and the other is whether the

icipal and the interest on the fund will b'e made available" tor projects, or just interest as some

In addition to the above comments, there are a few issues which are not directly

addressed in the Plan that I believe should be. Two such issues are interrelated - one is how
the

princif

have advocated. Who will establish the criteria to guide the Board of Investments with respect

to managing the fund (i.e., how much latitude in terms of being conservative or aggressive in

investing the cash in the fund)? Is that something the public will have any input on? Obviously

the Board's investment decisions will determine how much interest is earned on the fund, which

relates to the second issue regarding whether principal and interest, or only interest, will be

available. What amount of dollars is ultimately made available for projects is as important as

the criteria for funding projects, so the Plan's silence on that issue is puzzling to me.

Last, but not least, I'd like to comment on the basic structure described by the Plan for

administration of the program. The Plan does not indicate if the involved State officials (with the

Governor as the ultimate policy maker) have thought about whether the fundamental

administrative structure for the restoration program should be revisited. The current structure

developed over time 1n a litigation context as the litigation proceeded, and was not set up to

administer approximately $130 million for restoration projects. Since there will be ongoing

litigation for the outstanding claims, obviously the NRD litigation program in the Attorney

General's Office should continue as currently structured. But does it make sense to have the

NRD restoration program attached to the Attorney's General's Office? Should it be attached to

some other State department (like DEQ since DEQ is overseeing the remediation program) or

possibly to the actual group that will be making the fipaLdecigjpns ^(^ the Gpv^[nor7| (In this

regard I agree with comments subrnitte'd by others that that group should be a consolidated-

Advisory Council/Trustee Council.) Shouldn't it be located in the Basin where the remediation

and restoration projects are being done? One could even ask the if the Governor should remain

trustee just because then Governor Stephens made that decision many years ago, or should the

Governor delegate his trustee status to an independent agency/entity to avo id the political

aspects potentially associated with the fund, f In any event I would hope that the State care'l'un'y'

considers how the restoration program should be structured, and it doesn't make sense to me to

simply overiay a structure that developed from a litigation context on a totally different project

just because that's what in place at the present time.

Thank you for you hard work on this project, and I hope you consider my comments as

you and others work to finalize the Plan.

Sincerely,
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OCT 1 3 1999

NATURAL rctSUURCE
DAMAGE PROGRAM

10/4/99

Mr. Robert Collins, Supervisor
Natural Resource Damage Rpogram
Old Livestock Building
1310 EeLSt Lockey Avenue
PO Box 201425
Helena, MT 59620-1425

Dear Mr. Collins:

As a lifelong citizen of Deer Lodge County, I would like to make
comments on the draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Restoration
Plan prepared by you and released on September 10, 1999.

I have been a member of several councils and boards appointed by
the Governor. I understand how hard you work and how you
need to be responsive to the pubhc. I know the commitment it

requires for a m.ember of the pubhc to be part of a board and I

know a citizen board can be successful while working with staff

and department heads.

I feel that conflict exists in the proposed plans. There are too miany
^-^ conflicting Advisory Boards (Policy CouncU, Advisory Council, DOI,

M) Tribal Input, Governor's Chief of Staff, Attorney General). All of
these interests should be com.bined to form, a cohesive voice in
advising the Governor.

We need to get the work started. We need to stajpt restoring the
Clark Fork Ba^in. We need to keep the people involved. We need to
spend the money in the basin. It is tim.e to go past the lawsuit, and
get down to work.

Keep the procedure simple - avoid conflicting messages. Do not set

up conflict. Get the job done.

Sincerely,

/<
^yZ^(^Le^CC^^^

Robert Francisco

LfiH-er-i^^^
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Natural Resource Damage Program rvCO—sVCL/
^ Q I^ / ^O

P.O. Box 201425 OCT 7 1999

Helena, MT . 59620-1425 NATU;=^-^L aLiuJt=^CE
DAMAGE PROGRAM

Dear NRDP Team,

Here are some comments on the NRDP Draft Restoration plan.

The introduction explains where things stand and how we got

there, and says the State's claims are based on careful analysis

of past damages and of alternatives for restoration. I don't

see how compensable damages for CFROU and Milltown can be

included since- the Rl/FS and ROD have not been made. Along

the same lines, we don't know what remedy will be orderd by

EPA for the CFROU, so we don't know the cost of actions that

may be needed for restoration in this unit. If there is a

rationale for this it would be helpful to state it.

On page 3 remedial response action is defined as "achieving

a permanent solutuion" but p. 16 states that the SBC remedy may

result in significant residual injury. This cannot be a remedy

action as defined.

On pages 5 and 23 there is no mention of the Milltown water

supply replacement. Even though this action preceded the NRD

(C) lawsuit, it is an integral part of the superfund picture, and

the uncertainty of the arsenic plume and potential affect on

groundwater should remain as part of the State's concerns.

Chapter 3 and Fig. 2 in particular describe the structure of

the process. The Governor, the Policy Committee, the Restoration

Council, and the NRDP team all represent the State. The Advisory

\Xn Council which is the group representing the public in fact has

only a few members not affiliated with some level of government,

and according to Fig. 2 appears to have a role in commenting

only on early stages of draft plans. It seems like there is

II
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little real chance for the general public to be involved other

than to comment on decisons already made.

Along these lines, Trout Unlimited has prepared a comprehensive

document on how it envisions restoration activities should be

aimed, and no doubt other groups will also express their wishes.

The Advisory Council has drafted proposed criteria for projects,

and other groups have proposed some specific projects.

Related to this is the time line proposed by the plan; project

proposals will be recieved beginning Jan 2000, but the Advisory

Council which ^has been working on guidelines still has not

finalized what they want. Will that committee have time to really

evaluate proposals early next year and conversely will those

who propose projects get a fair and informed judgement on their

proposals?

Chapter 4 appears to parallel and present in greater detail

the criteria proposed by the Advisory Council. On page 37,

however, reference is made to recovery period; long term is

not defined, whereas the Advisory Committee uses 25 years to

define longterm recovery. How does state define?

On page 37, the public support criterion —what does this

paragraph mean? How about a public resource such as a riverbank

(within high water boundary) area that needs restoration but

a private ownership that wants no action?

In Ch. 5 p. 42, example of collecting contaminated groundwater

and treating -this seems to me to be a remedial action. P. 43

fT) the example of acquisition of land for hunting - this does not

address the damage to the land as your criteria state; how about

the habitat for non-game wildlife; it won't benefit from hunting



on another chunk of land. Similar concerns with access to

unimpaired tributary streams; will these types of actions be

used to avoid dealing with the really tough contamination

situations?

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the plan. No doubt

some of the concerns I have will be resolved as the plan is

finalized and we start dealing with real situations on the

ground.

Yours truly,- ;?»w
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Collins, Robert

From: Vicki Watson [txtrky@selway.umt.edu]

Sent: Friday, October 15, 1999 3:44 PM
To: rcollins@state.mt.us

Subject: comments on draft plan 4-

'B
<f.

•-?/ <^, ^
Date: Oct. 15, 1999 '• ^-
To: Rob Collins, MT NRDP v. -^^ ^3?

From: Vicki Watson, University of Montana Qo^
RE: Comments on Draft upper Claris Fork Restoration Plan Procedures & Criteria ^2/^

1 am happy to see that the proposed procedures and criteria focus on

restoration (& not economic development) and that they take a watershed

approach to restoration action in the Clark Fork. 1 had feared that

acceptable projects would be limited to removing contamination from the

mainstem. I am glad to see that projects throughout the basin will be

considered if they can significantly benefit damaged resources and speed

their recovery. Projects that speed the recovery of the damaged fishery can

include restoration of flows and riparian areas (regardless of the cause of

degradation)on the mainstem and tributaries, and 1 am relieved to see these

are considered appropriate.

(2)

However, I feel there is a need for a more coordinated approach to

selecting projects. The procedures suggest that each year, each project

will be evaluated largely in isolation. We need to insure that projects

selected will not work at cross purposes and that projects that will have
multiple benefits for overall river health should get high priority. This

requires a well coordinated plan & review procedures based on our best

understanding of river ecosystem science. We also need to have an overall

monitoring plan to evaluate the success of efforts, not a fragmented

project-by-project approach to monitoring.

I realize some RODs will not be completed for a few years yet, and the

damage suits on some areas are yet to be settled. One could argue that a ^—..

comprehensive planning process should wait until these are completed. ^0
However, I think we can begin now the process of defining the goals of

local citizens & identifying opportunities, as well as considering the

potential impacts of altemative types of projects. This will speed the

planning process once RODs and damage suits are completed.

If comprehensive planning does wait until after RODs and damage suits are

done, we should insure that only interest generated by the settlement is

spent on projects until then. Larger projects (that draw from the

principal) should await that comprehensive approach. And once RODs & damage
suits are done, some of the settlement funds should be used to develop a

comprehensive plan involving local groups and science professionals wrth

long term experience with the river.

Once a comprehensive plan is done, the following items should be added to

criteria: how well a project serves to further the goals of the

comprehensive plan; how well it works with other projects to achieve these

goals.

€>

Thanks for this opportunity to comment.

Vicki Watson, Professor, Environmental Studies

University of Montana, Missoula, MT. 59812 USA
"

406-243-5153 fax 406-243-6090 emailtxtrky@selway.umt.edu
J fiJ=f-p -ik ^ /
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Ole Ueland

R.R.#3

Butte, MT. 59701

Phone; (406) 782-6190 , _. x " ^
September 29.1999

^^^ ^ ^_ ^999

Mike McLane, DNRC
48 North Last Chance Gulch

P.O. Box 201601

Helena, MT 59620-1601

D.^i•'^^
.c

Re: As per Gerald Mueller memorandum comments on report entitled

"Draft Upper Clark Fork River Basin Procedures and Criteria (dated

September 10, 1999)" pjrepared by the State's Natural Resource Damage Program

(NRDP).

This report does explain the situation a little better than the March 1994 report, and does

offer a start up procedure somewhat confusing and leaves many questions to be asked.

In as much as Soil and Water and related Natural Resources is the basic natural resource

which serves the uses and activities of mankind, and inasmuch as the damages to Soil and

Water and related natural Resources is the issue in the lawsuit of the State ofMontana vs.

Arco together with economic and environmental impacts.

Attached are comments I have previously drafted as a one-time land owner, for

submission to the Advisory Council and the Governor, and suggesting Conservation

Districts and now the Upper Clark Fork Steering Committee do the same. Hopefully

these comments will be worthy of consideration and I guess I could write pages on the

subject, pro and con.

The Natural resources Damage Program encourages public input! Certainly citizens, land

owners, land occupiers and government agencies, need to look at their responsibilities

and each other's responsibilities, political or otherwise. Is collaboration the way?

Ole Ueland ^
Member UCFRBSC

-l_eh^€r^33





Ole Ueland

Silver Bow, NfT 59750

Phone: (406)782-6190

March 13, 1999

Deer Lodge Valley Conservation District

Board of Supervisors

Deer Lodge, MT

Subject: Request for DLVCD consideration on proposal to the Upper Clark Fork

River Basin Restoration Plan - State ofMontana Natural Resource

Damage Program

Dear Supervisors:

A federal law allows states to act as trustees for natural resources to recover

monetary damage for injuries caused by releases of hazardous substances. A proposed

settlement with ARCO and remediation and restoration plan is partially agreed to subject

to approval by EPA, the Governor and the Court. Governor Racicot has created an

Advisory Council whose primary purpose is to promote public understanding of State's

effort to remediate and restore sites in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin. The ten-

member council has representation from business, conservation district, local

government, an engineer, the public, recreationists, local planner, non-profit organization

and Mary Seccombe of the MHCD is our Conservation District representative. The

Council may advise the Governor on issues involving the remediation and restoration

plan prepared by the State of Montana as provided by law.

As a rancher, in the Clark Fork River Basin, I am concerned that agricultural

lands and up lands have been overlooked in the remediation and restoration process.

Please review my Draft letter to the Governor's Advisory Council requesting

greater awareness of smeUer damaged grazing and agricultural uplands and my proposal

to develop a trust fund for a cost-share conservation program, administered by a

combination of local governments to satisfy state and federal laws, using whatever funds

ARCO may provide to replace or supplement government fiinds.

It may be better if you supervisors submit this or similar letter or to offer your

support, or to ignore this issue all together.

Sincerely,

Ole Ueland





Draft

To: Members of

Upper Clark Fork River Basin

Remediation and Restoration

Advisory Committee

From: Ole Ueland

Silver Bow, Montana
Rancher

Subject: State ofMontana vs. Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO)
Natural Resource Damage Program

My congratulations to each of you for accepting appointment by Governor Racicot to his

Remediation and Restoration Advisory Council. It is a challenge you have to secure

public opinion amidst much controversy, biases, etc. of various governmental agencies,

environmental groups, small and big businesses, industry, commercial, mining, and

agricultural enterprises, and the responsibilities of labor and capital.

My concern is for agriculture, soil and water conservation, and related natural resource

conservation and development. t

I have been involved in production agriculture all my life together with my family and as

successors to my wife's family agriculture and mining operations going back to the

1880's in Silver Bow County, and with more recently having purchased some farming

and ranching property formerly acquired by the Anaconda Copper Mining Company
from owners of several farms and ranches in Deer Lodge County, together with numerous

water rights. These lands in Silver Bow and Deer Lodge Counties together with those of

several neighbors are adjacent to or within Super Fund Sites and ARCO lands.

I also have had considerable experience in Soil and Water Conservation matters as an

officer at local and state levels. Of course, I am only human and don't know it all.

ARCO has been a good neighbor in many ways and I commend them for their

participation and cooperation in adversarial matters and perhaps unfair disadvantages.

They are big business and have some advantages and disadvantages in defending

themselves as a Principal Responsible Party (PRP).

I feel obligated to give you some of my observations and suggestions:

1) I am not happy with the inattention or apparent neglect of the impact on the

agriculture environment directly and indirectly.

2) God created this worid, these natural resources, and created man and woman
to be good stewards. Reflecting back we have all sinned at times

\



inadvenently in our stewardship. Looking and planning ahead we need to set

priorities to restore, renew, remediate for wise use, highest and best use

among many competitive uses.

3) Of highest priority, those of us in food and fiber production agriculture remind

you that man and all living creatures have dependence on clean water,

productive soiL, sunlight (energy), clean air, every day for the food we eat, and

give thanks for. Shouldn't agriculture be our first priority in providing, in

improving, and providing a proper habitat to Hve, work, and play for all living

creatures, mankind, and especially for an ever growing population, and for

many generations to come.

.

4) Soil and Water Conservation and Environmental Protection are the issue -

answer.

How are we going to provide for the human race 1 000 years fi"om now? Or
even 100 years? Isn't soil conservation the answer? Perhaps you should

advise Governor Racicot to instruct all agencies which he is the boss of to

collaborate, communicate, coordinate, and cooperate in Soil and Water

Conservation which is an inherent responsibility of all agencies, all mankind

now and for the future, no matter what the land use.

Or maybe the Attorney General should research and make certain all laws

pertaining to Natural Resources Soil and Water Conservation are being

followed or where there are conflicts so that the legislature, the Governor, the

Courts can be better advised.

5) Quoting fi-om the Governor's Executive Order: WHEREAS, CERCLA
requires that natural damage awards be used only to restore, replace, or

"acquire the equivalent" (quote marks are mine) of the injured natural

resource that are subject to the litigation 42 USC. 9607 (f) (1). My suggestion

is a trade off to the loss of the ag land or other lands that can't affordably be

restored (Opportunity Ponds, etc.) that a good share of that assessed damage

restoration be turned over to the Conservation Districts and the County

Government in the Upper Clark Fork Basin inasmuch as they have Natural

Resource decision making responsibilities at the local level and are obligated

to cany out state and federal (law) directives.

As an example of immediate public and private concern in which

Conservation Districts, County Government, and County Weed Districts have

responsibilities is Noxious Weed Control. Noxious Weeds are currently

devaluing land for which food and fiber production is dependent and related

beneficial uses. Fanners and Ranchers can't afford totally to eradicate, so a

cost-sharing mechanism should be set up with these Damage Control



Restoration funds. We must remember that soil and water conservation

practices help protect the tax base.

6) There are many other standards and specifications (best management
practices) enumerated in the Natural Resource Conservation Service,

Extension Service, research Service, Department of Environmental Quality,

Agriculture, DNRC, Fish Wildlife and Parks, etc. manuals that rate high in

priority that could be cost shared with farmers and ranchers, and other land

occupiers, using these funds on a collaborative basis, especially stream bank
and upland practices.

One program I am especially fond of is how the Small Watershed and Flood

Prevention Program works (PL566). This could be set up in many of our

small tributary watersheds to main stem streams to conserve and provide

water for many benefits including Total Maximum Daily Load stream

dewatering mitigation. There are many potential sites in Silver Bow County

such as Browns Gulch, Little Blacktail, Sand Creek, and like sites in Deer

Lodge, Powell, and Granite Counties. These dams and water spreading

systems certainly can help the MDL goals, water quality goals by diluting

some of the hazardous runoff from sites such as Opportimity Ponds or

pollutants that remain in streams that are not likely to be totally cleaned up;

together with the benefits of flood prevention, streamed protection, stream

bank protection, supplemental water supply for irrigation, fishery, power

generation, municipal, industrial, multiple uses, each managed according its

needs. By planning and working with land occupiers, fanners, ranchers,

residential, commercial, industrial, transportation, deveIop>ers, recreationist,

environmentalists, for soil and water conservation, water quality, on a

watershed and sub watershed basis; by confming these efforts in this case

basically to the Upper Clark Fork Basin above Missoula.

7) Now getting more specific as to the lawsuit of the State ofMontana against

Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO); the Restoration Report Upper Clark

Fork River, NPL Sites, March 1994, 1 would compliment the Attorney

General Office for much work and analysis. (An awful lot ofwork must have

been done to cost $15 million!) And yet more needs to be done as we are now
involved in recommendations, suggestions, or observations, and what to use

the money for. Is the $100 million proposed for restoration and remediation

purposes for the basin below the Warm Springs Ponds only? Or to be

investments that help the whole basin?

Apparently the State Attorney General report confined its case to ARCO
properties remediation, public property, and ARCO damages to state owned

property such as fish and wildlife, and hazardous wastes to health and human

impacts. I am not sufficiently convinced that agricultural land loss, along with

private and public benefit damage was covered or reported. Shouldn't the

loss, 3200 acres of prime ag land covered by tailings that make up the

\



Opportunity Ponds and similar adjacent acreage that is questionable or

unaffordable to restore and its loss forever to future use for food and fiber

production and or other uses and a loss of that tax base to Deer Lodge
County? And several adjoining existing farms and ranches with smoke and

hazardous waste damage caused by smeher operations? As a trade off to loss

to these unrestorable lands it seems very logical to add value to adjacent

Upper Clark Fork Basin lands by carry out of aforementioned soil and water

conservation practices which in most cases also help solve damages to

downstream waters.

8) The reported settlement of the State with ARCO of $215 million apparently

leaves $100 million to which Governor Racicot is seeking counsel and advice

ofhow to use it. The idea that the principal be invested in an interest bearing

trust and the interest income of several million dollars each year be used by

Conservation Districts and County Government as cost sharing for priority

projects as chosen by these local government entities seems good as one

option, except that inflation would have an adverse effect?

9) A list of proposed projects should be formulated and maintained and priorities

given for submission to the Governor for his approval and early execution.

10) A local government entity to administer the above suggested program could

be patterned after the Headwaters Resource Conservation and Development

Area (HRCD) consisting of counties, cities, towns, and Conservation Districts

in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin.

1 1) You should refer comments of other persons and mine to all local, state, and

federal agencies with Natural Resource Conservation and Development

responsibilities, landowners and occupiers of record, public and private, and

to request their feedback.

12) Question of issue ofwhom gets rich? Society or individuals or both? Good
Luck. You have an important task. We all should be proud of the results.

(God: give us the wisdom, the knowledge, the understanding, the fortitude, the patience,

and the guidance to do thy will to be good stewards of the Natural Resources you have

created.)
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Rob Collins

Natural Resources Damage Program

PO Box 201425

Helena, MT 59620-1425

RE: Comments for the Draft Upper Clark River Basin Restoration...

Dear Rob:

After reviewing the Draft Upper Clark River Basin Restoration Plan Procedtires and Criteria for

disbursement of the Montana v. ARCO settlement monies, I have a few concerns that I would

like to share v^th the Natural Resources Damage Program. The following are a list ofmy
comments concerning the document. The comments are separated by chapter and pages within

each chapter.

Chapter 3, page 28

Grants to non-govemment organizations

If a grant is awarded to a non-government organization will they be required to follow the

/^E\ State's procurement procedures and contracting laws? If not, what procurement and
^-^ contracting procedures might be imposed? How will non-government organizations be

made aware of whatever procurement and contracting procedures they are to follow?

Chapter 3, page 29

Qualifications

Will each applicant for NRD fimds be required to state their qualifications as a condition

for consideration for NRD funds? If not, when will qualifications of applicants be

sought? Will the qualifications of applicants be a matter of public record?

Chapter 3, page 29

Project development funding

^^^ Is the time fi-ame and application process the same for project development grants (e.g.-

^^J feasibility studies, preliminary designs, cost analyses, etc.) as it is for shorter duration
^-^ work? If yes, then can a continuous funding cycle be established for project development

grants that fall below a certain dollar threshold amount?

Chapter 3, page 31

Public comments

•^ Can the public comment period be extended to 45 days to allow a person to gather

C^ background information prior to commenting? Can a single and/or multiple projects be



Mr. Rob Collins

October 14, 1999
. .

. Page 2

rejected from the Restoration Work Plan without rejecting the entire plan? If no, then can

(^ the procedure be altered to allow for the rejection of individual projects within the

Restoration Work Plan?

Chapter 3, page 33

Design detail

/—

^

What detail will be required for the final designs submitted to NRDP, especially on the

\ty non-engineered projects? Will NRDP be required to review and return the fmal designs

within the 30-day pre-construction period?

Chapter 3, additional comments

(^ 1 . Can grant applications be submitted for multiple year grants (e.g.- $50,000/year for three

years)?

2. How much time does the applicant have to expend grant amounts? Will successful

applicants be fequired to expend granted dollars within the granting year?
~3. Who controls fimds prior to expenditures and who retains mterest from granted amounts

'

®
m

prior to expenditure?

4. How vnii MiiPA requirements be met? Will Ml SuCiSgsmi appllCimiS T55 required TO

complete EA's or EIS"s?

Chapter 4, page 38

Project area

/^\ Will drainages such as the Little Blackfoot River, Flint Creek, Rock Creek (Clinton), etc.

{0/ be acceptable areas for project applications within the first two granting cycles? What is

the downstream most location eligible for grants in the first two granting cycles?

®
Chapter 4, page 39

Matching funds

Can a requirement of at least a 25% cost share be required on all grant applications for

matching fiinds? How will landowner contributions be evaluated?

Chapter 5, page 45

Administration

What will be the documentation requirements on all projects? Will quarterly progress or

armual progress reports be required?(D

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bill Janecke
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September 8, 1999

Mr. Joe Mazurek

Montana Attorney General

215 N. Sanders

Helena MT 59620-1401

Dear Joe:

rruzuaily
1408 Warren Ave
ButteMT 59701

RECEI
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HaENA. MONTANA
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Please list roe as an opponent ofthe Uj^)er Clark Fork River Basin Restoration Plan prepared by

the Natural Resource Damage Program. AJbo, please include this letter as part of the official

record. While much ofthe information in the docximent is positive and addresses many of ray

concerns, several sections of the document are ambiguous and wiD. definitely lead to numerous

conflicts in tiie fiiture.

My main concern, which I have addressed to you on numerous occasions, is the feet that the

docnment allows the settlement monies to be spent oatside of the area where the original

r^ damages occurred. "While most of the ioformauon in the Document is excellent and strongly

points out that the monies should absolutely be spent in the areas where the original lawsuii

requested the damage claims, it allows the monies to be spent anywhere the Governor so desires.

I would point out to you once again, STVo of the original S765 millioti claim was for damages

that occurred in Butte, Anaconda and on Silver Bow Creek. In addition, over 74% of the

final Restoration claim was for restoration costs excluding compensable costs in the same
area. While you have always publicly stated tliai the monies must be spent in the damaged areas,

your written documentation and your comments to Judge Hatfield have been totally contrary. I

find it extremely dij65cult to understand why you continue to pubiicly state that the monies must

be spent in the areas where the damages occurred, while your written statements allow the monies

to be spent anywhere the Governor as Trustee so desires.

As you know, in litigation the written docuraentatk>n always takes precedent over oral statements.

In the .future, it will be perfectly clear what information is contained in the written documents, but

very Uttie credence will be placed on what someone thought they would like it to say, for

political purposes, in 1998-

While most of the emphasis on the Settlement now seems to be on restoration of the Clark Fork

__ River, only 13% of the original claim was for thiis area. I am a strong supporter of cleanup and

(^ restoration of the Clark Fork River and most nrqx>rtantly the communities ofMilltown, Deer

Lodge and srcaller communities aloiog the corridor. However, the communities ofButte and

Anaconda are absolutely entitled to have a major portion of the restoration money spent directly

- L(iUfr3S
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on restoration projects in their communities. As I have advised you in the past, the taxpayers of

^-v. Butte were forced by the EPA to finance a S40 million renovation of their water system, or &ce

(OJ huge monetary fines from the State ofMontana and the EPA. As you know, a major portion of

the lawsuit dealt directly with the destruction of the Butte Bedrock and AUuvial Aquifers, and was
one ofthe primary purposes of the origiiial lawsuit.

I am also adamantly opposed to creating another pernKuaent state bureaucracy as ttie docunaent

proposes. The current Natural Resource Damage Program siiouid absohiteiy sunset at the

^p^ completion of the current settlement negotiations or trial Ifthe Helena bureaucracy was taken
^^ totally out ofthe process, we would aP be better off

j
it's rediculous for the EPA office and the

Department ofEnvironmental Quality office deahngwith this issue to remain in Helena.

© I am also opposed to making the current Upper Clan; Fork Advisory Committee a so called "Feel

Good Committee" for the satisfection of the Trustee, as the document proposes. The Advisory

Committee, if used properly, coxild absolutely assure that the monies are properly allocated. JThe
current proposal now caDs for the creation of a "Super Department Head Cdmmittee'TocSea in

Helena. Ifthis Si^r Committee is allowed to remain in place, it will guarantee that the residents

of Butte, Anaconda, Deer Lodge and MUltown will have to stand in line in Helena and beg the

Committee or the Legislature to receive a small pittance ofthe Settlenaent.

Joe, I'm proud to be from Butte and I am proud ofthe contributions made by the past residents of

Butte and Anaconda in the shaping ofthis great State and this great Nation. Without their

significant dedication and contributions, you and I would not be living in this great State, and in

all probability our native language would be Jscpanese or German.

(2)

I'm extremely thankifiil that your ofi5ce and the Natural Resource Damage Program office are not

in charge of the monies being used to assist the victims ofthe Turkey Earthquake. In adl

probability your office and the Natural resource Damage Program office would propose to use the

momes for restoration projects in Central Park in New York City, or to create another

government bureaucracy program in Washington, D.C. or in Helena.

In closing, while I am discouraged that my comments will in all probability not be .taken seriously,

as has been the case with my other comments and suggestions to you and Judge Hatfield, I still

feel compelled to write. I believe strongly that Lfyou and Judge Hatfield had listened to the

comments and suggestions ofmyself and other Butte and Anaconda residents, the State of

Montana would now have a Settlement in which we could all be proud, and a Settlement that

would definitely better serve all of the residents ofMontana.

Joe, I am also still waiting for your response to my questions mailed to you on April 7, 1 999 and

April 26, 1999.
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October 6, 1999

Mr. Joe Mazurek
Montana Attorney Geoerai
215N. Sajaders

Helena, MT 59620- 140

1

Dear Joe:

FritzDaUy ,.ec„„^^im Warren Ave ^,
"^^

OCT 7 2 J,

ButteMT 59701
HaaA

|S)

I

I

I

as part of&e official reconi.k addftioa. wouMVoaZST °PP°f°^« *= propoW pK

concerns wii both documems. ="''^"=''°)'aaai^ssesmostofinyonginal

W
h. February, I made a presentatioa to the Butte Silver Bow CnT,n^i ^fr«

~~ '

Executive Jack Lynch concenimg thesev^^^^Z^^ ofCoumnssion^ aiid Chief

to become actrveiy bv^fvJ^^^ "T^llf?°^^^^ the local goven^nt
Council received Lurancest^ZZLT^^ J^

such thmgs from happenii^. The
because FederalI^^^Sr "^^ t?^ °^^"^^^^ -^'^ ^'^^^saiy

original dan^ages occ^^ful^^^^^^^.TS^'S^'^ areas whe. the

place to orevent rhf>^ *.<^non^ fr^

«>sui^ u^ tnat a citizen s advisory committee was also in

S«.fe«nr^'^^^^f"t^^"
i'%rTr"^ with the tde^ of the feal

-..=..co^to.d*^t.o.^s=tU^S^-r2^i^^^^-

!)

I am also very troubled by the Changes thai have been made mn,=,T^^Tr t k„i- .-
now absoimely precludes the B^Pn^iectGt^^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^ "^ ""^^
-w Columbia (^enstjpepaxiin^Tl^e.T^rJr?''^
feure type proposals. TiTs^ns^tSe tt^JZ ""u^.

development of any such

restoration on ^eC^ Fork Ri^^^^^owS^wo" Id"^
"^'° ^^Tthe final lawsuit Drono<=?i nr^n.»^ tTVLTx; ,^^^ ^ °^^ ^S^ ^^^"^ 3^" ^^^ ^/» of

-dressed^rSS^r^^^s'^^rw^^^^^^^^^^^

me project toew diat the total project wouJd probabfy not be funded, we afl felt that

-le^a-^r 3C^
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tlieProjea Green Coimmttee so they nay inform ibecx)imi^

^S!;^1^T
dooimsi^ed for you or minjerous occasions, one of the pan^ purposes for^ibT

IL^ ^-^^«^° Agency n^niq^per and incompetair decisions coi^^
contaminated toxK: water. Ultmzaiely, becanse ofthese decisions tbe Beikelev PitaLSScontain more than 54 biffiongaBons oftojdc water and th^ r^n^J^^C^iZLf_^^
approximately 50 bflEon galb^rT

^'^ ^^^'^^ ^^^^^^'^^ °fthe aqnfe wffl contain

T^l^^Jl^J^r^"^"^^ ^' ^^"^^ noth^ been tolerated in the'past^t^uM absohitely not be a^wed to continue into the fimxre. It app^rs to me that^^^^

i'^l^'^'^'^'^'^^'^^^^'^-^'^^ti^l^^. However, at this point I don'tknow how else to do to address tte issue. In the past, I have written several coiSnoi^^rs
to you and to Judge HatfeM and my comments and suggestions haveba^r^^^J^^
Joe, I am still willing to visit with you personally to address my concerns..

Sii

cc Bmte Silver Bow Council ofCommissioners
ChiefExecutive Jack Lynch
Project Green

Don Peoples

Butte Press

Enclosure-September 8, 1999 Letter
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'^u^

J^iLtft , Mr ^900/

PAMSWIGER
1429WEST GRANITE
BUTTE. MT 59701
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CTEC
Citizens" Technical Environmental Committee P.O. Box 593 Butte, MT 59703

October 26, 1999 RE'V^EIVED

Rob Collins
l^gy g ^99

Natural Resource Damage Program
"

„^^
Office of Attorney General DAMAGE PROGRAM
Justice Building

Capitol Complex

Helena, MT 59601

Dear Mr. Collins:

The Board of Directors of Butte's Citizens" Technical Environmental Committee has had

an opportunity to review your working_draft_of the Upper Clark Fork Basin Restoration Plan

Procedures and Criteria, and we would like to submit these comments:

The CTEC Board voted unanimously in support of limiting the spending of settlement

monies to within the damaged corridor. It is the fear of the CTEC Board that if any exception is

allowed in project consideration, then there will be increased pressure to shortcut solutions along

the river. The decision to fund projects outside the basin would be difficult to stop if permitted,

but maintaining the focus on the best possible clean-up of the river corridor will not rule out

other projects when acceptable goals are met.

It may be cheaper to purchase an undamaged watershed, instead of cleaning up the area

that is damaged. What the communities along the river are entitled to, however, is a clean river.

A task which by all indications will not be an easy one. Using the "most, if not all..."" language

only, we believe, signals some folks to look for other, cost effective, projects.

Another concern of the CTEC Board was the concentration of power in the NRD office

and the lack of adequate representation by citizen groups. At a minimum, we believe, it would

be appropriate to include the chair of the Governor" s advisory committee as a voting member of

the technical committee.

The CTEC Board also supports the Advison,' Committee's call for the location of a

restoration office in the affected areas. We go one step further, however, and also recommend

ctec@:montana.com (406) 723-6247



that the office be located in Silver Bow or Deer Lodge counties. There is a great deal of concern

about the levels of administration costs that have been suggested during various clean-up

discussions.

As we have indicated in the past, right or wrong, there is a great deal of public belief that

bureaucracy will remain healthy, but the river will not. Placing an office in the most impacted

commimities will go at least part way to showing the public that clean water and not other

priorities remain the primary goal.

CTEC looks forward to reviewing the final proposal, and will participate with comments

at that time. But until then we wanted you to know of the considerable commimity imput we

have received regarding the above issues.

Thank you for your consideration of these concerns.

Sincerely,,^ ..^
^

Art Noonan, President CTEC






